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Chapter1
Introdution
Every minute, on average ten extremely-high energeti partiles from outer spae hit
the Earth's atmosphere. The origins of suh partiles must be loal (within 100Mp,
1
or 300 million light years, of the Earth) but extragalati (i.e. beyond the Milky Way),
as we will see later. Radio galaxies, suh as CentaurusA, the nearest radio galaxy
and the subjet of this Ph.D. thesis, are a type of ative galaxy in whih jets emanat-
ing from the entral region of the galaxy have inated large-sale lobes with physial
parameters suitable for partile energisation, and are plausible soures of suh parti-
les, also known as ultra-high energy osmi rays. In order to understand how radio
galaxies may generate the osmi rays and aelerate them to the highest energies, we
need to understand entrainment, i.e. the proess by whih protons and atomi nulei
get into the large-sale jets and lobes.
1.1 Ative galati nulei
Ative Galati Nulei (AGN) are a lass of objets found at the entres of some
galaxies. The AGN an emit opious amounts of radiation, often outshining the
ombined stellar radiation from the galaxy that it inhabits. The main omponents of
AGN onstitute (i) a entral supermassive blak hole, and on an intermittent basis
some ombination of: (ii) an aretion dis surrounding the blak hole, (iii) a pair
of high-speed, narrow, ionised and magnetised outows, or jets, onneting to (iv)
large-sale bubbles of rareed, hot, magnetised gas, or lobes. The vast majority of
AGN are `radio-quiet' (but not neessarily radio-silent) and reognised by the diret
or indiret radiative signatures of their aretion diss. A minority (∼ 10 perent;
Kellermann et al. 1989; Balokovi et al. 2012) are `radio-loud' AGN whih inlude
strong radio soures in whih the underlying galati type an be distinguished  the
radio galaxies.
The rst observations of radio-loud AGN were made utilising low-resolution, low-
frequeny instruments (e.g. Reber 1944), whih are sensitive to radiation from stru-
tures at all sales. It beame appreiated early on (Jennison & Das Gupta 1953) that
1
Megaparse; 1Mp = 106 p. 1 p∼ 3.086× 1018 m.
1
many of these soures were resolved on sales whih, when identied with galaxies
(Baade & Minkowski 1954) orresponded to physial sizes of tens of kiloparses and
above. The spetrum of the deteted radio emission implied that it was synhrotron
radiation (Burbidge 1956; Setion 1.1.2), and allowed the rst inferenes of the on-
tents of the radio-emitting strutures (eletrons and magneti elds) and the realisa-
tion that huge amounts of energy were required to power suh objets (e.g. Hardastle
2015).
1.1.1 Radio galaxies
By the mid-1970s, there was a deent olletion of high-resolution images, and enough
soure identiations to allow Fanaro and Riley (1974) to make a morphologial
lassiation of radio soures as entre-brightened (lass I, FR I) or edge-brightened
(FR II), and suient galaxy identiations for them to be able to demonstrate that
the morphologial lassiation orrelated with radio luminosity, in the sense that
FR II objets tended to have luminosities above a threshold value (whih, in mod-
ern osmology, orresponds
2
to approximately 1032 erg s−1Hz−1 at 178MHz) whilst
FR Is lay mostly below it. This, along with the outows
3
onneting to the large-
sale emission (e.g. Northover 1973; see the foregoing setion), provided the rst hint
at a relationship between the radio struture and the underlying physis, and moti-
vated the adoption of the now standard `beam model' oined by Sheuer (1974) and
Blandford & Rees (1974).
1.1.2 Radiative proesses
There are two key emission proesses that allow us to investigate the physis of radio
strutures. The better-known of these is synhrotron emission whih is produed by
relativisti leptons moving in magneti elds (e.g. Burbidge 1956; Shklovsky 1958).
An individual eletron (and/or positron; hereafter, I refer to the leptoni radiating
partiles as eletrons), with a Lorentz fator γe, has a synhrotron spetrum whih is
strongly peaked around a harateristi frequeny
νchar =
γ2e eB
2πme c
, (1)
where me denotes the mass of an eletron, e its elementary eletri harge and B
the magneti eld strength (e.g. Longair 1994). For magneti elds of order 100µG
2
Here and throughout the thesis, gs units are used.
3
An extragalati outow was rst noted by Heber Curtis in optial images of the elliptial galaxy
M87 (Curtis 1918); however, the lak of adequate instrumentation at that time did not allow for an
assoiation with any larger struture.
2
and 1− 10µG, plausible in, respetively, kp-sale jets and lobes, from equipartition
arguments (see Setion 1.1.5), it follows that eletrons with γe of a few times 10
3
(jets)
and a few times 104 (lobes) dominate the synhrotron radiation that we detet at GHz
frequenies. Synhrotron emission is in priniple observable at all wavebands, from
low-frequeny radio through to X-ray. The timesale for energy loss (i.e. ooling) by
a single eletron reads
tsync,e =
Ee
dEe/dt
=
6πme c
σT γeB2
, (2)
in whih dEe/dt is the energy loss rate and σT is the Thomson ross setion. Due
to the γ−1e dependene and the small mass of the eletron, the eletron-synhrotron
ooling an be rapid. Partiles of larger masses have more inertia, whih means that
baryons do not radiate eiently, unless the magneti eld strength is extremely high.
A power-law distribution of eletron energies N(Ee) ∝ E−pe , where p is the partile
spetral index, results in a power law synhrotron spetrum of the form
4 Sν ∝ ν−α,
with ν the frequeny and α = (p− 1)/2 the energy spetral index.
Synhrotron emission is polarised to some extent: linearly, with the eletri and
magneti omponents of the propagating wave osillating in one diretion, and ir-
ularly, with the eletri eld of the propagating wave hanging diretion in a rotary
manner. In AGN jets, observations of linear polarisation hene provide onstraints on
the struture and order of the magneti eld, while irular polarisation observations
(see also Setion 1.2.1) an inform us about the positron fration in the relativisti
eletron population and the vetor-ordering of the magneti eld.
The seond important mehanism is inverse-Compton emission whih entails sat-
tering of a bakground photon population. The most inuential photon bakground
(beause it has the highest energy density in intergalati spae) is the Cosmi Mi-
rowave Bakground (CMB); in some irumstanes, other photon elds suh as the
optial/infrared AGN emission or the extragalati bakground light may be of rele-
vane. Inverse-Compton emission is of interest in the optial through to gamma-ray
energy bands, although it has up to now, when onentrating on large-sale om-
ponents of radio-loud AGN, mostly been studied in X-ray (e.g. Tashiro et al. 1998;
Hardastle & Croston 2005; Kataoka & Stawarz 2005; Goodger et al. 2008; Takeuhi
et al. 2012). The ooling timesale for inverse-Compton radiation is
tIC,e =
Ee
dEe/dt
=
3me c
4σT γe Uγ
, (3)
where Uγ is the energy density in the photon eld. Importantly, the energy loss in
inverse-Compton sattering is independent of the magneti eld strength. Combining
4
This holds if the assoiated magneti eld is uniform in spae.
3
inverse-Compton and synhrotron observations from the same region thus allows us
to infer B, subjet only to assumptions5 about the eletron spetrum N(Ee).
1.1.3 Current instrumentation
The main present-day instruments for investigations of p- and kp-sale radio AGN
physis inlude (i) at radio frequenies the NRAO Very Large Array (VLA) and the
Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) allowing imaging of both ompat and large-sale
struture and permitting detailed, high-delity morphologial studies of individual
objets (e.g. Perley et al. 1984; Owen et al. 2000; Laing & Bridle 2002; Gizani &
Leahy 2003; O'Dea et al. 2009; Kharb et al. 2012), the Australia Telesope Compat
Array (ATCA), the Giant Metrewave Radio Telesope (GMRT) and the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telesope (WSRT); (ii) at optial partiularly the Hubble Spae Tele-
sope (HST ) extending the synhrotron studies to shorter wavelengths (e.g. Perlman
et al. 2003, 2011; Meyer et al. 2013); and (iii) in X-rays the XMM-Newton and Chan-
dra platforms, with enough sensitivity to image both the synhrotron and inverse-
Compton emission from the radio-emitting strutures and their hot-gas environments
(e.g. Hardastle et al. 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007b; Worrall et al. 2003, 2007, 2008, 2010;
Croston et al. 2003, 2005, 2009; Kraft et al. 2005, 2007, 2008; Goodger et al. 2010).
This thesis uses proprietary data (PI: S.Wykes) from the VLBA (Chapter 6), the
GMRT (Chapter 3) and the XMM-Newton telesope (Chapter 5).
1.1.4 Jet dynamis and energetis
In this and the following setion, I will disuss dynamis and energetis with regards
jets and lobes of AGN. I will not over supermassive blak holes and aretion diss
sine their physial properties are not of immediate relevane for the topis overed
in this thesis.
As introdued earlier, jets are high-speed, ollimated outows threaded by mag-
neti elds. Loosely speaking, one an distinguish between axial (i.e. longitudinal, or
poloidal) eld Bz in the jet whih is possibly anhored in a lose proximity of the
entral blak hole, and azimuthal (i.e. toroidal) eld Bφ, likely anhored in the outer
aretion dis. The axial eld dereases as 1/r2j , with rj the jet radius; probably
the only way to reover this axial eld is shear (see also Setion 1.5.5), whih would
amplify it. The azimuthal eld drops as 1/rj and determines the so-alled Poynting
ux
~B × ~E (c/4π) ≃ B2φ vj/(4π), where vj denotes the jet plasma veloity. Azimuthal
eld is presumably involved in ollimation and aeleration of jets, at least on small
5
Often, observations of synhrotron emission from the same population of eletrons that do the
inverse-Compton sattering are not at hand.
4
jet sales.
6
On kp sales, the B-eld is generally evolved away from the original
onguration (e.g. Pudritz et al. 2012 and referenes therein).
Jets in both FR Is and FR IIs are thought to start o relativistially (e.g.Kellermann
& Pauliny-Toth 1981; Worrall 1987; Ghisellini et al. 1993; Giovannini et al. 2001).
Some models suggest that they may be initially idential and that the observed dif-
ferenes on kp sales are the result of deeleration of FR I jets due to entrainment
either of external gas or of mass lost in the jet from stars via stellar winds (e.g. Bowman
et al. 1996; Laing & Bridle 2002; see further Setion 1.2.2). Speeds of FR I and FR II
jets have usually been retrieved from measurements of proper motion,
7
i.e. by traking
individual jet omponents over several epohs. Spetral line studies are not possible
beause the jet emission is non-thermal ontinuum radiation. For jets oriented at
small angles to the line of sight, beause of speial-relativisti eets we are seeing
boosted emission from the relativisti jet pointed towards the observer.
Jets transport energy, momentum, angular momentum, and material from the
entral AGN out to vast distanes (e.g. Sheuer 1974; Blandford & Rees 1974). Their
power an be estimated using onservation laws, physis of bow shoks, the dynamis
of regions of dereased X-ray surfae brightness (avities), and the dissipation rate of
turbulent energy oneivably existent in the lobes originating from fores or stresses
by the jet (Setion 1.5.4).
Jets are suseptible to plasma instabilities, the most important being those trig-
gered by density gradients or the motion relative to the ambient medium, or by
strong toroidal magneti elds in the jet. Of the former sort, the Rayleigh-Taylor and
Rihtmyer-Meshkov instabilities would be expeted to grow at the jet head or the
edge of a lobe (e.g. Norman et al. 1982; Reynolds et al. 2005; Diehl et al. 2008), and
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability to develop on the shear ow at the jet boundaries as
the jet propagates (e.g. Norman et al. 1982; Biknell 1984; Birkinshaw 1991; Hardee
& Clarke 1992; De Young 1996). Suh marosopi instabilities an aet the jet
morphology and the transport of material over the jet boundary, and will be dealt
with in some detail in Chapters 2 and 3. Mirosopi instabilities are briey addressed
in Setion 1.5.2 in the ontext of partile aeleration.
Observations of optial through X-ray synhrotron radiation from jets (e.g. Biretta
et al. 1991; Hardastle et al. 2001; Marshall et al. 2001; Kraft et al. 2005; Worrall
et al. 2010) require an in situ partile aeleration mehanism, sine eletrons an
6
Within the model of extration via magneti torques of a rotating blakhole's energy to power
the jet (known as the Blandford-Znajek-type jet-generation mehanism; Blandford & Znajek 1977),
the various omponents of the magneti eld are responsible for ollimation and aeleration, sine
they themselves onstitute the jet at this point. By the time the sales are reahed where the B-eld
strengths are observable, they are not dynamially dominant.
7
To date, observations of proper motion have only been onduted for sub-1 kp-sales.
5
only travel limited distanes
8
before ooling below the observing band (e.g. Biknell
& Melrose 1982). However, it is not yet settled what that proess is and how it
is related to the jet dynamis. Shoks, whih onvert a portion of the bulk kineti
energy into relativisti partiles, are a plausible mehanism (see further Setion 1.5.3),
possibly aompanied by other aeleration proesses, in dierent parts of the jet
(Setions 1.5.4 and 1.5.5). Partile aeleration persists out to rather large sales
sine some FR I jets show optial and X-ray synhrotron emission on sales of tens to
hundreds kp (e.g. Evans 2005). This is also the ase for shoks at the `beam heads' of
FR II soures, identied with hotspots (e.g. Saslaw et al. 1978; Meisenheimer & Röser
1986; Harris et al. 1994; Hardastle et al. 2004; Kraft et al. 2007).
In many kp-sale jets, and ommonly in FR Is, loalised, pathy surfae bright-
ness enhanements have been observed (e.g. Hardastle et al. 2001, 2002; Kraft et
al. 2002; Marshall et al. 2002; Stawarz et al. 2004), referred to as knots. Blandford &
Königl (1979) proposed that the optial bright knots result from shoks, reated by an
interation of the jet with an obstale. The obstales an be gas louds (e.g. Blandford
& Königl 1979; Coleman & Biknell 1985; Komissarov et al. 1994; Araudo et al. 2010;
Bosh-Ramon et al. 2012) or stars (e.g.Komissarov et al. 1994; Bowman et al. 1996;
Bednarek & Protheroe 1997; Laing & Bridle 2002; Barkov et al. 2010; Araudo et
al. 2013) from the parent galaxy, rossing the jet (Setion 1.2.2). The ourene of
knots has alternative explanations: plasma instabilities, in partiular the Kelvin-
Helmholtz mode (Norman et al. 1982; Lobanov et al. 2003); quasi-periodi variations
of the jet veloity developing into strong shoks (e.g. Rees 1978); a hange of the
beaming fator of the jet; or they an be manifestations of reollimation of the jet
due to jet underpressure leading to jet-wide shoks (e.g. Sanders 1983; Komissarov &
Falle 1997; Nalewajko & Sikora 2012). The obstale-related shok senario may be
supported by osets sometimes measured between peak X-ray, optial and radio emis-
sion from the knots (e.g. Perlman & Wilson 2005; Siemiginowska et al. 2007), when
mapped with similar angular resolution. In these ases, the higher-frequeny bright-
ness peaks our at the upstream (the ore-side) of the knot and the lower-frequeny
peaks downstream, explained by Hardastle et al. (2003) and Bai & Lee (2003) in
terms of eletrons of a single population emitting at progressively lower frequenies,
from X-ray to radio, as they move away from the shok.
8
For an inverse-Compton origin of the observed X-ray radiation from kp-sale jets, signiant
jet aeleration is expeted to our on kp sales (e.g. Harris & Krawzynski 2006) whih is not
supported by observations. Eletrons involved in the inverse-Compton proess, beause of their
lower energies, ould travel substantially longer distanes.
6
1.1.5 Lobe dynamis and energetis
Lobe expansion is driven by the momentum ux along the jets (expansion primarily in
axial diretion) and the internal pressure of the lobes (expansion in all diretions). For
young soures with a single eletron energy spetrum and with magneti elds in the
lobes not largely varying in time and spae, a feasible approah to determining soure
dynamis is `spetral ageing', i.e. tting models of an aged synhrotron spetrum to
multifrequeny radio data. The lassial interpretation of this for FR II soures is
then as follows: the radiating eletrons nearer the galaxy entre were released by the
hotspot earlier in the past than the radiating eletrons lose to the hotspot now, and
so the former will have undergone greater synhrotron ooling ompared with the
latter. A radiating partile population whose energy distribution is initially a power
law, whih suered only synhrotron losses, would show a break in this power law
at later times. The break frequeny moves to lower frequenies as more time elapses
(Kardashev 1962; Paholzyk 1970; Jae & Perola 1973) prediting steeper measured
spetral indies for the older emission (disussed by many authors, e.g., Alexander
& Leahy 1987; Carilli et al. 1991; Blundell & Rawlings 2002; Jamrozy et al. 2008;
Harwood et al. 2013). Spetral ageing studies normally assume that the `ageing eld'
is the urrently observed (equipartition) magneti eld and that there is no partile
re-energisation in the lobes. Where these assumptions are not valid (likely in older
soures), the derived synhrotron age may represent a (large) underestimation of the
true physial age (e.g. Alexander 1987; Eilek et al. 1994, 1997; Biknell 1995), only
ounterated, where appliable, to some extent by adiabati and inverse-Compton
losses.
Another approah, valid more generally, relies on measured or modelled expan-
sion of the soure to retrieve its dynamial age. There are a number of dynamial
models, mostly used in onnetion with the more powerful FR II soures as these
are more simple in the sense of having learly determined boundaries (e.g.Kaiser &
Alexander 1997; Kaiser 2000; Eilek 2014). A relatively fast lobe growth ours within
the so-alled ow-driven model  the traditional model for FR IIs, in whih organ-
ised plasma outow ontinues until the outskirts of the (outer) lobes. Hereby, the
advane speed (linear distane over time) of the front end of the lobes is larger than
the adiabati sound speed, cs = (γkT/µmH)
1/2
(with γ the adiabati index, i.e. the
ratio of spei heats, k the Boltzmann onstant and µmH the partile mass), of
the surrounding plasma, making ram pressure to dominate the growth of the lobe.
Slower lobe growth takes plae within the magneti tower model (e.g. Li et al. 2001;
Nakamura et al. 2006) whih requires B-eld dominated lobes (and, hene, B-eld
dominated jets); but, note that B-eld dominated lobes are inonsistent with inverse-
Compton observations (see below). Both analyti approah and simulations show the
end front advaning at the sound speed of the surrounding medium (Lynden-Bell 1996;
7
Nakamura et al. 2006). The slowest lobe growth happens within the buoyany model
(e.g. Churazov et al. 2001; Dunn & Fabian 2004) in whih an underdense lobe (lobe
density lower than the surrounding intragroup or intraluster gas) is driven by the
buoyant fore. In this ase, the front end speed is expeted to be similar but probably
smaller than the sound speed of the surroundings; hene, the age of a buoyany-driven
lobe will be at least as long as the sound-rossing time of the surroundings, and prob-
ably longer (an extensive disussion an be found in Eilek 2014). No robust models
existed until reently for the dynamis of FR Is.
A jet provides vigorous energy input and so the energy budget of radio galaxy lobes
an be onsiderable. A rst-order approah to infer the lobe energetis is assuming
that the soure is radiating suh that its ombined energy in radiating partiles and
magneti eld is a minimum (Burbidge 1956) onsistent with the prodution of the
observed synhrotron emission, or, equivalently, that the soure is in `equipartition'.
The minimum-energy assumption an be veried by ombining observations of syn-
hrotron and inverse-Compton emission from the same eletron populations. If the
inverse-Compton proess is responsible for most of the higher-energy radiation that
is measured, and the nature of the bakground photon eld is known, the eletron
population is probed diretly. Despite no a priori reason for dynamial strutures
to be at minimum energy (e.g. Leahy 1990; Hardastle & Worrall 2000; Worrall &
Birkinshaw 2004), X-ray and gamma-ray observations of inverse-Compton emission
from various FR I and FR II lobes have found the B-eld strengths to be at or lose to
equipartition with the radio-emitting eletrons (e.g. Feigelson et al. 1995; Tsakiris et
al. 1996; Croston et al. 2005; Kataoka & Stawarz 2005; Takeuhi et al. 2012; Katsuta
et al. 2013).
However, it has been known for some time (e.g. Hardastle et al. 1998b; Worrall &
Birkinshaw 2000; Croston et al. 2003) that, partiularly in FR I soures, a relativisti
eletron population globally in equipartition with the magneti eld annot provide
suient pressure to balane the total pressure exerted by the external medium.
A dominane of relativisti eletrons alone would lead to detetable X-ray inverse-
Compton emission, whih is not seen (e.g. Croston et al. 2003), while the presene
of extra thermal gas at the temperature of the environment was ruled out by the
appearane of avities at the position of the lobes. The most likely origin of the
required additional pressure is either material that has been entrained and heated,
or magneti dominane of the lobes (e.g. Croston et al. 2008). Further disussion on
matter heating is oered in Setion 1.3.
Most FR I and FR II lobes, observed with radio instruments of suient sensitivity
and resolution, show strips of enhaned surfae brightness  laments. The lamen-
tary harater has impliations for the internal struture of the lobes. However, no
onsensus existed until reently on whether the magneti eld in the lobes has a low
8
lling fator and eletrons are uniformly distributed, or the eletron population follows
the magneti eld enhanements losely. Interesting in this respet are the early 3D
simulations of Clarke (1993) whih inluded passive magneti elds. He established a
natural development of laments in radio lobes orresponding to regions of enhaned
magneti eld, while noting no evidene for inreased thermal partile densities or
pressures in these regions. Based on X-ray observations of a number FR II lobes,
it was suggested that a orrelation between the magneti eld and partile density
may be weak sine the inverse-Compton emission does not follow the pattern seen in
radio-synhrotron emission from the lobes (e.g. Hardastle & Croston 2005; Goodger
et al. 2008), in ontrast with the western giant lobe of the soure FornaxA, for whih a
positionally varying eletron energy spetrum was favoured (Seta et al. 2011). B-eld
and partile energy partitioning is examined at length in Chapter 5.
1.1.6 CentaurusA
CentaurusA is the nearest radio galaxy, an FR I lass objet, thoroughly reviewed by
Israel (1998). Due to its brightness and proximity (3.8± 0.1Mp; Harris et al. 2010),
CentaurusA has been the target of myriad observations, from low-frequeny radio to
gamma rays. In parallel, theoretial models have been invoked to interpret some of
these observations. Sine its assoiation with the parent elliptial galaxy NGC5128
(Bolton et al. 1949), CentaurusA has played, along with other `A soures' suh as
VirgoA (M87) and the intrinsially more powerful HerulesA and CygnusA, a pivotal
role in the development of the jet model of the origin of the double strutures in radio
galaxies. In partiular, CentaurusA furnishes a means of testing models of magneti
eld struture of jets and jet formation, of jet and lobe energetis, partile ontent
and partile aeleration, and studying the nature of stellar populations in a large
elliptial.
CentaurusA's nuleus harbours a supermassive blak hole, with a mass MBH ∼
5.5 × 107M⊙ inferred from stellar kinematis (Cappellari et al. 2009). The entral
parts are hidden from diret view at infrared through to ultraviolet wavelengths by
a prominent dust lane (e.g. Dufour et al. 1979; Ebneter & Balik 1983; Ekart et
al. 1990) partly onealing a starburst (e.g.Möllenho 1981; Minniti et al. 2004). The
starburst is likely responsible for some of the radio galaxy ativity.
CentaurusA shows a twin jet in radio and X-ray bands, symmetrial on parse
sales but with evident asymmetry on kp sales. The p-sale jet has been the sub-
jet of numerous high-resolution radio ampaigns whih have revealed, among other
things, bright struture with rapid evolution and speeds of jet omponents from proper
motion measurements of 0.1−0.3c (e.g. Tingay et al. 2001; Müller et al. 2014). None of
these studies of small sales in CentaurusA was onerned with partile ontent and
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Figure 1: False-olour Chandra X-ray image of the jets, shoks and the environment of
CentaurusA, with 1.4GHz radio ontours of the inner lobes overlaid. Red, green and
blue orrespond to soft, medium and hard X-rays in the energy range 0.4 − 2.5 keV.
Prominently present is the X-ray jet to the North-East and the shok around the
inner lobe to the South-West. From Hardastle (2015).
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Figure 2: Combined ATCA and Parkes 1.4GHz radio ontinuum (enhaned) image
of the large-sale struture of CentaurusA from Feain et al. (2011), showing the giant
lobes, the northern middle lobe, and with Fig. 1, indiating the inner lobes, super-
posed.
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none has speially searhed for irular polarisation. On somewhat larger sales,
∼ 100 p, Hardastle et al. (2003) found omponent speeds of 0.5c, pointing towards
jet aeleration downstream or to sampling of disparate jet layers. The main radio-
and X-ray jet, ∼ 4.5 kp (projeted) in X-rays (Fig. 1)  somewhat shorter than in
radio as is ommon in radio galaxies in general (e.g.Worrall 2005), is positioned at
an angle to the line of sight of approximately 50◦ (Tingay et al. 1998; Hardastle et
al. 2003). Clearly distinguished in both radio and X-ray bands is a relatively large
number of knots (e.g.Kraft et al. 2002; Hardastle et al. 2003; Worrall et al. 2008;
Tingay & Len 2009; Goodger et al. 2010), with the radio knots of measured larger
proper motions showing omparatively little X-ray emission (Goodger et al. 2010).
The power of the presently visible jet, likely driving the urrently ative ∼ 5 kp-
sale inner lobes (Fig. 1) has been estimated to be ∼ 1× 1043 erg s−1 (e.g. Croston et
al. 2009). The expansion of the south-west inner lobe (advane speed ∼ 2600 km s−1;
Croston et al. 2009) is shoking and heating the surrounding gas (Kraft et al. 2003;
Croston et al. 2009). The middle regions of CentaurusA, extending beyond the in-
ner lobes, show a so-alled northern middle lobe (e.g.Morganti et al. 1999; Kraft et
al. 2009; Ne et al. 2015a,b; Fig. 2), with no ounterpart in the South.
Silhouetted against a vast number of bakground AGN, the large-sale radio stru-
ture of CentaurusA (Fig. 2) extends ∼ 560 kp along the main axis, making it oupy
∼ 9◦ (e.g. Sheridan 1958; Shain 1958; Junkes et al. 1993) on the sky (i.e.∼ 18 times the
angular size of the full Moon). Radio imaging in total intensity with the ATCA and
Parkes telesopes revealed a variety of large-sale laments in the giant, or outer lobes
(Feain et al. 2011; Fig. 2). The origin of these laments has been asribed by them to
either enhaned jet ativity, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities developing at the rim of
the lobes, or a dwarf galaxy (see below) traversing the lobe. The linear polarisation
pattern of the giant lobes appears omplex, espeially in the ase of the southern lobe,
hinting at turbulent motions in this region (Junkes et al. 1993). Feain et al. (2009)
derived an upper limit on the thermal eletron ontent of ne,th < 5 × 10−5 m−3.
Based on synhrotron tting, the radiative age of the giant lobes was estimated to be
∼ 30Myr (Hardastle et al. 2009). CentaurusA marked the rst detetion of gamma
rays from giant lobes of a radio galaxy, interpreted as inverse-Compton emission on
CMB (Abdo et al. 2010). These Fermi-LAT observations suggest that the magneti
eld is in equipartition with the radiating eletrons, in whih ase, for feasible exter-
nal environment parameters, the energy density in entrained material must exeed
the energy density in magneti eld and eletrons by a onsiderable fator.
The soure is a member of the Centaurus group, with at least 50 dwarf galaxies
belonging to the group (e.g. Jerjen et al. 2000; Karahentsev et al. 2007; Crnojevi¢ et
al. 2010; Crnojevi¢ et al. 2012), and with a few of the dwarf galaxies in projetion on
the giant lobes (e.g. Israel 1998; Feain et al. 2011).
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1.2 Matter ontent of AGN jets
There is a wide (but not universal) agreement that AGN jets start out Poynting-ux,
i.e. magnetially dominated, and beome partile-dominated (likely initially lepton-,
later baryon-dominated) further downstream. In the urrent thinking (e.g. Drenkhahn
2002; Sikora et al. 2005), this onversion from a Poynting- to a matter-dominated
regime ours relatively lose (within a parse) to the jet launhing point. Jets with a
pure eletron-positron ontent are not ruled out by energy and density onsiderations
(e.g. Biknell 2001). In the following setions, I will disuss baryon loading of FR I
jets on dierent sales.
1.2.1 Baryon loading on subparse sales
On very small sales, lose to the jet inlet, the jet ould beome heavier through
loading of partiles from the aretion dis. For plausible B-eld strengths lose to
the blak hole, protons from the aretion dis are expeted to have gyroradii muh
smaller than the harateristi sizes of the system, and so their diusion into the jet
will be suppressed. It is possible, however, that neutrons generated in the aretion
dis by energeti proton-proton interations an load the jet with a ertain number
of baryons (Sikora et al. 1989; Toma & Takahara 2012). It is not lear whether this
proess an operate in the ase of jets generated from radiatively ineient aretion
ows
9
(though proton aeleration through magneti reonnetion  a mehanism
disussed in Setion 1.5.5, is a possibility: Vila et al. 2014), or indeed whether the
eieny of aeleration even in aretion diss is high enough to provide the neessary
relativisti protons lose to the jet (Toma & Takahara 2012).
A ruial, and one of the very few means of assessing jet omposition on subparse
sales and so to disriminate between initially eletron-positron (`light') jets versus
eletron-proton (`heavy') jets is the observation of irular polarisation (e.g.Wardle et
al. 1998). Cirular polarisation arises either intrinsially from the synhrotron emis-
sion (e.g. Legg & Westfold 1968) or through the mehanism of Faraday onversion
of linear polarisation to irular,
10
whih is a propagation eet (e.g. Jones & O'Dell
9
Radiatively ineient aretion refers to diss of low density, high temperature and small optial
depth, and the lak of ability of suh diss to radiate the energy that is dissipated by visosity
(e.g. Yuan & Narayan 2014).
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Faraday onversion is a birefringene eet. In a relativisti plasma, the normal modes of ele-
tromagneti waves are notieably elliptial (not irular, as in thermal plasma); propagation through
the plasma an introdue a phase shift between orthogonal polarisation planes, whih orrespond to
irular polarisation (e.g.Wardle & Homan 2003). Faraday onversion requires that the synhrotron
emission is intrinsially linearly polarised and that the internal relativisti plasma Faraday depth
is moderately large. That will not happen usually unless the synhrotron self-absorption optial
depth is lose to one, but less than one. Tehnially, it is also neessary that the plane of the linear
polarisation does not align with the prinipal axes of the normal modes. That means the polarisa-
tion must be a mix of the two modes. Sine the loally emitted emission always is aligned, either
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1977). Intrinsi irular polarisation requires a signiant harge imbalane in the ra-
diating partiles (an eletron-proton jet) and the emerged spetrum is relatively at.
The Faraday onversion mehanism demands a large number of low-energy relativisti
partiles in the jet to assure the onversion, and hene a relatively modest uto in
the partile energy spetrum, implying harge balane (an eletron-positron jet; e.g.
Celotti & Fabian 1993; Wardle et al. 1998). The irular polarisation spetrum is ex-
peted to be onsiderably steeper in this ase (e.g.Wardle & Homan 2003). Measuring
irular polarisation is a hallenging enterprise, sine the irular polarisation signal
is generally very small (polarised fration of order 0.2 − 1 perent, against tens of
perent for a linearly-polarised fration), the instrumental eets large (in partiular
for irularly-polarised antenna feeds like the ones of the urrent radio instruments
whih are requisite to resolve the subparse jet), and the observations not easily in-
terpretable (ambiguities due to optial depth, the harater of the plasma, B-eld
orientation and deviations from homogeneity in and alongside the jet; e.g.Wardle
2013 and referenes therein). Despite detetion in a large number of extragalati
objets, diret observational evidene preferring one irular polarisation generation
mehanism over another remains sare, with only the work of Wardle et al. (1998) on
the quasar 3C 279 and Homan & Wardle (2004) on the low-power radio galaxy 3C 84
strongly favouring the Faraday onversion proess, and so an initially light jet.
While the knowledge of matter ontent on subparse sales is vital to onstraints
on the jet launhing mehanism, it may not supply suient amounts of material to
override the amounts from loading on larger jet sales.
1.2.2 Baryon loading on kiloparse sales
There is a good deal of evidene (e.g. Laing & Bridle 2002; Canvin et al. 2005; Peruho
2014) that FR I jets deelerate from relativisti to subrelativisti speeds progressively
over sales of ∼ 1 − 15 kp. Deeleration requires entrainment of material in order
that momentum should be onserved (e.g. Biknell 1984, 1995; Reynolds et al. 1996;
Laing & Bridle 2002). The jets on these sales are often apparently in diret ontat
with the external medium, i.e. not embedded in a lobe,
11
so that diret jet-medium
interations are possible. Mass loading an ensue from the hot galaxy ISM gas on the
internal Faraday rotation or soure inhomogeneity must be involved to mix the two. Synhrotron
self-absorption an also aomplish this, but then the resulting polarisation will be small; hene, it
is not of great interest (T. Jones, private ommuniation).
Sine thermal plasma has no eet on the irular polarisation, one it is made it will be transmitted
through the thermal plasma unhanged. Any residual linear polarisation, on the other hand, may be
lost via Faraday depolarisation. The wavelength dependene of Faraday onversion is λ3, provided
the wavelength of interest is well above the minimum energy, and also that the birefringene is due
to the same eletron population that is responsible for the synhrotron emission.
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Close to the host galaxy, the lobe an be pushed away by buoyany and therefore leave the jet
diretly exposed to the external medium.
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additional ondition that there is a pressure equilibrium over the jet boundary whih
an make the boundary Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable. This proess, termed external
entrainment, has been most losely investigated in the prototype FR I soure 3C 31
(Laing & Bridle 2002). Relying on a kinemati model for the jets and estimates of the
external density and pressure proles from X-ray data, the authors applied onserva-
tion of mass, momentum and energy (as per Biknell 1994) to dedue the variations in
internal jet pressure, density, Mah number and entrainment rate with distane from
the nuleus. Beause of its hydrodynamial harater, external entrainment involves
bulk entrainment, i.e. the isotopi omposition entering the jet resembles the galaxy
ISM omposition, and this ISM make-up is in priniple readily derived from X-ray
observations.
Extragalati jets are surrounded by rih galaxy ISM, stars and denser medium
inhomogeneities. While the jet pushes the galaxy ISM out as it propagates, it gen-
erally laks suient momentum per unit area to displae small ompat objets
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suh as stars; inevitably, some stars move into the jet during their orbit around the
entre of the galaxy. Mass loading via stellar winds from stars ontained within the
jet is referred to as internal entrainment (e.g.Komissarov 1994; Bowman et al. 1996;
Laing & Bridle 2002; Hubbard & Blakman 2006). Jet-stellar wind interations may
lead to observable signatures in the radio and in X-rays, and in exeptional ase up to
gamma rays (e.g. Bosh-Ramon et al. 2012; Araudo et al. 2013). The internal entrain-
ment proess depends on the omposition of material expelled through stellar winds,
i.e. on the initial masses and evolutionary stages of stars within the jet boundary,
and is of some abundane (ontent of heavy nulei). The massive elliptial galaxies
whih often host AGN (see Setion 1.1) are also home to a large number of, mostly,
old (meaning a few Gyr) stars whih orbit around the galati nuleus. In the ase
of CentaurusA, Rejkuba et al. (2011) have established two old stellar populations
throughout its parent elliptial NGC5128: 70 − 80 perent of stars forming popula-
tion with ages of 12 ± 1Gyr, while 20 − 30 perent stars have an age in the range
2 − 4Gyr. The elemental and isotopi omposition of the material released by suh
stars is not very dierent from the standard solar-system abundanes. Some ellipti-
als, inluding NGC5128 (Setion 1.1.6) show an additional, young, massive stellar
omponent; however, the material released by these stars is less representative of the
standard omposition, showing higher amounts of heavier elements and a number of
isotopi anomalies suh as an inreased level of
22
Ne over
20
Ne in ase of arbon-rih
Wolf-Rayet winds (e.g. Cassé & Paul 1982; Maeder 1983; Maeder & Meynet 1993;
Ignae et al. 2007). If some of the stellar material meets sites of intense partile en-
ergisation, it ould oer a plausible aount of ultra-high energy osmi rays. I will
return to this in Setion 1.4.
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An overdense jet ould still push smaller objets.
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1.3 Matter ontent of AGN lobes
Jets appear underdense on the smallest sales  an eet probably linked to the jet
generation proess. The atuality that a jet pushes the surrounding galaxy inter-
stellar medium (ISM) out of the way as it propagates, rather than sliding through
it, ensures that that remains valid. Then, even in a ase of a matter-dominated jet,
the jet density is usually (a few orders of magnitude) below that of the surroundings
(e.g. Laing & Bridle 2008) in order to form a lobe, numerially supported by, e.g.,
Krause (2003) and Gaibler et al. (2009). The question of whether the lobes are un-
derdense observationally is more omplex; the lines of arguments in the ase of FR I
lobes are the following.
(1) The thermal pressure in the lobes, pth = nth k T , must be at least equal to the
thermal pressure in the external medium, pth,ext = nth,extk Text, if thermal material
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dominates the internal pressure (see Setion 1.1.5).
(2) The X-ray surfae brightness in the lobes is lower than that of the external
medium, evidened by the presene of avities (e.g. Bîrzan et al. 2004; Wise et al. 2007;
Cavagnolo et al. 2010), and so the lobes annot be lled with thermal material with
thermal density and temperature equal to that in the external medium. Hene, if the
lobe temperature is more or less equal to the external temperature, nth must be muh
smaller than nth,ext. If the lobe and surroundings temperatures are not similar, then
one an onsider four ases:
(i) T ≪ Text while nth ≪ nth,ext: here, the thermal pressure is negligible and the
lobes are underdense;
(ii) T ≪ Text while nth ≫ nth,ext: the thermal pressure is non-negligible and the
lobes are overdense. Suh an option is ruled out by linear polarisation measurements
beause of the internal depolarisation it would produe (e.g. Hardastle et al. 1998b);
(iii) T ≫ Text while nth ≫ nth,ext : this implies hugely overpressured and over-
dense lobes. Strong shoks would be driven at all times, whih is ruled out by ener-
getis and observations;
(iv) T ≫ Text while nth ≪ nth,ext: here, the thermal pressure is non-negligible
and the lobes are underdense. This is a senario further disussed in Chapter 2.
If the above arguments hold then only light lobes are viable. In FR II soures,
where one an measure the internal relativisti and external pressure diretly, there
is no requirement for any thermal ontent in the lobes at all to ahieve pressure
balane (e.g. Hardastle et al. 2002): then the eetive density ontrast is ∼ 105
(e.g. Hardastle & Krause 2014).
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We are using `thermal material' as a synonym for `thermal plasma with mean partile kineti
energy of order 3kT/2'. We would expet 3kT/2 to be≪ the mean energy of the relativisti eletron
population responsible for the synhrotron emission.
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As outlined in Setion 1.2.2, extragalati jets are prone to entrainment on kp
sales. Even in ases when the amount of entrained material is relatively small, it an
appreiably ontribute, if heated, to the thermal pressure of the lobes. Various par-
tile heating mehanisms have been identied as plausibly operating in FR I and/or
FR II lobes, inluding ative heating via strong or weak shoks (Setions 1.5.3 and
1.5.4), adiabati expansion of a jet-blown lobe or dissipation of turbulent ows (Se-
tion 1.5.4). Considerable amounts of thermal material in the lobes will have marked
eets on rotation of linear polarisation from the lobes; however, suh eets are
expeted to be negligible if the amount of material is small, and so its presene in
small quantities is not exluded on suh grounds. Low quantities are likewise un-
detetable as thermal or non-thermal X-ray emission from the lobes. The presene
of non-radiating partiles, heated in FR I lobes, an aount for the `missing pres-
sure' of the lobes, otherwise required to math the pressure of the intragroup medium
surrounding the lobes (Setion 1.1.5).
1.4 Cosmi rays
One hundred and three years ago, in a suession of balloon ights, the Austrian
physiist Vitor Hess made areful measurements of the ionisation rate as a funtion
of altitude in the atmosphere. He established that the Earth is bathed in an inux
of partiles of extraterrestrial origin whih reates an ionisation asade in the atmo-
sphere reahing down to sea level and below. This disovery (doumented in Hess
1912) of what are now alled osmi rays in the English literature, has ushered in
an area of experimental elementary partile physis, making use of osmi rays as a
natural laboratory to investigate the fundamentals of matter make-up.
The energies of osmi rays extend to a regime far beyond what is obtainable
in urrent man-made aelerators suh as at CERN. The Large Hadron Collider is
designed to operate at entre-of-mass energies of ∼ 14TeV; by ontrast, the energies
of the partiles urrently registered with large-sale partile detetion instruments
suh as the Pierre Auger Observatory in Argentina streth to energies of order tens
of exa-eletron Volt (EeV). The ux of the osmi-ray spetrum falls by 25 orders of
magnitude over 11 deades of energy. From the osmi-ray point of view, this thesis is
largely onerned with the highest energies observable  the ultra-high energy osmi
rays (UHECRs), for whih I have adopted a lower limit of 55EeV;14 suh energeti
partiles are thought to arrive from soures beyond our Galaxy.
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The argument for
14
This is somewhat arbitrary, but onsistent with a limit used in earlier publiations by the Pierre
Auger Collaboration (e.g. Abreu et al. 2010).
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A apital `G' is a standard way of referring to our Galaxy, the Milky Way. Small letter `g' is
ustom for all other galaxies.
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this is that partiles of tens of EeV would leak from the Galaxy sine their gyroradius
exeeds its size (Cooni 1956), in formula,
rg ≤ E/ZeB , (4)
with Z the numerial partile harge and the quantity E/Ze referred to as the `rigidity'
of a partile. Relation (4) is a generalised `Hillas riterion' (Hillas 1984). For a typial
total Galati B-eld in the solar neighbourhood, ∼ 6µG (Bek 2001), and adopting
the radius of the Galati thin dis over the minor axis, ∼ 200 p, it follows that only
protons of energies ∼ 1EeV (and at the other extreme, 56Fe nulei of ∼ 30EeV) an
be ontained.
The ux at ≥ 55EeV energies is extremely low: on average one per square kilo-
meter per entury (e.g. Cronin et al. 1997). Hene, one faes the neessity to build
detetors over thousands of km
2
in area. The Pierre Auger Observatory, urrently
the largest suh instrument, approahes the desirable sales, with a detetion area of
∼ 3000 km2 and so an arrival rate of ∼ 2month−1.
In the mid 1960s, it was pointed out (Greisen 1966; Zatsepin & Kuz'min 1966) that
the spetrum of osmi rays should steepen fairly abruptly above ∼ 40EeV due to
interations of the propagating UHECRs with osmi mirowave bakground (CMB)
photons,
16
known as the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuz'min (GZK) eet. There is presently
little doubt that a suppression near the energy predited exists (e.g. Aab et al. 2013);
however, it remains to be demonstrated whether this is an atual manifestation of the
GZK eet or an indiation of the upper limit to whih partiles an be aelerated
in an astrophysial objet.
It is now generally agreed that the partiles are mostly ordinary matter  pro-
tons and probably also nulei of heavier elements;
17
however, detailed omposition
information has been hard to extrat, in part beause it depends on extrapolations
of models for hadroni interations to energies beyond those explored by partile ol-
liders (see above). The standard omposition traer has been the parameter Xmax,
referring to the depth in the atmosphere at whih a longitudinal development of an air
shower indued by an inident, primary partile reahes the maximum number density
of seondary partiles. Primaries of dierent masses A, result in dierent values of
Xmax, with lower Xmax (i.e. air shower maximum ourring earlier in the shower de-
velopment) for heavier nulei at a given energy (e.g.Matthews 2005). The mean and
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In the rest frame of a proton of suiently high energy (typially with γ ∼ 1011), most CMB
photons look to the proton like a high-energy gamma-ray. If the proton `sees' a gamma-ray of
∼ 150MeV (a resonane is formed whih deays to a proton and a pi0 or a neutron and a pi+), the
proton loses about 20 perent of its energy in suh an interation. Given the ross setion of the
proton-photon interation, the distane from whih an UHE osmi-ray partile an have travelled
before detetion is limited to ∼ 100Mp.
17
In what follows, I will restrit the use of the word `nulei' to elements heavier than proton.
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Figure 3: Map (in Galati oordinates) of the region around CentaurusA, displaying
the arrival diretions of events with E ≥ 58EeV (blak dots) and a irle of 15◦
radius (in red) entred on the nuleus of the galaxy, indiated by a star. From Aab
et al. (2015).
dispersion of Xmax have also been employed, espeially sine the former sales linearly
with the logarithm of the omposition mass lnA. Most reently, Aab et al. (2014b)
utilised the width of the Xmax distribution whih maximises the omposition infor-
mation, but is also dependent on the hadroni interation models. The interpretation
of the data (e.g. Abreu et al. 2011b, 2013) strongly hints at varying osmi-ray om-
position as a funtion of energy, and an Xmax width-based study now also shows that
the omposition tends towards intermediate masses (Aab et al. 2014b), at least for
the part of the sky overed by the Auger Observatory.
The question of the origins of UHECRs in terms of their aeleration sites remains
open despite years of study. This is largely due to their extremely low uxes (see
above) and hene only slowly-growing statistis, and the fat that the osmi rays are
harged, with the impliation that they will be deeted by intervening magneti elds
during their propagation from the sites where they have been produed. In ontrast
to earlier inferenes from data based on limited statistis (e.g. Abraham et al. 2008),
reent studies of the Pierre Auger Observatory (overing largely the southern sky) and
also the Telesope Array (northern sky) nd no signiant deviations from isotropy
at any angular sale (Aab et al. 2014a, 2015); however, the strongest departure from
isotropy (post-trial null hypothesis probability 1.4 perent) is obtained for osmi rays
with an energy threshold 58EeV around the diretion of CentaurusA (15◦ radius
entred on the galaxy nuleus, see also Fig. 3), meaning that this objet may give rise
to some of the UHECRs observed.
Radio galaxies need partile aeleration (of leptons) and osmi rays need partile
aeleration (of hadrons) and in general therefore we expet radio galaxies to be able
19
also to aelerate high-energy partiles. The Hillas riterion shows that they satisfy
the geometrial lower limit times B-eld strength of onning partiles all the way
to UHECR energies. However, it should be stressed that the outermost sale is not
likely to at as a oherent aelerator; rather, (turbulent) strutures smaller than the
total size may do the work. This will be dealt with in more detail in Setion 1.5.4 and
Chapter 2.
1.5 Partile energisation
The way harged partiles are aelerated in an astrophysial plasma is that they
ouple to it eletromagnetially.
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The traditional assumption is that they ouple
through the eletromagneti eld in Alfvén waves. Alfvén waves beame favoured
mostly beause they are easily generated and weakly damped, so should be avail-
able (e.g. Laombe 1977; Eilek 1989; Eilek & Hughes 1991), and an resonantly
(i.e.mathing the partile gyroradius) interat with any harged partile of some
minimum Lorentz fator γ. What matters is that it is a wave that isotropises the par-
tiles;
19
therefore, I will also briey address another type of waves  the magnetosoni
waves.
1.5.1 Kinds of waves
Alfvén waves are motions of ions and perturbations of the magneti eld (in the same
diretion), propagating in the diretion of the mean magneti eld, with the ion mass
density lending the inertia and the magneti eld line tension providing a restoring
fore, ( ~B · ∇) ~B/(4π). Being transversal (i.e. the osillations are transverse to the
diretion of wave propagation), they are inompressible (∇ · ~v = 0). The ratio of
the harateristi Alfvén speed to the plasma sound speed onveys the relation of the
energy density in the magneti eld to that in thermal matter:
vA =
( B20/ 8π
0.5nthm
)1/2
=
B0
(4π nthm)1/2
. (5)
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Tehnially, magneti elds do no work on a harged partile, sine the fore is orthogonal to
the motion; it is the eletri elds that exhange the energy. However, most expressions for partile
aeleration are written in terms of the magneti eld as the eletri elds in these waves are always
small ompared to the magneti elds of the waves (phase speeds muh smaller than the speed of
light).
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Although some wave(s) need to isotropise the partiles to keep energisation working, the omment
about Alfvén waves should only be applied to diusive shok aeleration (see Setion 1.5.3), where
the isotropisation proess is what allows the partiles to `ping-pong' between the upstream and
downstream ows.
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Here, B0 is the mean (bakground) magneti eld, nth is the number density of
thermal material and m the mass per partile (usually, the proton density and mass
are invoked).
Magnetosoni waves are motions of ions and perturbations of the magneti eld
(in the same diretion), propagating, in general, in any diretion. They onsist of fast
and slow modes: in the fast mode, the gas pressure and magneti pressure reinfore
eah other, while in the slow mode they try to anel. There has to be a net restoring
fore for the waves to exist. The magnetosoni waves are ompressible (∇ · ~v 6= 0),
and the harateristi speeds are
vms =
{1
2
[
v2A + c
2
s ±
√
(v2A + c
2
s )
2 − 4v2A c2s cos2θ
]}1/2
, (6)
with θ the angle subtended between B0 and the wave vetor. The fast mode speed
vms,fast is the greater of the two forms, and the sign (±) depends on whether vA or cs
is greater. For propagation parallel to the magneti eld, vms,fast will be the greater
of vA and cs and the slow mode speed vms,slow the lesser of vA and cs. Slow modes
do not propagate exatly perpendiular to the magneti eld (there is no tension
fore in that diretion). The down-side of magnetosoni waves with regard to partile
energisation is that beause of the ompressibility (pressure and density gradients)
they damp easily and so are less available (e.g. Barnes 1966; Kulsrud & Peare 1969;
Barnes & Sargle 1973; Laombe 1977).
1.5.2 Wave instabilities
In a plasma, waves an go unstable, i.e. their amplitudes grow in time, generally in
an exponential way. Instabilities aet transport phenomena, inluding streaming
of osmi rays. Among marosopi instabilities, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is
in priniple apable of produing turbulent motions and MHD waves (e.g. Ferrari et
al. 1979). Among mirosopi instabilities, the rehose instability, driven by eletron
temperature anisotropy, has been invoked to mediate eletron aeleration around
shoks (next setion; e.g.Guo et al. 2014b). Many reent works on proton aeleration
(e.g. Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014; Bai et al. 2015; Park et al. 2015) use waves generated
by the so-alled `Bell instability'  a non-resonant instability driven by the return
urrent required if osmi-ray protons stream ahead of a shok. These at muh
like Alfvén waves but do not satisfy exatly the same dispersion relation (a relation
between the wave frequeny and the wave vetor) as Alfvén waves.
Below, I expand upon two generi aeleration proesses
20
most relevant to the
rationale of this thesis, and the onditions under whih they operate.
20
These build upon the seminal works by Enrio Fermi: Fermi (1949) and Fermi (1954).
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1.5.3 Diusive shok aeleration
Diusive shok aeleration (DSA), a theory developed in the late 1970s (Krymskii
1977; Axford et al. 1977; Bell 1978; Blandford & Ostriker 1978) and also known as
rst order or Fermi I mehanism, is now reognised as the most important aeleration
mehanism in astrophysial ontext. Here, `diusive' means that the partiles are
sattered by interations with a magneti eld (omprising the mean magneti eld
B0 and its utuations δB). A `shok' is dened as a disontinuity in plasma ow
that propagates into the upstream plasma faster than the wave speed,
21
ompressing
both the plasma and the magneti eld. The partiles gain momentum by repeatedly
rossing the shok front as a result of their diusive streaming. Eah shok rossing
leads to a frational inrease in momentum that sales with ∆v/u, where ∆v is the
dierene in plasma veloity between both sides of the shok, and u is the partile
veloity. The partile distribution beomes a power law, sine the advetion of the
plasma away from the shok in the downstream setion (where the plasma is being
heated by the shok), transports a fration of v/(ur), with r the shok ompression
ratio, away from the shok region, preventing these partiles from rerossing the shok
(e.g. Bell 1978; Vink 2014).
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Hene, there is a relation between the partile index p
and the ompression ratio: p = (r+2)/(r−1). Another useful relation is the pressure23
dierene p2/p1 over the shok from Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations (e.g. Spitzer
1978), expressed as
p2
p1
=
2γM2 − (γ − 1)
γ + 1
, (7)
where γ denotes again the adiabati index, and the subsripts the unshoked (1) and
shoked (2) regions. The parameterM is the soni Mah number,M = vsh/cs (with
vsh the shok speed), whih ontrols the shok dynamis and the partile spetrum,
the latter aording to the relation
24
αinj =
M2 + 1
M2 − 1 −
1
2
, (8)
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The required speed is not in general the Alfvén speed. Usually, one onsiders fast-mode shoks,
so the disontinuity has to be faster than the fast mode speed. Only in a low plasma β (plasma β =
p/(B2/8pi)) will that be lose to the Alfvén speed. At any rate, shoks are ompressions, so annot
assoiate with Alfvén waves per se.
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The standard DSA result is based on the assumption that the partiles esape only downstream.
They ertainly do esape upstream as well. This ought to be energy-dependent, with esape more
likely at high energies, whih will then steepen the spetrum at high energies. In an attempt to
ahieve a truly steady osmi-ray spetrum from DSA, one has to allow upstream esape, otherwise
the spetrum will ontinue to extend to higher energies over time (e.g.Kang & Jones 2007).
23
Note that p is utilised for the partile index as well as for the pressure term. The usage, onsistent
with literature and with the remainder of the hapters in this thesis, should be self-explanatory.
24
Caution: this relation does not generally hold for oblique shoks.
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Figure 4: Shemati representation of diusive shok aeleration in a plane-parallel
onguration (i.e. both the plasma ow and the magneti eld are aligned with the
shok normal). The shaded vertial segment illustrates the shok, the irles the
idealised sattering entres and the solid line with arrows shows the path of an ide-
alised harged partile. The oordinates v1 and v2 are the upstream (ahead) and
downstream (behind the shok) plasma veloities. In the shok frame, v2 = v1(1/r).
Adapted from Melrose (2009).
where αinj is the injetion energy spetral index (Blandford & Eihler 1987). The shell
of the expanding south-west inner lobe in CentaurusA (Setion 1.1.6) is ompatible
withM = 8 (Croston et al. 2009).
The DSA mehanism is oneptually simple; it does not require speial properties
of the shok exept of the presene of extended magnetially turbulent upstream and
downstream (wake) regions, and illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, the onguration is quasi-
parallel, i.e. the bakground magneti eld is almost aligned with the shok normal.
This mehanism produes an unbroken power law downstream in partile energy or
momentum distribution, with a partile spetrum p = 2, if the shok is, in addition to
being quasi-parallel, strong (i.e. high soni Mah number) and non-relativisti
25
(see
Bell 1978 and Drury 1983 for the predition; Park et al. 2015 for onrmation from
Partile-In-Cell (PIC) simulations). The resultant power law synhrotron spetrum
is α = 0.5; this is the attest distribution that an be produed by a single shok.
Weak or relativisti shoks, and quasi-perpendiular ongurations result in a steeper
partile index than the anonial p = 2 above (e.g. Drury 1983; Kirk et al. 2000;
Ahterberg 2001; Ellison & Double 2004). In quasi-perpendiular ongurations, it
25
The non-relativisti harater of the shok does not entail that the partiles are non-relativisti
too. In fat, the theory is simplest if the shok motions are non-relativisti, while the partiles are
relativisti. The most obvious reason is that one wants the veloity jump aross the shok to be a
small fration of the partile speed.
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is diult for partiles to be mobile, to overrun the shok (Caprioli & Spitkovsky
2014; Caprioli et al. 2015); quasi-perpendiular onditions do seem to be required
for the injetion of `thermal' eletrons into DSA, but quasi-perpendiular shoks do
not eetively injet ions. Simultaneous eletron-ion aeleration in quasi-parallel
26
shoks is evidened by reent PIC simulations (Kato 2015; Park et al. 2015).
However, even in the most favourable ases, an interation of a partile with a
shok wave an only inrease the energy of a partile by a moderate amount. Proton
aeleration eienies
27
at strong, non-relativisti, quasi-parallel shoks are of order
∼ 10 perent by energy (e.g. Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014). Eletron aeleration
eienies in the for eletrons more favourable quasi-perpendiular onditions are of
order 10 perent by energy for M . 5 shoks and less than 10 perent for stronger
shoks (Guo et al. 2014a,b); for quasi-parallel shoks, this may be for eletrons only
0.1 perent by energy (empirial result globally for strong supernova remnant shoks,
and onsistent with the PIC simulations of Guo et al. and Park et al.). A sizeable
portion of the shok impat goes into heating of the loal plasma (downstream).
DSA is in priniple as apable of aelerating eletrons as protons, but there are
two important dierenes (e.g. Drury 2012b). The rst, relatively trivial point is that
the eletrons are subjet to strong radiative losses (downstream) whih an limit the
maximum energy attainable (see also Setion 1.1.2). The more fundamental dierene
is that the gap between thermal energies and the energies at whih the partiles an be
onsidered suiently energeti for the approximations of the DSA to apply is minor
for protons but large for eletrons. This has onsequenes for the injetion proess
and has historially been referred to as the `injetion problem' suered by DSA. More
speially, resonant sattering of non-relativisti eletrons and ions is thought to
involve whistler
28,29
and Alfvén waves, and these require that the partiles already
have speeds v > 43vA and v > vA, respetively, and pre-aeleration to above these
thresholds is required before DSA an operate (e.g.Melrose 1974; Laombe 1977;
Ahterberg & Norman 1980). For eletrons, the injetion issue is more severe, and
26
Possibly, the nominally parallel shok reates upstream magneti eld utuations that allow
the shok to be episodially quasi-perpendiular (e.g. Caprioli et al. 2015).
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The denition of aeleration eieny here is: a fration of aeleration kineti energy to the
shok. Note that aeleration eieny is not uniform in time, sine the shok may be in a high-
ompression state only ∼ 25 perent of the time (Caprioli et al. 2015).
28
Whistler waves are often invoked, beause they are expeted to be generated in fast-mode shoks.
Furthermore, these waves are right-handed polarised and hene naturally resonate with eletrons.
Pre-aeleration of eletrons by whistler waves may dominate for higher Mah number shoks,M & 5
(e.g. Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2011; Guo et al. 2014b). ForM . 5 shoks, the upstream waves, ruial
for sustaining the SDA, are triggered by the shok-reeted eletrons via the rehose instability (Guo
et al. 2014b).
29
The limit of v > 43vA possibly does not apply in general. In any ase, beause non-relativisti
eletrons are muh more highly magnetised than ions of a given energy, and sine DSA requires the
shok transition to be `transparent' to the partiles, eletrons generally need a substantial boost to
get them into DSA.
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less understood; the triky part is that not only are the required energies higher, but
also beause the harge is opposite, their interations with the eletri eld in the
shok transition is opposite. The bottom line is that the proesses that injet ions,
do not injet eletrons, and vie versa (see above and also, e.g., Park et al. 2015).
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A spatially related and energetially supplementary, Fermi I-like proess, onsidered
a pre-aeleration mehanism to DSA, is the shok drift aeleration (SDA). Herein,
partiles gain energy from the bakground eletri eld when gyrating aross the shok
front, while they drift parallel (or antiparallel, depending on harge) to the eletri
eld (e.g. Chen & Armstrong 1975; Begelman & Kirk 1990; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2009).
SDA produes a foreshok region ahead of a shok and behind the magneti eld line
that is tangent to the shok.
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No fundamental partile index from SDA has been
established; SDA solely produes a `bump' on the top of the Maxwellian distribution
in PIC simulations, a fator ∼ 2 − 5 above thermal (Park et al. 2013). The SDA
mehanism has been suggested to dominate forM . 5 onditions for eletrons (Guo
et al. 2014b). While the DSA mehanism is relatively rapid (see the next paragraph),
the timesales involved in SDA are generally faster (e.g. Jokipii 1982).
The harateristi timesale for DSA an be expressed as (e.g.Krymskii et al. 1979;
Drury 1983; Rieger 2012)
tDSA ≃ λmfp c
v2sh
, (9)
in whih λmfp is the sattering mean free path, related to the (momentum-dependent)
spatial diusion oeient of the partile, and vsh again the shok speed, i.e. the ow
speed of the upstream ow in the shok frame. It involves an average of the time
spent by partiles on both sides of the shok divided by the frational momentum
gain from eah pair of rossings. The kineti energy ux through a shok surfae is
0.5nthmv
3
sh Ssh, where nthm is the upstream thermal plasma density whilst Ssh is
the ross-setional shok surfae area (e.g. Brunetti & Jones 2014).
In partiular astrophysial settings, for example in the inner parts of AGN jets,
DSA aeleration at an ensemble of shoks may be onsidered. Compared to the
standard DSA senario at single shoks as detailed above, the emergent partile index
from aeleration at multiple shoks an be atter, with a synhrotron spetrum
with α ∼ 0 (e.g. Ahterberg 1990; Shneider 1993; Melrose & Pope 1993; Pope &
Melrose 1994); detailed modelling is neessary to establish the atual spetrum, for
the synhrotron spetrum involves an integral over the entire multiple DSA region.
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Note that this is true for shoks that rely on an eletrostati potential jump in the shok front
to reet partiles; for proesses suh as shok drift aeleration the sign of harge is not important.
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Suh eld lines only exist in stritly perpendiular shoks, where the magneti eld is along the
shok front. SDA also works for almost-perpendiular shoks. Other proesses inuening partile
reetion and generation of waves in the foreshok will be dependent on the details. But, stritly
speaking, SDA just depends on the existene of some eld omponent parallel to the shok fae.
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Note that entering multiple DSA has the same problem as single DSA: the injetion.
Those partiles whih are eventually taken up by the proess, sequentially gain energy
and the partile spetrum attens; adiabati losses, if relevant, do not aet the slope.
1.5.4 Stohasti aeleration
Most `stohasti' aeleration models
32
depend on resonant interations between the
partiles and some wave. Generally, they involve either a gyroresonane or mathing
the wave speed, or in other words, the sattering entres for aeleration are provided
by turbulent modes.
Turbulene is a haoti ow (not random),
33
whih involves both ompressive
(∇ ·~v 6= 0; Setion 1.5.1) and vortial (∇×~v 6= 0) omponents. In subsoni ows, the
vortial omponent generally prevails. Transoni turbulene an be identied with
weak shoks.
Despite astrophysial plasmas being intrinsially magnetohydrodynami, the Kol-
mogorov hydrodynamial view of turbulene (e.g.Kolmogorov 1941) is still useful to
haraterise its main features.
(i) Kineti energy is input to a system at a large length sale  the outer or
driving sale, whih drives vortial turbulent strutures, or eddies, with length sale
λmax omparable to the system.
(ii) Energy is passed from the driving sale to smaller length sales by breaking
up larger turbulent strutures into smaller ones; this is alled the energy asade or
turbulent asade.
(iii) Energy is passed to a length sale where visosity is important  the visous
sale λν , whih marks the end of the hydrodynamial struture evolution. Turbulent
partile aeleration requires that some fration of that energy goes into aelera-
tion of non-thermal partiles; another fration is onverted to heat (whih is usually
assoiated with the bulk plasma).
(iv) If magneti elds are present, they bring their own dissipation sale. Then
energy passage in this MHD turbulene extends to this smaller sale, the resistive
sale λη, whih marks the end of MHD struture.
Sine turbulene is a property of the ow, not a physial harateristis of a
uid, an energy soure for maintaining turbulene is required in eah ase where suh
ow is realised. Turbulene may be generated by the work either of mass (buoyant,
magneti) fores, or of shear stresses in the main ow due to the presene of mean
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Other terminology  seond order or Fermi II proess has been used inonsistently in the lit-
erature, sometimes referring to all stohasti magnetohydrodynami (MHD) proesses, other times
referring speially to aeleration by magnetosoni waves.
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Turbulene is not purely stohasti (i.e. non-deterministi); the urrent state does permit pre-
dition of a future state, at least to some extent.
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veloity gradients (see also the next setion). In radio galaxies, an obvious soure of
turbulent input to the radio lobes are the fores or stresses of the jet.
The turbulent veloity vt is the amplitude of veloity utuations at the driving
sale, vλmax. If the turbulent veloity is large ompared to the Alfvén speed, then
the asade tends towards isotropy. Sine the work by Goldreih & Sridhar (1995),
it has been realised, on the other hand, that if the turbulent eddy veloity on some
sale is smaller than the Alfvén speed, then the eddies are restrited; they more easily
`sort' magneti eld lines than bend them. This leads the eddies to beome elongated
along the loal prevailing B-eld diretion. That eld an be the B-eld assoiated
with larger-sale eddies, if there is no truly uniform B-eld omponent. Thus, if
the dissipation sale is small ompared to this `Alfvén sale', then the Alfvén and
slow modes will tend to propagate anisotropially whih makes them less eient
for partile aeleration. The fast modes remain isotropi in this piture, whih is
supported by simulations (e.g. Cho & Lazarian 2006).
In MHD turbulene, the turbulent energy is dissipated at a rate ε˙ = UB vt/ ζλmax.
Here, UB = B
2/(8π) is the energy density in magneti eld and ζ is a numerial fator
(see also Chapter 2). Multiplying by the volume of the relevant struture, the total
power dissipation an be obtained, whih tells us about the power of the jet that has
inated it and indued the turbulene.
The overall trait of stohasti aeleration is that it is slower than a rst order
proess
34
involving the same free energy:
tstochastic ≃ λmfp
c
c2
v2wave
, (10)
where λmfp is again the mean free path,
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and vwave is any of vA, vms,fast or vms,slow.
Hene, aelerating to the UHECR regime would require relatively old objets with
more-or-less ontinuous feeding, and there may be a dearth of them. Another ath
is that the amount of material entrained in radio galaxy jets need to be enough to
provide the seed population for aeleration in the downstream large-sale lobes while
not being so muh that stohasti aeleration is ineetive (i.e. too slow, beause at
onstant B or onstant pressure, higher nth gives slower waves; e.g.O'Sullivan et
al. 2009; Hardastle 2010).
The aeleration eieny assoiated with turbulent aeleration is thought to
be generally lower than for the DSA proess, about 1 perent by energy for protons
34
The `seond order' in Eq. (9) omes from the c2/v2wave term, whih itself omes from aounting
for both head-on and overtaking ollisions (the rst gains energy, the latter loses energy, and the
small net gain is 2nd order.
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Be aware that the value of the parameter λmfp here is a dierent one from λmfp from the DSA
ase in the sense of assumption of Bohm diusion as in DSA, or of resonant sattering as in the ase
of stohasti aeleration.
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(for example, referring to proesses around shoks, so supplementing DSA, Caprioli
& Spitkovsky 2014 show that the eieny goes down to a few perent if M < 5).
1.5.5 Other aeleration proesses
Shoks are not the only way to produe Fermi I(-like) aeleration; that term simply
means that all the enounters lead to energy gains. Other Fermi I-like mehanisms
that have been suggested inlude models for partile aeleration during magneti
reonnetion and partile diusion through a shear layer.
Magneti reonnetion is a topologial rearrangement of magneti eld lines as
they move together. Magneti reonnetion reates an ordered eletri eld in the
urrent/dissipation region; this eletri eld energises any plasma partile therein.
That means that there is no minimum-energy injetion requirement assoiated with
this proess. In ontrast to shoks, magneti reonnetion dissipates magneti energy;
hene, the downstream region (i.e. the `outow' in the reonnetion onguration) is
less magnetised than the upstream (the `inow'). It is a relatively very fast proess
leading to eient partile aeleration (e.g. Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014). The predited
partile index is relatively at, possibly atter than p = 2 (inherent unertainty in
partile onnement in regions of large parallel eletri eld). As in most other
aeleration proesses, some portion of the kineti energy goes into heating of the
plasma. Magneti reonnetion is an aepted mehanism for solar-wind eletrons in
relatively powerful events suh as solar ares (e.g.Melrose 1983; Narukage et al. 2014).
Furthermore, it has been proposed as an aeleration mehanism for AGN jets on
small sales where the jets are still in the magnetially-dominated regime (e.g. Sironi
et al. 2015) and so where the eetiveness of shoks is redued (e.g.Kennel & Coroniti
1984; Mimia & Aloy 2010). However, aeleration by reonnetion an work only up
to energies where the gyroradius beomes omparable to the sale of the reonnetion
site, whih implies that it is unlikely in its own to produe UHECRs. The benet of
reonnetion lies in pre-aeleration.
Shear layers are a natural outome of density and veloity gradients in partiular
astrophysial environments. Here, magneti elds satter partiles bak and forth
through the shear, in a diretion transverse to the motion of the uid (e.g. Jokipii
& Morll 1990; Ostrowski 1990, 1998; Stawarz & Ostrowski 2002; Rieger & Duy
2004, 2006). Shear depends on the shear layer thikness, and the gradient of veloity
through that region, the ratio of that thikness to the gyroradius, and on λmfp. The
partile slope emerging from this proess is expeted to be atter than the anonial
p = 2, possibly as at as p = 1 under some onditions (e.g.Ostrowski 1990). In
ontrast to DSA and stohasti aeleration, the proess ats more readily on partiles
of higher rigidity (e.g. Rieger & Duy 2006), i.e. the aeleration timesale is shorter
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for higher-energy partiles. In the ontext of shear-layer aeleration, in partiular
boundaries of AGN jets on larger sales have been onsidered (e.g. Jokipii & Morll
1990; Stawarz & Ostrowski 2002; Rieger & Duy 2006). In the soure 3C 31 (disussed
in Setion 1.2.2), the atter-spetrum regions our predominantly on the outer edges
of the jet (on kp sales where it bends), perhaps ompatible with the shear senario
(Laing et al. 2008). The linear polarisation deteted at jet edges of various other
FR Is (Kharb et al. 2012) ould also be onsistent with this idea.
In AGN jets, hybrid aeleration models are perfetly plausible (e.g. Rieger 2009;
Drury 2012a; Laing & Bridle 2013). Any of multiple DSA and magneti reonnetion
on smaller sales, and single DSA, stohasti aeleration and shear on larger jet
sales ould in priniple work. With regard to giant lobes of radio galaxies, some
level of DSA and reonnetion in substruture of powerful soures ould our; in
giant lobes of less-powerful soures, stohasti aeleration may be the only operating
mehanism.
1.6 Loation of osmi-ray aeleration sites
At lower energies, up to ∼ 3− 5PeV, supernova remnants  the leftovers from explo-
sions of massive stars in a violent supernova event  onstitute a ompelling soure
for eient partile aeleration at DSA shoks (e.g.Koyama et al. 1995; Allen 1999;
Helder et al. 2009; Helder et al. 2012; Vink 2012). We know that they aelerate
leptons sine we see synhrotron and inverse-Compton radiation; if eletrons are
aelerated, hadrons are likely to be aelerated along with them. Reently, the
HESS Collaboration (Abramowski et al. 2015) presented an unambiguous detetion
of gamma-ray emission from a superbubble  a bubble of hot gas blown up by a om-
bined ativity of winds of massive stars (inside whih subsequent supernovae may go
o), providing a strong support to earlier propositions (e.g. Bykov 2001; Higdon &
Lingenfelter 2003; Parizot et al. 2004; Binns et al. 2007; Ferrand & Marowith 2010)
that very-high energy hadrons an also be produed in these type of objets. How-
ever, supernova remnants and superbubbles on their own lak the ability to aelerate
partiles beyond the PeV regime, given the geometrial size and B-eld onstraints.
Among promising soures of partiles at EeV energies that have been devised are
AGN (e.g. Cavallo 1978; Biermann & Strittmatter 1987; Rahen & Biermann 1993;
Mannheim 1995; Romero et al. 1996; Hardastle et al. 2009; O'Sullivan et al. 2009;
Dermer et al. 2009; be aware that the assertions in these works do not neessarily
rely on the same aeleration sites within the AGN) introdued in Setion 1.1; long-
duration Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs; e.g.Waxman 1995; Wik et al. 2004; Murase
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et al. 2008; Horiuhi et al. 2012; Globus et al. 2015)
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 ashes (2s to a few min) of
gamma rays in the sky assoiated with highly ollimated outows formed during a
ollapse of a rapidly-rotating very massive star, probably in a lose binary; newborn
pulsars (e.g.Kotera et al. 2013; Fang et al. 2012, 2014)  fairly young, rapidly-spinning
neutron stars; and magnetars (Arons 2003)  strongly magnetised, young pulsars.
While a reasonable agreement exists on the aeleration mehanisms operating in
long-duration GRBs (shoks) and pulsars (unipolar indution), the type of partiles
atually being energised in and released by these soures is ontroversial: in the ase
of GRBs, purely protoni omposition, i.e. even if there are originally nulei, with the
nulei not surviving the transport out of the GRBs (Anhordoqui et al. 2008; Calvez
et al. 2010) versus nulei omposition, i.e. the original omposition largely survives
(Wang et al. 2008; Murase et al. 2008; Metzger et al. 2011; Globus et al. 2015). Not
learer is the situation for newly born pulsars: eletron-positron plasma should be
present and aelerated; however, it is unsorted whether nulei are available and
aelerated with them, and if so, whether they an survive the transport out of the
system.
Radio-loud galaxies are feasible as UHECR aeleration sites beause the leptoni
emission that we observe points towards energisation of high-energeti eletrons. Jets,
hotspots and lobes have been onsidered as possible regions. Given the dimensions of
the jets together with plausible values of the magneti eld in them, they are unlikely
to be able to aelerate partiles to tens of EeV. The nearest urrenly visible FR II
soures and so the losest hotspots, sit at ∼ 120Mp, and so it is not very likely that
they will lead to ultra-high energy partiles at the detetor (beause of energy degra-
dation during propagation, see Setion 1.4). Radio lobe strutures fulll the Hillas
riterion; moreover, they are (if mature) likely turbulent, and so it is plausible that
hadrons will be aelerated in an aeleration proess loal to these strutures after
some pre-aeleration upstream. The obvious mehanism for FR I lobes is stohasti
aeleration, sine no strong shoks are expeted at the distane from the nuleus of
these lobes (e.g. Laing et al. 2011). This is the mehanism explored in Chapters 2 and
3.
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A senario with UHECRs from GRBs originating expliitly in Centaurus A's starburst (and
the UHECRs being sattered to us on Centaurus A's giant lobes) has been proposed by Lemoine
& Waxman (2009). However, GRBs display `metal aversion', i.e. a preferene for low-metalliity
environment in whih they go o (e.g.Graham & Fruhter 2013), whilst the starbust in Centaurus A
is relatively metal-rih  solar or slightly above that (Möllenho 1981; Minniti et al. 2004; Markowitz
et al. 2007).
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1.7 This thesis
The original motivation for this study was two-fold: (i) the realisation that jets in FR I
radio galaxies undergo mass loading and hene the entrained material might beome
available for subsequent energisation downstream up to the large-sale struture of
the galaxy, and (ii) the nding of an apparent exess of UHECR events from the
diretion of CentaurusA, as explained above.
The layout of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 sets the stage with attempts to
infer whether the properties of the giant lobes of CentaurusA required for UHE par-
tile aeleration are onsistent with rude properties obtained from the onstraints
on energy input from the jet, on mass entrainment (both external and internal), and
on turbulent state and dynamis. Dynami onsiderations involve the onstrution of
a buoyany model for the lobes, to assess the physial age of the soure. In Chapter 3,
I expound upon turbulene properties on dierent sales of the giant lobes relying on
additional modelling and aided by GMRT observations of the lobes. I investigate the
nature of the lamentary struture in the lobes, in partiular the lament pressure,
ageing and partile aeleration onstraints, and test various senarios for the origin
of laments. On origin, the jet ativity, internal MHD turbulene, plasma instabilities
and a passage of a dwarf galaxy through the lobe are examined. In losing, I inves-
tigate the feasibility of large-sale partile aeleration in the lobes. In Chapter 4, I
attempt to asertain whether interations with stellar winds ould be responsible for
the observed X-ray emission in CentaurusA's jet and whether we an aount for the
features of the spetrum of the present-day kp-sale jet in this way. The derived
onstraints on the stellar population are then used to alulate the mass-loss rates
and nuleosyntheti isotope yields into the urrent and pre-existing jet to test the
internal entrainment model and preditions in Chapter 2. Chapter 5 is an investiga-
tion from an X-ray perspetive, utilising XMM-Newton data, of the eletron densities
and pressure in a lament in CentaurusA's giant lobe. I then disuss wider impli-
ations for the lobes. Chapter 6 presents multifrequeny VLBA irular polarisation
observations of the parse-sale of CentaurusA's jet aimed at testing the model of
an initially eletron-positron jet used in Chapter 2. I onlude with a summary and
some disussion of future possibilities.
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Chapter2
Mass entrainment and turbulene-driven
aeleration of ultra-high energy osmi
rays in CentaurusA
Sarka Wykes, Judith H. Croston, Martin J. Hardastle, Jean A. Eilek,
Peter L. Biermann, Abraham Ahterberg, Justin D. Bray,
Alex Lazarian, Marijke Haverkorn, Ray J. Protheroe, Omer Bromberg
2013, A&A, 558, A19
Abstrat
Observations of the FR I radio galaxy CentaurusA in radio, X-ray and
gamma-ray bands provide evidene for lepton aeleration up to several
TeV and lues about hadron aeleration to tens of EeV. Synthesising the
available observational onstraints on the physial onditions and partile
ontent in the jets, inner lobes and giant lobes of CentaurusA, we aim to
evaluate its feasibility as an ultra-high-energy osmi-ray soure. We ap-
ply several methods of determining jet power and arm the onsisteny of
various power estimates of ∼ 1 × 1043 erg s−1. Employing saling relations
based on previous results for 3C 31, we estimate partile number densities
in the jets, enompassing available radio through X-ray observations. Our
model is ompatible with the jets ingesting ∼ 3 × 1021 g s−1 of matter via
external entrainment from hot gas and ∼ 7 × 1022 g s−1 via internal en-
trainment from jet-ontained stars. This leads to an imbalane between
the internal lobe pressure available from radiating partiles and magneti
eld, and our derived external pressure. Based on knowledge of the external
environments of other FR I soures, we estimate the thermal pressure giant
lobes as 1.5 × 10−12 dyn m−2, from whih we dedue a lower limit to the
temperature of ∼ 1.6× 108K. Using dynamial and buoyany arguments,
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we infer ∼ 440− 645Myr and ∼ 560Myr as the sound-rossing and buoy-
any ages of the giant lobes respetively, inonsistent with their spetral
ages. We re-investigate the feasibility of partile aeleration via stohasti
proesses in the lobes, plaing new onstraints on the energetis and on
turbulent input to the lobes. The same `very hot' temperatures that al-
low self-onsisteny between the entrainment alulations and the missing
pressure also allow stohasti UHECR aeleration models to work.
2.1 Introdution
Relativisti jets and giant lobes of radio galaxies are potential soures of ultra-high
energy osmi rays (UHECRs) and very-high energy (VHE) neutrinos (e.g. Cavallo
1978; Biermann & Strittmatter 1987; Steker et al. 1991; Mannheim 1995; Benford &
Protheroe 2008; Hardastle et al. 2009; Kahelrieÿ et al. 2009; Hardastle 2010; Pe'er
& Loeb 2012). The synhrotron and inverse-Compton emission from these strutures
is seen in all wavebands from low-frequeny radio to TeV gamma-ray. Knowledge of
the physial onditions in jets and giant lobes is vital for understanding high-energy
partile aeleration in full. Suh onditions inlude the mean magneti eld strength
and some estimate of its spatial variation, and the plasma densities both thermal and
non-thermal.
Results from the Pierre Auger Observatory indiate that the UHECR omposition
hanges as a funtion of energy (Abreu et al. 2011b, 2013) and that a number of the
deteted UHECRs ould originate in the radio galaxy CentaurusA (Abreu et al.
2010b). CentaurusA is the nearest (3.8± 0.1Mp; Harris et al. 2010) radio galaxy,
a Fanaro-Riley lass I (FR I) objet (Fanaro & Riley 1974), assoiated with the
massive elliptial galaxy NGC5128, at the positional and dynamial entre of the
Centaurus group. Due to its brightness and proximity, CentaurusA is an exellent
laboratory for detailed studies of partile aeleration, prodution of UHECRs, and
the evolution of low-power radio galaxies in general. Several authors (Moskalenko et
al. 2009; Hardastle et al. 2009; O'Sullivan et al. 2009; Gopal-Krishna et al. 2010; Pe'er
& Loeb 2012) have alluded to the possibility that the prodution of UHECRs ours
at CentaurusA's intermediate to large sales. Hardastle et al. (2009), O'Sullivan et
al. (2009) and more reently O'Sullivan (2011) have onsidered stohasti aeleration
by magnetohydrodynami (MHD) turbulene as the driver for this in the large-sale
lobes. The southern giant lobe is partiularly interesting: it seems to be detahing or
detahed from the rest of the soure and it features two prominent laments, named
the vertex and vortex (Fig. 5), whih are the brightest (in ux density) lamentary
strutures known in any radio galaxy. Their origin has been suggested by Feain et
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al. (2011) to be due to enhaned ore/jet ativity of the parent AGN or the passage
of the dwarf irregular galaxy KK196, a Centaurus group member at 3.98± 0.29Mp
(Karahentsev et al. 2007), through the lobe.
The jets in various FR I radio galaxies have been suessfully desribed as tur-
bulent, entraining, deelerating ows (e.g. 3C 31, Laing & Bridle 2002; Peruho &
Martí 2007; Wang et al. 2009; B2 0326+39 and B2 1553+24, Canvin & Laing 2004;
NGC315, Canvin et al. 2005; 3C 296, Laing et al. 2006) with the entrainment pro-
ess strongly aeting the evolution of the soure. The approahing (i.e. northern)
jet in CentaurusA has been traed out to a projeted length of ∼ 5 kp in radio and
4.5 kp in X-rays, and from the hanging properties of the X-ray emission at about
3.7 kp from the nuleus, Hardastle et al. (2006) have alleged that the approahing
jet enters the northern inner lobe at that point. Based on deep Chandra observations,
Hardastle et al. (2007a) have laimed that the reeding jet extends out to ∼ 2 kp
in projetion in X rays, and it also shows up on a similar sale in radio (Tingay et al.
1998; Hardastle et al. 2003), albeit only disernible through a few faint knots.
The inner lobes of CentaurusA are embedded in the thermal interstellar gas of
NGC5128 (e.g. Feigelson et al. 1981). They show up in radio and X-rays, with eah
lobe having a projeted size of approximately 5 kp. The so-alled middle lobe, re-
garded by Morganti et al. (1999) as an extension of the north-east inner lobe, has
a size of ∼ 30 kp in projetion and has no visible ounterpart in the south. Based
on their detetion of extended thermal X-ray emission from this region, Kraft et al.
(2009) interpret the northern middle lobe as an old struture that has reently be-
ome reonneted to the energy supply from the jet. Multiple age estimates for the
individual lobes exist in the literature (Morganti et al. 1999; Saxton et al. 2001; Kraft
et al. 2003; Croston et al. 2009; Kraft et al. 2009), based on the dynamis. Eah of
the two giant lobes (Fig. 5) extends about 280 kp in projetion and is positioned at
a large angle to the inner lobes. Hardastle et al. (2009) have derived spetral ages
of the giant lobes of ∼ 30Myr.
X-rays produed by inverse-Compton sattering of osmi mirowave bakground
photons are expeted from the lobes of all FR I radio galaxies, though only a ouple of
examples (e.g. CentaurusB, ASCA, Tashiro et al. 1998; NGC6251, Suzaku, Takeuhi
et al. 2012) are known so far. The elds of view of Chandra and XMM-Newton are
too small to map the giant lobes of CentaurusA and also the distribution of group
gas surrounding them. ASCA did detet thermal emission from hot gas in a region
assoiated with the northern giant lobe (Isobe et al. 2001), and most reently, Stawarz
et al. (2013) have laimed thermal and non-thermal X-ray detetion with Suzaku of
parts of the southern giant lobe, though they do not detet inverse-Compton emission.
INTEGRAL hard X-ray observations of CentaurusA's giant lobes by Bekmann et
al. (2011) are onsistent with non-detetion. The analysis of gamma-ray data by the
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Figure 5: Combined Australia Telesope Compat Array (ATCA) and Parkes 1.4GHz
radio ontinuum image at 60×40 arse angular resolution of the large-sale struture
of CentaurusA (adapted from Feain et al. 2011), showing the giant lobes and the
vertex and vortex laments. The jets, inner lobes and the northern middle lobe are
loated in the saturated region entred on the nuleus. The elongated feature in
the north-west part of the southern giant lobe, aligned approximately with the inner
lobes, is the bakground FR I radio galaxy PKSB1318434 of the Centaurus luster
at ∼ 45Mp.
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Abdo et al. (2010) and Yang et al. (2012) has shown that the gamma-ray radiation
emanating from CentaurusA's giant lobes is of inverse-Compton origin, and that the
lobes are partile dominated by a fator of a few. This is ongruous with the results
for the other two FR I galaxies resolved by Fermi-LAT, NGC6251 (Takeuhi et al.
2012) and CentaurusB (Katsuta et al. 2013).
In this paper, we attempt to infer whether the properties of the giant lobes re-
quired for UHE partile aeleration are onsistent with properties obtained from
the onstraints on energy input from the jet, on partile argo and on dynamis.
The paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2.2, we investigate physial onditions
in CentaurusA's jets: we derive the jet power and plae onstraints on the energy
density and entrainment rates. We fous on some of the fundamental physis  the
temperature of the thermal gas and the pressure and partile ontent  of the giant
lobes in Setion 2.3, plaing onstraints on them using environmental information. We
ontrast the energy and partile supply through the jet with the pressure and energy
ontent of the lobes and nd that, to meet the pressure requirements, the protons
must be unonventionally hot or relativisti. Finally, in Setion 2.4, we explore the
feasibility of stohasti UHECR aeleration models and the role of MHD turbulene
and magneti reonnetion. Our main results and their impliations are summarised,
and prospets for urrent and future observations are drawn in Setion 2.5.
Spetral indies α are dened in the sense Sν ∝ ν−α, and partile indies p as
n(E) ∝ E−p.
2.2 Physial onditions in the jets
In this setion, we evaluate the degree of agreement between various jet power esti-
mates, and investigate the energetis and mass loading of the jet. We ompute the
entrainment rates from hot gas and from stars within the jet and balane these values
with requirements imposed by the pressure onstraints on the lobes, whih we will
employ in Setion 2.4.3 in a onsisteny analysis when we onsider stohasti partile
aeleration in the large-sale lobes.
2.2.1 Jet power
Croston et al. (2009) alulated a jet power for CentaurusA of ∼ 1×1043 erg s−1 based
on the enthalpy of the southern inner lobe and its age estimated from the shok speed
around the lobe of ∼ 2Myr, and an instantaneous jet power of 6.6×1042 erg s−1 using
the shok speed of 2600 km s
−1
. Applying the simple model of Falke & Biermann
(1999), whih relies on a relation between jet power and aretion disk luminosity, we
infer from their Eq. 20 a total jet power of ∼ 1.6 × 1043 erg s−1, adopting a ore ux
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density of 3.9 Jy at 8.4GHz (Müller et al. 2011), 3.8Mp for the distane (Harris et al.
2010), a blak hole mass of 5.5×107M⊙ (Cappellari et al. 2009) and a jet viewing angle
of 50
◦
(Tingay et al. 1998; Hardastle et al. 2003). Suh a jet power is in reasonable
agreement with the previous estimates, given the numerous assumptions involved.
Note that inreasing the viewing angle to 70
◦
(e.g. Jones et al. 1996; Tingay et al.
1998) in the Falke & Biermann model boosts the jet power to ∼ 3.3× 1043 erg s−1.
Abdo et al. (2010) omputed CentaurusA's kineti jet power of 7.7× 1042 erg s−1
based on the synhrotron age of the giant lobes of 30Myr (Hardastle et al. 2009) and
on an estimated total energy in both giant lobes of ∼ 1.5 × 1058 erg. However, the
imposition of the dynamial age of ∼ 560Myr (see Setion 2.3.1) would imply muh
lower average jet powers or a signiantly higher total lobe energy. We will elaborate
on this in Setion 2.3.3.
The above methods, whose outomes we express in terms of a single jet, all yield
similar values for the jet power. Sine the method based on the energy ontent of the
giant lobes gives an estimate for the average past power of the jet, this means that
if the jet power was higher in the past (as onjetured by, e.g., Saxton et al. 2001;
Protheroe 2010), the jet ativity in CentaurusA must have been intermittent.
2.2.2 Constraints on energy density and magneti elds
Apart from the jet power needed to drive partiular features of the soure (as dealt
with in Setion 2.2.1), the jet power that an be arried by the known partile popu-
lation an be estimated.
Considering the inner jet, that is the struture out to ∼ 3 kp of projeted length,
where we know the eletron distribution reasonably well (see Hardastle et al. 2006),
we have a onstraint on the bulk ow speed from the proper motion of the inner knots
(0.5c, Hardastle et al. 2003), and we are also ondent that the magneti eld annot
be muh lower than the equipartition value (Hardastle & Croston 2011). Do we
require protons (thermal or relativisti) in order to transport 10
43
erg s
−1
, if we make
the additional assumption that the jet is not magnetially dominated?
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Using the
model of the jet from Hardastle & Croston (2011) with a single eletron spetrum,
the mean energy density of the jet (assuming equipartition between magneti eld
and eletrons only) is Uj = 8.77 × 10−11 erg m−3. The total jet power follows from
Pj = Γ
2 4/3Uj πr
2
j υj, where Γ = (1− β2)−1/2 is the bulk Lorentz fator and rj is the
ross-setional radius of the jet. Assuming rj = 18.8 arse (338 p) and υj = 0.5c
37
It is unlikely that UB > Ue on these sales: models (e.g. Drenkhahn 2002) show that the on-
version of Poynting to mehanially dominated jet ours relatively lose to the nuleus. Moreover,
sine the minimum energy ondition is the equipartition ondition, whih we assume, it follows that
a magnetially dominated jet must arry more energy, and thus if it is magnetially dominated the
energy ux an be even higher without invoking protons, in general. So the values we obtain are
lower limits if UB > Ue, and the onlusions are unhanged.
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(see above), for our preferred viewing angle of CentaurusA of 50◦, the total jet power
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Figure 6: Total jet power estimated with the formula in the text with the apparent
jet speed xed, as a funtion of the angle of the jet to the plane of the sky, using
assumptions given by Hardastle & Croston (2011).
is ∼ 1.3 × 1043 erg s−1 (see Fig. 6). This suggests that the energy transport an all
be done by the known population of eletrons with no requirement of energetially
dominant protons.
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However, we annot rule out the possibility that there is an
energetially signiant population of protons.
The magneti eld strength of the diuse omponent of the jet is generally lower
than that of the knots ontained in the jet. Goodger et al. (2010) derived an equipar-
tition value of the magneti eld of the inner knots in CentaurusA's jet (of whih
they assoiated the X-ray bright knots with shoks) in the range ∼ 220 760µG and a
non-thermal knot pressure in the range 1.3×10−9−1.5×10−8 dyn m−2. It is probable
that the knots are overpressured with respet to the diuse omponent and also om-
pared to the hot gas external to the jet, and we will return to pressure onsiderations
in the next setion.
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A simple way of seeing that the eets of eletron-positron annihilation are negligible in a purely
leptoni jet on these sales is to onsider the harateristi timesale for this proess. Although the
ross setion for annihilation is energy-dependent (e.g.Murphy et al. 2005), the assumption that the
ross setion is the Thomson ross setion and the partile speed the speed of light overestimates
the ross setion for all but the very lowest energies; thus, taking the timesale τann = n/(dn/dt) =
(nσTc)
−1
gives a onservative lower limit. If we take the rest-frame energy density for the jet given
above, then the number density of relativisti eletrons (with n(γ) ∝ γ−2, assuming γmin = 1 and
γmax = 108) required is around ne,rel = 3× 10
−6
m
−3
. Then τann ∼ 530Gyr, i.e.muh larger than
the Hubble time.
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2.2.3 Matter densities, entrainment, temperature, and
pressure balane
The idea that FR I jets start o purely leptoni (or at any rate very light) and beome
mass loaded through entrainment, thus allowing them to deelerate to sub-relativisti
speeds, has reeived support from the work of Laing & Bridle (2002). Mass loading
may our from hot and/or old gas via the jet boundary (external entrainment),
as a result of mass-loss from stars within the jet volume (internal entrainment), or
from the intermitteny of the jets, i.e. when the jets restart (prompt entrainment). The
prompt entrainment is expeted to be insigniant ompared to other ontributions to
the total entrainment, and we will disregard it in what follows. External entrainment
from old gas is diult to quantify (e.g., it will not sale with distane in the same
way, or with the external hot gas density as external entrainment from hot gas, see
Setion 2.2.3.1). Various authors (Stikel et al. 2004; Struve et al. 2010; Auld et al.
2012) have reported the existene of old louds along the jet axis but oer no diret
evidene for jet-loud interation. We hoose to also neglet the ontribution from
old gas to the total entrainment.
There are no diret onstraints on the thermal matter ontent of the CentaurusA
jet. Observations of depolarisation, or Faraday rotation deviating from a λ2 law ould,
in priniple, plae onstraints on the thermal eletron number density of the knots
(Burn 1966), when ombined with known (Goodger et al. 2010, see Setion 2.2.2)
onstraints on the knot equipartition magneti elds and knot sizes. Clarke et al.
(1992) found no evidene for internal depolarisation, so that only upper limits on the
thermal eletron densities an be inferred. For the knots for whih we have suient
onstraints, A1A, A1B and A1C, using equipartition elds of 693, 323 and 763µG
(Goodger et al. 2010), this gives upper limits of ne,th ∼ 3 × 10−2, ∼ 6 × 10−3 and
∼ 8 × 10−2 m−3, respetively. These are well above the densities that we estimate
from entrainment.
De Young (1986), Biknell (1984, 1994), Henriksen (1987) and Laing & Bridle
(2002) invoked external entrainment via a turbulent boundary layer, arising from
Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabilities at the jet boundary. Signiant exursions from
pressure equality between the jet and the surrounding galaxy ISM would disprove the
existene of the KH instability along the jet boundary. The bright knots measured by
Goodger et al. are very likely overpressured with respet to the bulk of the jet, and the
minimum pressure values, 2.1×10−11−9.2×10−11 dyn m−2, determined by Burns et
al. (1983), whih are for larger areas and probably loser to being representative of a
`mean jet' state, still suggest overpressure. However, the minimum jet pressure, adopt-
ing our energy density value from Setion 2.2.2, is pj = Uj/3 ∼ 2.9× 10−11 dyn m−2.
The ISM pressure near the entre of the soure is given in Croston et al. (2009):
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∼ 1.1 × 10−11 dyn m−2. Considering another loation in the surrounding medium
relatively lose to the entre and using Kraft et al.'s (2003) values for density and
temperature (see Setions 2.2.3.1 and 2.3.1), gives ∼ 4.1× 10−11 dyn m−2, whih im-
plies that the jet is not signiantly overpressured with respet to the surrounding
ISM if the jet pressure is lose to its minimum value, and a KH instability along the
jet is thus not ruled out. An atual proof of the existene of a turbulent jet boundary
assoiated with KH instabilities would require detailed modelling inluding jet speeds
and internal/external temperatures, and is beyond the sope of this paper, but we re-
gard it as possible that thermal material ould be entrained aross a KH unstable jet
boundary. However, there is no observational evidene for a KH instability assoiated
with CentaurusA's jet.
2.2.3.1 External entrainment from hot gas
To estimate the level of external entrainment, we will onsider a jet that propagates in
diret ontat with the host galaxy's ISM. Our approah resorts to the use of simple
saling relations with position along the jet and we onsider the results of Laing &
Bridle (2002) for 3C 31 to normalise the entrainment rate prole. We assume that
the mass entrained per unit time for a setion of jet of length ∆l sales aording to
the external gas density, the jet veloity, and the surfae area of the jet segment, i.e.
M˙ = Ψ0 ρext(l) υj(l) rj(l)∆l . (11)
Then the entrainment rate per unit length is
Ψ(l) = Ψ0 ρext(l) υj(l) rj(l) , (12)
where Ψ0 is a normalisation fator, l is distane along the jet, ρext(l) is the external
mass density, υj(l) the jet veloity, and rj(l) the jet radius at distane l.
We assume that the external thermal number density is desribed by a beta model
(e.g. Cavaliere & Fuso-Femiano 1976):
nth = n0
[
1 + (l/a)2
]−3 β/2
, (13)
where a denotes a sale radius, β a slope parameter, and n0 the external number
density at l = 0.39 For CentaurusA we adopt the beta model parameters from Kraft
et al. (2003): a = 0.5 kp, β = 0.39 and np,0 = 0.037 m
−3
.
We assume that the jet veloity is approximately onstant over the inner 2 kp
of CentaurusA, and we assume that the jet radius rj is proportional to distane
39
A true pressure prole may deviate from the empirial isothermal model, but only markedly
beyond large radii; this does not aet our alulations.
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l, onsistent with the fairly onstant opening angle observed over the region being
onsidered. We an then separate out the entrainment rate into normalisation and
distane-dependent terms:
Ψ(l) = Ψnorm l
[
1 + (l/a)2
]−3β/2
. (14)
We determined the normalisation Ψnorm by taking an estimate of the entrainment
rate in the middle of the aring region of the 3C 31 jet (based on the Laing & Bridle
2002 model)  hoosing a radius of 2 kp. Based on the jet geometry from high-
resolution radio data, and the extent of the X-ray jet in the two soures, we onlude
that the equivalent point within the aring region of the CentaurusA jet is at around
0.7 kp. We sale the entrainment rate at 2 kp for 3C 31 (Ψ = 4 × 1022 g s−1 kp−1)
based on the ratio of external density, jet veloity and jet radius at these equivalent
points as follows: ρCenA/ρ3C 31 = 0.33, υCenA/υ3C31 ∼ 1, and rCenA/r3C 31 = 0.08.
This leads to an estimated entrainment rate for CentaurusA at 0.7 kp of ∼ 1.1 ×
1021 g s−1 kp−1, and a normalisation for the entrainment rate prole of Ψnorm ∼
2.8 × 1021 g s−1 kp−2. Integrating the entrainment rate prole between l = 0 and
3 kp implies a total entrainment rate of ∼ 3.0 × 1021 g s−1 (∼ 4.7 × 10−5 M⊙ yr−1).
Assuming a mean partile mass of 0.6mH, this is ∼ 9.4×1052 partiles yr−1. Adopting
a lifetime for the inner lobes of 2Myr (Croston et al. 2009) gives a total mass injetion
of 1.9× 1035 g (∼ 94M⊙).
2.2.3.2 Internal entrainment
We next alulate the entrainment from stars within the jet volume by estimating
the total mass-loss rate for the stellar population of CentaurusA, determining the
fration of this mass-loss that ours within the jet boundaries, and onsidering all
this mass to be entrained. We assume that the ontained stars are not aeted by the
jet plasma. We know (e.g.Komissarov 1994; Bowman et al. 1996) that mass-loss in
elliptials is dominated by old-population stars, with B-band luminosity-to-mass-loss-
rate ratio of 7.88× 10−12 (LB /LB⊙)M⊙ yr−1 (Athey et al. 2002, see also O'Sullivan
et al. 2011). The apparent magnitude mB of CentaurusA is 7.48 (Tully 1988), from
whih we derive the luminosity LB ∼ 2.43 × 1010LB⊙. Hene we obtain a total
mass-loss rate of ∼ 0.19M⊙ yr−1. Adopting a spherially symmetri distribution, the
fration of the stars that lie within the jet is determined by the jet's solid angle:
with CentaurusA's jet opening angle of 15
◦
(Goodger et al. 2010), the solid angle
is 0.054 steradians. This gives an entrainment rate from old stars inside the jet of
∼ 5.2× 1022 g s−1 (∼ 8.2× 10−4M⊙ yr−1) whih onverts to 1.6× 1054 partiles yr−1.
The internal entrainment is thus slightly larger than that from the hot ISM, whih is
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not unexpeted, as even for 3C 31 where the galaxy environment has muh less gas
ontent, internal entrainment dominates the entral parts.
Reeting the presene of a starburst around CentaurusA's nulear region, we
also onsider the mass-loss from relatively young, massive stars. We assume that
the CentaurusA FIR luminosity of 3.4× 1043 erg s−1 (∼ 8.9× 109L⊙) arises entirely
from dust heated by type O stars, and that 50 perent (Gil de Paz et al. 2007) of
the output of these stars goes into heating the dust. Given a luminosity per star
of L = 3 × 105L⊙ (for an O6.5 star, from Vaa et al. 2000), we have 5.9 × 104
suh stars, eah with a mass-loss rate of 1 × 10−6M⊙ yr−1, for a total mass-loss
rate of 5.9 × 10−2M⊙ yr−1 ∼ 1.2 × 1032 g yr−1. Adopting a spherially symmetri
distribution and the solid angle as above, the entrainment rate from young massive
stars inside the jet is ∼ 1.6 × 1022 g s−1 (∼ 2.5 × 10−4M⊙ yr−1) whih onverts to
5.0×1053 partiles yr−1. This is a fator of a few less than the rate invoking old stars,
summing to an internal entrainment rate of ∼ 6.8×1022 g s−1 (∼ 1.1×10−3M⊙ yr−1).
Laing & Bridle (2002) used a variant of those methods and derived for 3C 31 an
internal entrainment of ∼ 4.9× 1023 g s−1 (∼ 7.8× 10−3M⊙ yr−1).
2.2.3.3 Pressure balane in the inner lobes
We have good onstraints on the internal pressure required in the inner lobes of Cen-
taurusA from the shok onditions of the south-west lobe (Croston et al. 2009). The
total required internal pressure is pSW−IL = 1.1× 10−10 dyn m−2, where onstraints
from the radio observations using the assumption of equipartition imply that the rel-
ativisti pressure is ∼ 10 perent of this, and hene pth ∼ 1 × 10−10 dyn m−2. The
volume of the inner south-west lobe is ∼ 1.6 × 1066 m3 (Croston et al. 2009), and
so this implies a thermal partile number Nth ∼ 4.5 × 1060 (assuming again a mean
partile mass of 0.6mH) and thus nth ∼ 2.8× 10−6 m−3.
Given the total amount of entrained material, it would need to be heated to a
temperature of ∼ 2.6 × 1011K to balane the pressure oset in the southern inner
lobe.
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Pressure support to CentaurusA's southern inner lobe supplied by either
protons or lower-energy relativisti eletrons has been proposed earlier by Kraft et
al. (2003); and in a more general ase, Boehringer et al. (1993), Carilli et al. (1994),
Hardastle et al. (1998b), Dunn & Fabian (2004), Bîrzan et al. (2008), Diehl et al.
(2008) and Takeuhi et al. (2012), for example, argued for other partiles in addition
to relativisti eletrons to math a missing pressure in other soures' lobes. We will
handle pressure balane with regard to CentaurusA's giant lobes in Setion 2.3.2.
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We are using `hot thermal plasma with a given kT ' as a synonym for `plasma with mean partile
kineti energy of order 3kT/2' and we are not partiularly onerned with whether the partile
energies have a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution or not.
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2.3 Physial onditions in the giant lobes
Our objetive is to assess the pressure and temperature of the thermal gas and partile
ontent of the giant lobes, and to touh on energy distribution in the lobes. We begin
by addressing several of the relevant morphologial features of the lobes and by putting
onstraints on the lobe ages. Limits on lobe ages are required to evaluate the power
of the jet that inated the giant lobes (Setion 2.3.3) and to estimate the number of
thermal protons entrained over the lifetime of the soure (Setion 2.3.3.1).
2.3.1 Size and age
With the 1.4GHz images of Feain et al. (2011) as a guide, and approximated as prolate
spheroids with major and minor axes of 280×170 kp and 280×190 kp, the northern
and southern giant lobes oupy volumes of ∼ 1.2 × 1071 m3 and ∼ 1.6 × 1071 m3
respetively.
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These sizes and volumes should be onsidered a lower limit, as the giant
lobes may not lie perfetly in the plane of the sky. Feain et al. (2011) have argued
that the southern giant lobe is disonneted from the rest of the soure and Stefan
et al. (2013) report a similar `gap' at 150MHz, yet we annot exlude the possibility
that the southern lobe is in the proess of detahment, or is fully onneted. If the
lobe were onneted, the fainter region ould be explained beause the synhrotron
emission is a non-linear traer of the underlying plasma (jsync ∝ U2e B2), so that a
small derease in relativisti partiles, magneti eld, or both an result in a large
derease in synhrotron brightness.
Hardastle et al. (2009) derived synhrotron ages of tsync ∼ 25Myr and ∼ 27Myr
for, respetively, CentaurusA's northern and southern giant lobes. If we proeed with
alulating the sound-rossing timesale
tcs = R/cs (15)
(see, e.g., Bîrzan et al. 2004; Dunn & Fabian 2004; Dunn et al. 2005; MNamara &
Nulsen 2007), where R is the distane to the lobe edge and cs =
√
γkT/µmH the
loal sound speed, by using the well-determined (Kraft et al. 2003) temperature of
kT ∼ 0.35 keV (i.e.∼ 4.1×106K) and R = 280 kp, the ratio of spei heats γ = 5/3
and the mean partile mass µ = 0.62, we get tcs ∼ 920Myr. However, the value
of 0.35 keV applies to the external medium on the sales of the inner lobes. The
temperature of the plasma into whih the giant lobes are expanding over most of
their lifetime is urrently inaessible, but ould easily be higher, and we estimate it
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The sizes are approximate; the soure laks a lear boundary at 1.4GHz along most of its large-
sale struture and there are unertainties in the bakground/noise level. The southern lobe size
inludes the `gap' region.
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in Setion 2.3.2 to be in the range kT = 0.7− 1.5 keV (i.e.∼ 8.1× 106 − 1.7× 107K),
resulting in a more likely sound-rossing timesale in the range ∼ 440−645Myr. The
unertainty in the projetion angle of the giant lobes makes those values a lower limit.
The disrepany between the gure for the synhrotron age and the sound-rossing
timesale is not surprising: using spetral breaks (and inferred synhrotron age) to
estimate the physial age of a soure an be misleading, espeially if in situ re-
aeleration is taking plae (e.g. Paholzyk & Sott 1976; Alexander 1987; Eilek
et al. 1994, 1997; Biknell 1995; Feretti et al. 1998; Katsuta et al. 2013), as envisaged
for the giant lobes of CentaurusA (Abdo et al. 2010; Feain et al. 2011; Stawarz et al.
2013; Stefan et al. 2013, and this paper).
In addition, given that one of the giant lobes is onsidered to be disonnet-
ing/disonneted  although this is not a strit requirement; the buoyant fore on
the outer ends of the giant lobes just needs to be larger than any other fore  we
ompute the buoyany age for the lobes. The buoyany age is given as
tbuoy = Rdist/υbuoy , (16)
where we take Rdist to be the distane from the AGN ore to the edge of the giant
lobe
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and the buoyany veloity υbuoy =
√
2gV/SCD, in whih V stands for the
lobe volume and S for its ross-setional area (e.g. Faber 1995; Churazov et al. 2001;
Bîrzan et al. 2004; Dunn & Fabian 2004). We assume a drag oeient CD = 0.75
as in Churazov et al. (2001). Sine the buoyant blob has to be small ompared to
the sale over whih gravity varies (e.g. Faber 1995), Eq. 16 is not appropriate for the
entire vertial, long giant lobe. Adopting a spherial bubble with radius of 80 kp (i.e.,
an approximate radius of the giant lobes towards their outer edges) whih gives us a
volume of ∼ 6.3×1070 m3, and taking gravitational aeleration43 g resulting from an
enlosed gravitating mass of Mgrav(< Rdist) ∼ 1.4× 1046 g (based on the mean of the
orbital and virial masses from Karahentsev et al. 2007 determined using the harmoni
radius of 192 kp), results in υbuoy ∼ 4.9 × 107 m s−1 and hene, appealing to the
adopted lobe edge R = 280 kp, in tbuoy ∼ 560Myr. This puts the buoyany age and
sound-rossing times lose, as expeted from basi physis (virial theorem). However,
the above derived buoyany age is probably a onservative estimate, reeting the
dependene on other physis (ram pressure or high internal pressure exeeding the
buoyany fore during some period of the lobe growth will make the lobes younger),
on the projetion (an inlination angle would make the lobes older), and, to a lesser
extent, of the drag oeient on the Reynolds number (for the latter dependene see
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Simple treatments of rising bubbles trak the position of the lobe entre. However, those treat-
ments onsider lobes whih are muh smaller than their height (or distane from the mass entre),
so the bubbles are essentially test partiles.
43
We assume that g is not too variable over the region.
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Faber 1995). No independent age estimates are available from, e.g., proper motion
from the edge-like features (the wisps, see Feain et al. 2011).
Dynamial age estimates for FR I soures are sare, and we an only ompare with
3C 31 for whih Peruho & Martí (2007) derived >100Myr, and with J1453+3308 (a
FR I/FR II soure) for whih two estimates exist in the literature: 215Myr (Kaiser et
al. 2000) and ≤ 134Myr (Konar et al. 2006).
2.3.2 Matter densities, pressure and temperature
Based on Faraday RMs and linearly polarised intensities of bakground soures, and
adopting the path length through the lobes as 200 kp, a magneti eld strength in
the lobes of 1.3µG and assuming no eld reversals along the line of sight throughout
the lobes, Feain et al. (2009) plaed a limit on the volume-averaged thermal eletron
number density of CentaurusA's giant lobes of ne,th . 5 × 10−5 m−3. Using B =
0.9µG (from the Abdo et al. 2010, see Setion 2.3.3) this limit beomes ne,th . 7 ×
10−5 m−3. There are laims (Stawarz et al. 2013; O'Sullivan et al. 2013b) that
the thermal partile number density of CentaurusA's giant lobes may be as high as
∼ 1 × 10−4 m−3; however, this is inonsistent with observations of X-ray surfae
brightness dereases (avities) in other radio galaxies. Moreover, Stawarz et al.'s
thermal X-ray detetion may be interpreted in terms of Galati foreground emission
(in their g. 7, an extended region of X-ray emission ontiguous with Galati emission
appears to lie on top of the regions they use).
Let us now derive onstraints on the internal pressure, temperature and partile
ontent of the giant lobes, onsidering environmental onstraints. Karahentsev et al.
(2007) give a total mass for the Centaurus group of (7 − 9) × 1012M⊙. Sanderson
(2003) show well-onstrainedMtot  TX and LX  TX relations for a sample of (relaxed)
galaxy groups and lusters (with ∼ 12 sample members having temperatures below
2 keV, so in the group regime). Using their Mtot  TX relation, the above mass for the
Centaurus group implies an X-ray gas temperature between 0.7 and 1.5 keV, whih in
turn implies an X-ray luminosity between 1042 and 1043 erg s−1.
These X-ray luminosities are very typial of radio-galaxy group-sale environ-
ments (e.g. Croston et al. 2008). If we onsider systems of similar luminosity for
whih the external pressure proles have been mapped, there are ∼ 5 systems in
Croston et al. (2008): NGC6251, NGC1044, 3C 66B, NGC315 and NGC4261. Their
thermal pressures at ∼ 100 kp range from (1 − 5)× 10−12 dyn m−2, and at 300 kp
(i.e. omparable to the distane to the outer edge of the CentaurusA giant lobes) from
(1− 10)× 10−13 dyn m−2.
If we take the median values of the external pressure at these radii, we have
some plausible (if not well-onstrained) estimates of the required internal pressure,
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assuming that the lobes are within a small fator of pressure balane.
The Fermi-LAT inverse-Compton analysis (Abdo et al. 2010) gives a relativis-
ti pressure equal to prel = 5.6 × 10−14 dyn m−2 (northern giant lobe) and 2.7 ×
10−14 dyn m−2 (southern giant lobe). The Fermi-LAT results therefore imply ratios
at 100 kp (∼giant lobe midpoints) of ptot/prel = 18 - 90 (northern giant lobe) and 37 -
185 (southern giant lobe), whih means that the pressure would have to be dominated
by non-radiating partiles  thermal or not.
For these ratios, if we assume the pressure is dominated by thermal partiles,
we an infer the density of thermal partiles in the giant lobes for various ele-
tron temperature assumptions. If we assume an internal temperature T ∼ 107K,
as laimed by Isobe et al. (2001) on the basis of deteted diuse X-ray emission,
then ne,th ∼ 1 × 10−3 m−3, whih is inonsistent with the Faraday rotation lim-
its of Feain et al. (2009) and also our revised value. Adopting instead the limit of
ne,th . 7× 10−5 m−3, and taking a mean thermal pressure of 1.5 × 10−12 dyn m−2
following our modelling above, then we nd a lower limit to the temperature of
∼ 1.6× 108K.
There is reason to favour suh a high temperature for the thermal gas, based on
observations of avities assoiated with radio lobes in other galaxies (e.g. Bîrzan et
al. 2004), whih imply that the temperature of thermal material ontained within
lobes must be suiently high to provide the required pressure with omparatively
low density gas so as to minimize thermal bremsstrahlung. Limits on the temperature
of this gas have been obtained by several authors: e.g.>15 keV (HydraA, Nulsen et
al. 2002), >20 keV (Abell 2052, Blanton et al. 2003), >50 keV (PerseusA, Sanders &
Fabian 2007).
If our density estimates from entrainment (Setion 2.3.3.1) are orret then the
thermal material must be very hot indeed. Our onstraint on np,th (Setion 2.3.3.1)
ombined with our thermal lobe pressure of ∼ 1.5× 10−12 dyn m−2, gives a temper-
ature estimate of ∼ 2.0× 1012K. This means that if the protons provide the missing
pressure that we laim in Setion 2.3.2 (but note that there is no diret observational
evidene for the statement that this is the amount of pressure we need) then they
must be very hot. However, to put this in ontext, k× 1012K is only ∼ 10 perent of
the proton rest mass, so the protons have the same energy as γ ∼ 250 eletrons, whih
are abundant in the giant lobes. Hene, there is a self-onsistent model in whih the
entrained protons from Setions 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2 are heated to ∼ 1012K (i.e.mildly
relativisti) and then provide the missing pressure while still allowing UHECR a-
eleration; and that, even ignoring the UHECR models, this is the only model that
explains what would otherwise be a disrepany between the number of protons we ex-
pet to be entrained and the number we need in the inner/giant lobes (Setions 2.2.3.1
and 2.2.3.2). Note that in ase of jet intermitteny over the lifetime of the AGN, even
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less material may be available to math the pressure.
In summary, there is a self-onsistent model where the external pressures are om-
parable to well-studied FR I radio galaxy environments, the thermal partile density
is well below the limits from radio polarisation, and the thermal material in the lobes
is hot.
2.3.3 Magneti eld estimates and global energetis
The use of radio observations in onjuntion with X-ray or gamma-ray data permits
a diret appraisal of the magneti eld strength. Observations at gamma-ray fre-
quenies are preferable as these are not hampered by thermal bremsstrahlung as in
asu X-ray bands. Based on radio data presented by Hardastle et al. (2009) and
the detetion of soft gamma rays from the giant lobes of CentaurusA (Abdo et al.
2010), the latter authors obtained a eld strength of B = 0.89µG and 0.85µG for the
entirety of, respetively, the northern and the southern giant lobes. Their omputed
energy density ratio Ue/UB = 4.3 for the northern and 1.8 for the southern giant lobe
indiates modest eletron pressure dominane, whih is analoguous to the values for
the lobes of, e.g., CentaurusB (Ue/UB ∼ 4.0; Katsuta et al. 2013). As a autionary
note, sine the partile index p1 used by Abdo et al. (2010) for the southern giant
lobe is rather low and gives rise to a signiantly lower value of Ue/UB than found
elsewhere in the soure, we use the Ue/UB value for the northern lobe in the Alfvén
speed derivation in Setion 2.4.3.3.
Using the Fermi-LAT Table S1 entries, we alulate the relativisti eletron num-
ber densities for the four giant lobe setors (dened in Hardastle et al. 2009):
setor 1, ne,rel ∼ 7.9 × 10−9 m−3; setor 2, ne,rel ∼ 1.5 × 10−8 m−3; setor 4,
ne,rel ∼ 1.0× 10−11 m−3 and setor 5, ne,rel ∼ 2.9 × 10−10 m−3; these are notably
dierent from one another. The reason for the widely varying eletron number den-
sities are presumably the substantial variations in the synhrotron surfae brightness
aross these regions. Yang et al. (2012) updated the inverse-Compton analysis based
on a Fermi-LAT data set of three times the size of the Abdo et al. (2010) analysis, in
whih they onrm the earlier results for Ue/UB.
The Fermi-LAT analysis and their resulting total energy Etot ∼ 7.3× 1057 erg per
giant lobe only onsiders eletron-positron plasma. In our piture the total energy
supply must have been provided by the jet; signiant ontribution of non-radiating
partiles to the giant lobe pressure (as we envisage in the preeding setion) inreases
their inferred value for Etot. In Setion 2.4.3.3 we derive a proton pressure of pp ∼
1.5× 10−12 dyn m−2. The total energy of an individual giant lobe, taking the mean
lobe volume of 1.4×1071 m3, is then Etot = 4pe+p+B Vl ∼ 8.8×1059 erg; as a orollary,
the power estimate of the jet that inated the giant lobes inreases (adopting our
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buoyany age
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of 560Myr) to ∼ 5.0 × 1043 erg s−1. In this piture, the agreement
between the jet power derived for the giant lobes by Abdo et al. (2010) and the
estimate made in the inner jets is oinidental, sine we would argue that both the
energy ontent and the lobe age that they estimate are too low.
The minimum pressure analyses in the literature make the onservative assump-
tions that there are no relativisti baryons, and that the emitting volume is uniformly
lled. For the giant lobes, we are not using an equipartition eld but one determined
by Abdo et al. (2010) using inverse-Compton, and the traditional parameter k, i.e. the
ratio of the total partile energy density to that in relativisti eletrons, does not aet
suh measurements. The plasma lling fator f does, but in a slightly more ompli-
ated way (see disussion in Hardastle & Worrall 2000): only if the eletrons had a
very low f ould suh a model give muh larger pressures than the inverse-Compton
value, and suh a model also requires a high-pressure non-radiating uid.
2.3.3.1 Eletron-positron and proton ontent
So far, we have made no assumption about whether the relativisti material is eletron-
positron or eletron-ion plasma, exepting the jet on the smallest sales (Setion 2.2.3)
for whih we assume a (nearly) pure eletron-positron plasma. All of our estimates
of energy densities (Ue,rel) and pressures (pe,rel) in the radiating partiles aount for
positrons.
Sine ooling is energy-dependent, the relativisti eletron-positron population on
the smallest sale is expeted to remain non-thermal while propagating along the jet.
The eletrons do not approah sub-relativisti energies for realisti lifetimes.
We assoiate the thermal omponent of the jet/lobes with thermal eletrons and
positrons from external and internal entrainment. Note that by `thermal protons'
we mean `thermal protons and eletrons' just as with `relativisti eletrons' we mean
`relativisti eletrons and positrons'. It is reasonable to expet that the entrained
eletrons and positrons will behave in the same way as the thermal protons, but we do
not know whether either speies is heated or turned into a non-thermal distribution
via partile aeleration proesses; no statement is possible on the fration of the
entrained eletrons and positrons whih beomes non-thermal while being transported
along the jet.
Pure thermal eletron-positron plasma would be exluded by a Faraday rotation
detetion, yet we have no rm onstraints on this in either the jet or the giant lobes.
The thermal eletrons and positrons are not required for energy transport in the
jet (see Setion 2.2.2), and their temperature in the jet is not onstrained by any
observation we an make.
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The sound-rossing timesale is not as useful an age estimate sine it is hard to justify physially
for the large-sale lobes.
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Considering the total entrainment rate of 7.1 × 1022 g s−1, the buoyany age of
560Myr, and the average volume of the giant lobes, 1.4 × 1071 m3, we obtain a
ballpark gure for the thermal proton number density in the giant lobes of np,th ∼
5.4 × 10−9 m−3. We expet on harge balane grounds that ne,th ≃ np,th. The
onsisteny with the upper limit on ne,th (Setion 2.3.2) is trivially true, and we know
by the lak of low-frequeny Faraday depolarisation (e.g.Willis et al. 1978; Jägers
1987) and by diret observation of avities of other radio galaxies (e.g. Bîrzan et
al. 2004) that there is at least several orders of magnitude dierene between the
internal and external densities. For the Centaurus intragroup medium, O'Sullivan et
al. (2013b) have suggested nth ∼ 1× 10−4 m−3.
Therefore, we will alulate the Alfvén speed (Setion 2.4.3.3) on the assump-
tion of only two omponents of the (non-magneti) energy density and pressure: a
relativisti omponent whose energy density is onstrained by the synhrotron and
inverse-Compton observations, and a thermal eletron/proton plasma whose density
and temperature are onstrained by the external pressure and entrainment arguments
given above and in Setion 2.3.2.
2.4 (UHE)CR aeleration
In this setion, we investigate whether the models we have presented for the partile
ontent and energetis of the giant lobes of CentaurusA are onsistent with a senario
in whih UHECR are aelerated in the giant lobes. Speially, in Setion 2.4.1, we
derive UHECR power, in Setion 2.4.2, we assess abundanes in the giant lobes and
the prevalent partile speies available for aeleration. In Setion 2.4.3, we disuss
magneti eld utuations in the plasma of the giant lobes and their role in lepton
and hadron aeleration along with possibilities for turbulent input, maintainane,
heating and dissipation, and we disuss senarios in whih partiles are subjet to a
hybrid mehanism invoking magneti reonnetion that ould provide seeds for further
energisation in the lobes.
2.4.1 UHECR luminosity and power
The Pierre Auger Collaboration (Abreu et al. 2010b) measured 13 events ≥ 55EeV
within a radius of 18◦ from CentaurusA, with assoiated energies totalling 888EeV.
With the distane to CentaurusA of 3.8Mp, and orreting for Auger Observa-
tory's diretional exposure (isotropi exposure of 20 370 km
2
yr sr, exposure to Cen-
taurusA of 3095 km2 yr), the UHECR luminosity is ∼ 2.5 × 1039 erg s−1. Assuming
a partile number ux spetrum as E−2, this gives a luminosity of dL/dE = kE−1,
where k is a normalisation onstant: k = LUHECR/(1/Emin,norm− 1/Emax,norm) =
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2.5 × 1039 erg s−1/(1/55EeV−1/84EeV) ∼ 1.33 × 1047 erg2 s−1. For the high-energy
uto we adopt the highest energy of the events reported in Abreu et al. (2010b),
Emax = 142EeV. The low-energy uto is unertain, but the total energy depends
only weakly on this value: we use Emin = mpc
2 ∼ 938MeV. We nd that the ratio
between LUHECR and the power put into osmi rays in total is ∼ 25 (i.e., protons
∼ 27.1, 7Li ∼ 25.1, 16O ∼ 24.2, 56Fe ∼ 22.9). This means about 6× 1040 erg s−1 goes
into CRs of all types, whih is reasonable given the jet power, and it leaves room for
energy to go into other partile populations.
2.4.2 Enrihment
Hardastle's (2010) estimate of ∼1 iron nuleus per 105 protons in the giant lobes
refers to the hot ISM and so only onsiders external entrainment. AGB stars and O
stars produe intermediate-mass nulei (see in this ontext e.g.Karakas 2010) whih
are inorporated through internal entrainment, however they do not produe the
isotope
56Fe, and solely injet 56Fe at the initial abundanes, whih are insigniant.
Therefore, eetively, internal entrainment will entrain material whih will be enrihed
with the lighter intermediate elements (mainly the CNO nulei) with respet to the
externally entrained material. The aeleration of these nulei in the giant lobes ould
inrease the UHECR ux. Hene, the thermal material in the giant lobes may well be
enrihed in light elements from stellar winds from stars within the jet; this alleviates
the objetion of Liu et al. (2012) to the giant lobes as a soure of UHECRs and may
help to explain the Auger omposition results (as per, e.g., Abreu et al. 2011b, 2013).
A mounting body of reasoning (e.g. Fargion 2008; Biermann & de Souza 2012), based
on disparate analyses, is beginning to support the dominane of light to intermediate
nulei.
2.4.3 Turbulene and Alfvéni aeleration
Giant lobes of FR I soures are expeted to be turbulent to some degree (e.g. Cavallo
1978). Junkes et al. (1993) alluded to the possibility that the haoti behaviour of
linear polarisation assoiated with the southern giant lobe of CentaurusA may well
be due to internal turbulene, and Feain et al. (2009) found a depolarised signal and
RM utuations intrinsi to the southern giant lobe of CentaurusA that they asribe
to turbulent magnetised plasma inside the lobe.
Eilek (1989) argued that MHD turbulene will engender utuations in the total
radio intensity. Standard uid turbulene studies nd an outer sale (i.e. driving sale)
of the turbulene whih is some fration of the width of the ow; 1/7 `lassially', and
no larger than some large fration (∼ 1/3) of the size of the system. Observations
of synhrotron struture at 1.4GHz on nearly the largest lobe sale (Feain et al.
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2011) require that there must be magneti eld struture on these sales, and so are
onsistent with the idea that there is turbulene on these sales too. The CentaurusA
literature shows a spread of driving sales, or maximum eddy sizes (assuming forward
asade), in these lobes, λmax = 10 kp (O'Sullivan et al. 2009; O'Sullivan 2011) up
to λmax = 100 kp (Hardastle et al. 2009). The smallest driving sale, 10 kp, seems
invalidated by the 1.4GHz observations (Feain et al. 2011) at ∼ 50 arse angular
resolution  among other the lament sizes. In our model for partile aeleration,
power in turbulene on sales & 100 kp would have little or no eet on partile
aeleration even if it were present, both beause the sattering on Alfvén waves
would be ineient
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and beause the gyroradius of suh partiles would approah
the size of the lobes, and so it is reasonable to adopt a sale of 100 kp as a hard upper
limit. Sine the largest sale of oherent lamentary strutures in the lobes is around
30 kp, we adopt this as the minimum possible driving sale for turbulene. As the
true driving sale for turbulene must lie within this range (though onsideration of
the hydrodynamis might favour lower values), we disuss all parameters that depend
on this sale using the two extreme values of λmax.
2.4.3.1 Turbulent input, maintenane and dissipation
On energeti grounds, the turbulent input most likely originates from the jet. The
question is whether either or both giant lobes are still onneted to the energy supply,
and, obviously, if we require UHECR aeleration by this method, what the timesale
for deay of turbulene is. We deal with the latter by writing τt = ζλmax/υt, for
whih we adopt a numerial fator ζ = 2 (e.g.Ma Low et al. 1998 and referenes
therein), the driving sale λmax = 30− 100 kp, and the turbulent speed υt = 0.063c
(see below). This gives us ∼ 3−10Myr, whih means that, after the energy supply by
the jet to the giant lobes has eased, in the aftermath of the old jet ativity another
few Myr are available for turbulent aeleration. If the urrent jet is the one powering
the inner lobes, then it annot be older than the lobes it has formed, and we have a
robust onstraint on the age of those (2Myr; Croston et al. 2009).
An attrative alternative might be turbulent input from explosions of massive stars
in the starburst at CentaurusA's ore. Taken at fae value, the starburst may be both
too far from the lobe and energetially inadequate  multiplying the supernova rate in
CentaurusA by the available mehanial energy in supernovae (1× 1051 erg) suggests
that one supernova would be needed every ∼ 3 years to ompare to the jet. This does
not tally with observations given that the last supernova seen in CentaurusA was
SN1986G (Evans 1986; Cristiani et al. 1992), not to mention the diulty of getting
that energy to impat exlusively on the lobe. Admittedly, it is somewhat unlear
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This model (see Setion 2.4.3.3 for a detailed disussion) requires a eld of quasi-isotropi Alfvén
waves at the resonant sale, not merely one or two eddies just tting into the lobe.
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whether SN1986G is a rm benhmark as one might have missed supernovae going
o in the dusty regions of the galaxy. Even so, the rate would have to be several
orders of magnitude higher than observed to deal with the oupling to the giant lobe
sale. We therefore view the starburst ativity as a very small, if not non-existent,
additional ontribution to the turbulent input to the lobe.
We also disregard turbulent input from galaxy mergers: the physial piture is
more relevant for, e.g., intraluster media (see de Plaa et al. 2012), let alone the
timesale of the last merger assoiated with NGC5128 whih is estimated to be sig-
niantly larger than a few Myr (e.g. Rejkuba et al. 2011).
If we suppose that the magneti eld is maintained by a turbulent MHD dynamo,
then the proposition also implies ρυ2t ≃ B2/8π. Using np,th = ne,th = 5.4×10−9 m−3
(see Setion 2.3.3.1) and B = 0.9µG (from Abdo et al. 2010) puts a onstraint on
the turbulent speed of ∼ 1.9 × 109 m s−1 (∼ 0.063c). Reassuringly, this is lose to
the Alfvén speed in the lobes as we derive in the subsequent setion; therefore, the
requirement υt ∼ υA, as applies in the turbulent MHD dynamo, is satised.
In a driven lobe, the turbulent energy is dissipated at a rate ε˙ = UB υt/ ζλmax.
Using the above values υt ∼ 0.063c, ζ = 2 and the driving sale λmax = 30 −
100 kp gives us a turbulent dissipation of ∼ 9.9× 10−29 − 3.3× 10−28 erg m−3 s−1.
Multiplying this by the mean giant lobe volume (1.4 × 1071 m3), we obtain a total
power dissipation of ∼ 1.4 × 1043 − 4.6× 1043 erg s−1, whih is lose to the power of
the former jet that we have estimated in Setion 2.3.3 based on pressure arguments.
Thus, this level of turbulene ould plausibly have been driven by the pre-existing jet.
2.4.3.2 Turbulent heating
We assume that the predominant fration of the energy of the turbulene goes into
heating the thermal plasma and a lesser portion into partile (re)aeleration, whih is
our best guess from our understanding of the physis. For pth = 1.5×10−12 dyn m−2
and B = 0.9µG (see Setions 2.3.2 and 2.3.3), the plasma β = p/(B2/8π) ∼ 47.
This may not have a major eet on the properties of the Alfvén waves (see Foote
& Kulsrud 1979) but as Howes (2010) shows it might aet the eay of partile
heating through interations with the MHD turbulene, with the merit that for high
plasma β media it operates more eiently for hadrons than for leptons.
2.4.3.3 Consequenes for UHECR prodution in the lobes
Following earlier works (e.g. Laombe 1977; Eilek 1989; Henriksen et al. 1982; O'Sullivan
et al. 2009), we onsider a model in whih partile aeleration in the giant lobes is
provided by a turbulent eld of resonant Alfvén waves. In this proess, a partile
interats via the ylotron resonane with waves of wavelength omparable to the
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partile's gyroradius: λres ∼ rg, with rg = γmc2/ZeB.46 Beause the Alfvén waves
exist only with wavelengths up to the maximum turbulent sale in the soure, there is
a maximum partile energy whih an resonate with the Alfvéni turbulene. Higher-
energy partiles, whih annot resonate with any Alfvén wave, are energised muh less
eiently, and thus are probably not relevant for UHECR aeleration in the system.
Taking λmax = rg = 30 − 100 kp and B = 0.9µG, and onsidering protons, we get
γ ∼ 2.7 × 1010 − 8.9 × 1010, whih translates to a proton energy of ∼ 25 − 83EeV.
By way of omparison, for
12C this translates to γ ∼ 1.3 × 1010 − 4.5 × 1010 and
thus an energy of ∼ 150 − 500EeV, for 16O to γ ∼ 1.3 × 1010 − 4.5 × 1010 and an
energy of ∼ 200− 666EeV and for 56Fe to γ ∼ 1.2× 1010 − 4.1× 1010 and an energy
of ∼ 650− 2165EeV. Requiring a lower limit of 55EeV (i.e. the low-energy threshold
used for UHECRs by Abreu et al. 2010b) allows lithium and heavier nulei to `t'
(i.e. resonate with) the turbulent spetrum in the lobes if the driving sale is 30 kp.
A 100 kp driving sale would also allow UHE protons to `t'.
In the model we are disussing, the important omponents of the energy density
and pressure in the giant lobes are the thermal protons, the relativisti eletrons, and
the magneti eld, where those terms have the meanings dened in Setion 2.3.3.1,
and so the Alfvén speed an be alulated as follows:
υA =
c
(1 + (Up,th + pp,th + Ue,rel + pe,rel)/(2UB))1/2
, (17)
with Up,th = npmp c
2 ∼ 8.1 × 10−12 dyn m−2, and a pressure stored in thermal
protons of pp,th ∼ 1.5 × 10−12 dyn m−2. Supplemented by Ue,rel = 4.3UB ∼ 1.4 ×
10−13 dyn m−2 and pe,rel ∼ 4.6 × 10−14 dyn m−2 (based on Abdo et al. 2010), this
results in an Alfvén speed of ∼ 2.4× 109 m s−1 (∼ 0.081c).
The resonant aeleration time for a partile of energy γ an be approximated, to
within a fator of order unity, as
τres ≃ γmc
ZeB
c2
υ2A
UB
Ures
, (18)
where UB is the total magneti energy and Ures is the fration of this energy resonant
with partiles at the given γ. This formula an be derived from the full, quasi-linear
expression for the aeleration rate (as in Laombe 1977 or Shlikeiser 1989). Beause
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Partile aeleration by long-wavelength (λ ≫ rg) magnetosoni turbulene has also been sug-
gested by several authors (e.g. Kulsrud & Ferrari 1971; Ahterberg 1981). However, the stronger
damping likely for magnetosoni waves (e.g. Eilek 1989; Biknell & Melrose 1982) makes this proess
less redible to explain UHECR aeleration in Centaurus A. We note that the term `seond order
Fermi aeleration' has been used inonsistently in the literature, sometimes referring to all stohas-
ti MHD proesses, other times referring speially to aeleration by magnetosoni turbulene. We
therefore avoid using the term, and just refer to stohasti Alfvéni aeleration.
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we are most interested in the highest energies that an resonate with the turbulent
spetrum, we estimate the aeleration time solely for partiles with rg ∼ λmax. If
the turbulent spetrum deays with wavelength as desribed by the Kolmogorov or
Kraihnan models, τres inreases slowly with partile energy, so τres for the high-
est energies that `t' is also a good haraterisation of aeleration of lower-energy
partiles.
Pertinent to
7Li nulei of energy 55EeV, B = 0.9µG and υA = 0.081c, from Eq. 18
and disregarding UB/Ures follows a resonant aeleration time of ∼ 10.9Myr. For 12C
of 55EeV this yields ∼ 5.5Myr, and for 16O of this energy we alulate ∼ 4.1Myr.
A loally larger magneti eld, as expeted in the giant lobe laments, would lower
these τres results. Alternatively, onsidering the maximum energy of the above nulei
tting into the maximum turbulent eddy sale in the range 30− 100 kp, the overall
τres is between ∼ 14.9 and ∼ 49.7Myr.
We want to ompare the aeleration time for UHECR to the major loss proess,
namely diusion out of the radio lobes. Beause the lobes are magnetially separated
from their surroundings, we onsider ross-eld diusion. In a ollisionless plasma
this is very slow; but partile propagation in eletrostati turbulene an reate muh
faster anomalous diusion, also alled `Bohm diusion' (e.g. Taylor & MNamara
1971).
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Following Rosso & Pelletier (1993), also Bultink et al. (2010), we write
the diusion oeient as DB ≃ rg c/ξ, where dierent authors nd the fudge fator
ξ ∼ 3− 30. Thus, we estimate the diusion time as
τdiff ≃ ξ R2/rg c . (19)
For numerial estimates we use ξ ∼ 10. Taking the mean of the lobe radii, R ∼ 90 kp,
and partile gyroradii of 30 and 100 kp, the foregoing relation gives diusion times
of ∼ 8.8 and ∼ 2.6Myr respetively.
The requirement for a relatively at power law, as is generally assumed for UHE-
CRs, and is also measured (Abreu et al. 2010a, 2011a), is τacc . τdiff . For a partile
gyroradius of rg = 30 kp this is satised as long as the partiles do not exeed
∼ 44EeV (7Li), ∼ 59EeV (9Be), ∼ 89EeV (12C), ∼ 118EeV (16O) and ∼ 384EeV
(
56Fe) in prodution energy, and both timesales are also amply within the estimated
dynamial age (Setion 2.3.1) of the lobes. For a gyroradius rg = 100 kp, the above
results shift to ∼ 4EeV (proton), ∼ 9EeV (4He), ∼ 13EeV (7Li), ∼ 18EeV (9Be),
∼ 27EeV (12C), ∼ 35EeV (16O) and ∼ 115EeV (56Fe) prodution energy.
Thus, in the ontext of our model, light elements at UHECR energies t into the
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The term `Bohm diusion' is also used in a very dierent ontext, namely parallel diusion by
Alfvén wave sattering within magnetially onneted regions. Although it is not lear that this limit
is often reahed in MHD turbulene (e.g. Casse et al. 2002), Bohm diusion is often invoked as the
slowest possible diusion in these situations.
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likely lobe turbulene driving sale well. The situation is less lear for
4He nulei and
protons; they would neessitate a driving sale of, respetively, ≥ 33 and ≥ 66 kp.
The diusion time restrits the maximum energy of
4He nulei of rg = 33 kp leaving
the lobe to 26.8EeV and of protons of rg = 66 kp to 6.7EeV; hene,
4He and protons
annot be aelerated to the Auger band.
7Li nulei do `t' in our eddy size range
but beause of the τdiff onstraint, they are not likely to be aelerated to the Auger
band either. However, were the eddy size 24 kp, i.e. somewhat below our adopted
range, they would make it. Finally, note that we have used an average lobe radius for
the above alulations; the perspetive is slightly more favourable for the southern
giant lobe, but this will not alter the overall outomes.
2.4.3.4 Hybrid aeleration mehanism and seeds
Christiansen (1989), Kronberg et al. (2004), Benford & Protheroe (2008) and Stawarz
et al. (2013) have proposed in situ magneti reonnetion as a viable mehanism for
partile aeleration in galaxies' lobes. Lazarian & Vishnia (1999) have shown that
the magneti reonnetion is determined by the degree of eld wandering indued
by magneti turbulene, and we onsider the physial onditions in CentaurusA's
giant lobes (see Setion 2.3) appropriate for magneti reonnetion to exist. Based
on, e.g., Kowal et al. (2012a) we deem it likely that magneti reonnetion and res-
onant aeleration o-exist. The resonant aeleration model for the giant lobes in
Setion 2.4.3.3 is subjet to an `injetion problem' as it omes down to the lightest
nulei,
48
i.e., to aelerate those partile speies beyond the energy 0.5mυ2A, seeds
are required. Reonnetion might provide those seeds (Melrose 1983; Drury 2012a),
as no minimum energy threshold for thermal partiles is required to be aelerated
by magneti reonnetion.
The presene of turbulene is expeted to inrease reonnetion rates (Lazarian
& Vishnia 1999; Kowal et al. 2009, 2012b). Assuming fast (i.e. independent of re-
sistivity) reonnetion, the reonnetion veloity υrec is taken of the order of Alfvén
speed (Lazarian & Vishnia 1999; Eyink 2011), υrec ∼ υA ∼ 0.081c. Under ideal ir-
umstanes, the fastest possible reonnetion aeleration timesale is τrec = rg/η υA
(de Gouveia dal Pino & Lazarian 2005), where η is the reonnetion eieny fa-
tor. Slower reonnetion aeleration timesale ours at partile's mean free path
λmfp/η υA (i.e.λmfp > rg). If we onsider the former ase, λrec = rg, and adopting
48
The injetion energy depends on mass and harge: protons an be piked up by Alfvén waves at
lower energies than eletrons, and heavier partiles have generally lower resonane thresholds than
lighter ones in the (here adequate) weak sattering regime (e.g. Zank et al. 2001). The details of
the injetion energy versus mass-to-harge ratio depend sensitively on loal onditions and will be
investigated elsewhere.
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a gyroradius equivalent to the sale
49
of a typial reonnetion region of order of
∼ 1 p,50 with the proviso that η ∼ 1 be used (i.e., a single veloity hange expeted
for every ollision with the magneti inhomogeneities), we obtain τrec ∼ 40 yr, whih
is muh faster than we have derived for the resonant aeleration in Setion 2.4.3.3.
Lazarian & Vishnia (1999) have shown that most of the energy in the reonnetion
is transferred into turbulent motions, and in fat, the proess of the reonnetion is
an intrinsi part of the MHD turbulent asade (see also Eyink 2011). Given that the
sizes of the reonnetion regions are muh smaller than the gyroradii of UHECRs in
the lobes, reonnetion annot aelerate partiles to energies ≥ 55EeV.
High-energy partiles in the jets driven out by the AGN an also at as seeds, pro-
vided the partiles do not lose too muh energy (e.g. through adiabati- or synhrotron
losses) as they stream through the jet. We know that high-energy leptoni partile
aeleration takes plae in the jet from observations of high-energy synhrotron radi-
ation. Fermi I aeleration at shoks and aeleration via shear at the jet boundary
are themselves mediated by Alfvén waves, hene will have the same injetion problem
as turbulent Alfvéni aeleration. Magneti reonnetion, in the jet, or in situ in the
giant lobes, may be therefore regarded as a tenable alternative. Propitious transport
onditions from the jets may exist, as no photodisintegration en route of .PeV nulei
should our at the photon number densities assumed in CentaurusA's jets and lobes
(Allard et al. 2008 and referenes therein).
Thus, beause of the small dimensions involved, not enough energy will go into
seed partiles during magneti reonnetion to produe the observed UHECRs, i.e.,
magneti reonnetion is not useful as the main aeleration proess in the lobes.
However, being prompt, it is a prime andidate as the proess whih pre-aelerates
partiles to energies at whih resonant aeleration beomes operational.
2.5 Summary and Conlusions
The main results of this paper an be summarised as follows.
(1) We arm the onsisteny of various estimates of the urrent jet power of
∼ 1 × 1043 erg s−1. The inlusion of speial relativisti eets makes relatively little
dierene to the power of the jet. We have shown that in the inner jet the estimated
jet power an be supplied by the observed eletron population and an equipartition
magneti eld alone, moving at the observed speed of 0.5c. This does not unam-
biguously prove that the energetis are initially dominated by eletrons and magneti
49
Here, we refer to the distane between the onverging magneti eld lines; not to be onfused
with the length L of a reonnetion region.
50
This is rather speulative, yet the `small' sale is justied by the requirement that a reonnetion
region should be ≪ the sale of shok struture (Drury 2012a).
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eld, but it indiates that it is very likely. We have veried that the jet is not sig-
niantly over/underpressured with respet to the surrounding ISM, whih allows for
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability to develop at the jet-ISM interfae.
(2) We have arried out rough modelling of external entrainment from hot gas
using the results of Laing & Bridle (2002) for the FR I soure 3C 31. We have inferred
an entrainment rate of ∼ 3.0 × 1021 g s−1, whih is a fator of a few below the rate
for 3C 31. The fat that the jet might not be embedded in the inner lobe until
∼ 3.7 kp (projeted) supports the redibility of our external entrainment estimates.
Our internal entrainment modelling whih relies on the generous assumption that
the stars are not aeted by the jet plasma, resulted in ∼ 6.8 × 1022 g s−1. This
is a fator 7 below 3C31's internal entrainment rate, on the same assumption. The
derived partile ontent implies imbalane between the internal lobe pressure available
from relativisti leptons and magneti eld and the external pressure. To provide the
requisite pressure, the material would need to be heated to 2.6 × 1011K (southern
inner lobe) and to 2.0× 1012K (giant lobes).
(3) The ratios between the synhrotron ages of the giant lobes of CentaurusA
(∼ 30Myr; Hardastle et al. 2009) and our derived sound-rossing timesale (∼
440 − 645Myr) and buoyany age (∼ 560Myr) of the lobes are dissimilar to most
age estimates through these methods in FR II soures, although good ontraints on
dynamial ages of FR I soures are thus far laking. We stress that our sound-rossing
timesale suers from lak of a tight onstraint on the plasma temperature surround-
ing the rising giant lobes, and the buoyany age prinipally from an insuient knowl-
edge of the dominane over the lifetime of high internal pressure and/or ram presssure
versus buoyany fore, and on the 3D struture of the lobes.
(4) We have employed the saling properties of the gravitational mass and X-ray
emitting gas to estimate the thermal pressure and temperature of the giant lobes.
Our rude modelling gives us a mean thermal pressure of 1.5× 10−12 dyn m−2. This
dedution sets the lower limit to the giant lobe temperature as T ∼ 1.6× 108K. Pres-
sure and dynamial age onsiderations imply a power of the pre-existing jet (inating
the giant lobes) of ∼ 1− 5× 1043 erg s−1.
(5) If the assumptions about the environment hold and if the Fermi-LAT results
are orret (reall that these results only aount for eletrons), then we require
another omponent in the lobes as well as eletrons and magneti eld, and if this is
thermal material, then the giant lobes must be dominated by thermal pressure. Even
the most onservative limits on the partile density require this material to be hot,
and that if it is all supplied by the entrainment it must be outstandingly hot.
(6) We have presented arguments for mixed UHECR omposition at the soure,
and suggest that thermal material in the giant lobes may well be enrihed in light
elements from stellar winds. Large amounts of entrainment, or in general high ther-
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mal matter ontent in the giant lobes, arrests UHECR prodution via the resonant
proess in the lobes; in order to aelerate hadrons to the UHE regime, the Alfvén
speeds in the giant lobes must be mildly relativisti (a result in agreement with Hard-
astle et al. 2009 and O'Sullivan et al. 2009). We have dedued that, to meet the
pressure requirements for the lobes, the hadrons must be very hot. The same high
temperatures that allow self-onsisteny between the entrainment alulations and
the missing pressure also allow stohasti UHECR aeleration models to work.
(7) Our onlusion above is strengthened by a onsisteny hek inorporating
the turbulent properties of the giant lobes. The turbulene is sub-Alfvéni, yet the
turbulent speed is omfortably lose to the Alfvén speed in the lobes; hene, the
requirement υt ∼ υA is satised. Our omputed resonant aeleration time for the
lightest UHE nulei whih `t' into the turbulent spetrum of 30−100 kp in the giant
lobes, and the esape time, are both omfortably within the estimated dynamial age
of the lobes. In the frame of our resonane model,
7Li and heavier nulei t in the
likely driving sale, however the diusion time restrits the partile speies aelerated
to ≥ 55EeV to 9Be and heavier nulei.
(8) Magneti reonnetion is not expeted to alleviate the hadron heating problem
but it will help to lift the hadrons out of the thermal pool and, due to its prompt-
ness, will pre-aelerate partiles in the giant lobes. We have pitured CentaurusA
as a probable soure of at least several of the UHE events deteted by the large
partile experiments and assoiate these events with light intermediate-mass nulei.
Even onsidering the tangible unertainties in some of the relevant parameter values,
CentaurusA does not make the sene as a genuine produer of UHE protons.
Prospets for onstraints on CentaurusA physis that may be retrieved from sur-
veys with urrent and future radio, X-ray, gamma-ray and partile detetion instru-
ments inlude the following. Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) irular polarisation
data ould provide limits on the relativisti partile population of the subparse-sale
jet. Low-frequeny radio polarisation observations with the Square Kilometre Ar-
ray (SKA) may plae stronger onstraints on the thermal partile ontent of the jet
knots and of the giant lobes. XMM-Newton observations will allow us to assess the
distribution of internal energy within the lobes and may give us a more omplete
piture of loalised partile aeleration in the large-sale lobes. Suzaku observations
may onstrain the plasma temperature surrounding the giant lobes, setting tighter
limits on the sound-rossing timesale of the lobes. The Cherenkov Telesope Array
(CTA) may provide rm limits on the TeV ux from pion deay in the giant lobes.
The detetion of VHE neutrinos, by ANTARES, IeCube or the Auger Observatory,
with an angular resolution better than 1
◦
, ould disriminate between neutrinos from
CentaurusA's jet/ore and from its giant lobes, identifying the region of their parent
osmi ray prodution.
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Abstrat
We present results from imaging of the radio laments in the southern gi-
ant lobe of CentaurusA using data from Giant Metrewave Radio Telesope
observations at 325 and 235MHz, and outomes from lament modelling.
The observations reveal a rih lamentary struture, largely mathing the
morphology at 1.4GHz. We nd no lear onnetion of the laments to the
jet. We seek to onstrain the nature and origin of the vertex and vortex
laments assoiated with the lobe and their role in high-energy partile a-
eleration. We dedue that these laments are at most mildly overpressured
with respet to the global lobe plasma showing no evidene of large-sale
eient Fermi I-type partile aeleration, and persist for ∼ 2− 3Myr. We
demonstrate that the dwarf galaxy KK196 (AM1318444) annot aount
for the features, and that surfae plasma instabilities, the internal sausage
mode and radiative instabilities are highly unlikely. An internal tearing
instability and the kink mode are allowed within the observational and
growth time onstraints and ould develop in parallel on dierent physial
sales. We interpret the origin of the vertex and vortex laments in terms
of weak shoks from transoni magnetohydrodynamial turbulene or from
a moderately reent jet ativity of the parent AGN, or an interplay of both.
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3.1 Introdution
From studies of both high- and low-power radio galaxies over the past three deades,
onsiderable observational evidene has emerged for inhomogeneous, lamentary lobes,
e.g., CygnusA (Perley et al. 1984), 3C 310 (van Breugel & Fomalont 1984), HerulesA
(Dreher & Feigelson 1984; Gizani & Leahy 2003), FornaxA (Fomalont et al. 1989),
PitorA (Perley et al. 1997), 3C 353 (Swain et al. 1998), M87 (Owen et al. 2000;
Forman et al. 2007), NGC193 (Laing et al. 2011), B2 0755+37 (Laing et al. 2011),
with the bulk of the observations being onduted with the Very Large Array (VLA)
in the GHz regime. The lamentarity has impliations for the internal struture of
the lobes. However, no onsensus exists on whether the magneti eld in the lobes has
a low lling fator and eletrons are uniformly distributed, or the eletron population
traks the magneti eld enhanements losely. Positionally varying magneti eld
strength was laimed for lobes of a number of Fanaro-Riley lass II (FR II; Fanaro
& Riley 1974) soures (e.g. Hardastle et al. 2005; Goodger et al. 2008), in ontrast
with the western giant lobe of the soure FornaxA,
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for whih a positionally varying
eletron energy spetrum is favoured (Seta et al. 2011).
Filamentary struture does not neessarily imply turbulene, but magnetohydro-
dynamial (MHD) turbulene implies lamentary struture in synhrotron emission
(e.g. Eilek 1989; Harwood et al. 2013; Wykes et al. 2013). MHD turbulene amplies
and transports magneti elds whih in turn ontrol lobe visosity, ondutivity and
resistivity, as well as the aeleration and propagation of osmi rays (e.g. Lee et al.
2003; Jones et al. 2011). The presene of turbulene might in some ases be akin
to a development of plasma instabilities. Various types of instabilities, promoting
growth of lament-like features, ould develop inside or on the surfae of a radio lobe.
Hydrodynamial (HD) instabilities, suh as Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH), Rayleigh-Taylor
(RT) and Rihtmyer-Meshkov (RM) are relevant sine they an lead to ow patterns
that naturally lament and an amplify ambient magneti elds (e.g. Jun & Norman
1995; Ryu et al. 2000). MHD instabilities suh as the resistive tearing instability, the
sausage mode and the kink mode are also apposite, as are radiative instabilities.
Utilising the Australia Telesope Compat Array (ATCA) and the 64m Parkes
telesope for imaging at 1.4GHz with 49 arse angular resolution, Feain et al. (2011)
have disovered intriate lamentary features assoiated with the northern and south-
ern giant lobes of CentaurusA (Fig. 7). CentaurusA is the nearest (3.8± 0.1Mp;
Harris et al. 2010)
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Fanaro-Riley lass I (FR I) radio galaxy, hosted by the massive
elliptial galaxy NGC5128. Due to its luminosity and proximity, CentaurusA is an
outstanding testbed for models of jet energetis, partile aeleration, and the evolu-
51
Morphologially, FornaxA is FR II lass by the original (Fanaro & Riley 1974) denition; in
terms of luminosity, it is on the boundary FR I/FR II.
52
At that distane, 1 armin orresponds to 1.1 kp.
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Figure 7: Combined ATCA and Parkes 1.4GHz ontinuum image at 60 × 40 arse
angular resolution of the southern giant lobe of CentaurusA, indiating the vertex and
vortex laments and the position of the dwarf galaxy KK196. The radio galaxy ore
and the inner lobes are beyond the north edge of the image. The artefat protruding to
the northern part of the giant lobe originates from the bright inner lobes. The artefat
entred on RA 13h23m04.2s, DEC−44◦52′33.3′′ is the bakground quasar PKS 1320
446 at a redshift of z ∼ 1.95, the artefat on RA 13h18m30.02s, DEC−46◦20′35.2′′
the bakground quasar MRC1315460 (PMNJ13184620) of z ∼ 1.12 and the arte-
fat on RA 13h19m21.59s, DEC−44◦36′46.7′′ the bakground soure MRC1316443.
Adapted from Feain et al. (2011).
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tion of low-power radio galaxies in general. CentaurusA's northern jet (angular size
∼ 4.0 armin) and its immediate surroundings, the bright inner lobes (∼ 5.5 armin
eah) and the northern middle lobe (∼ 33 armin) have been extensively studied
(e.g. Tingay et al. 1998; Morganti et al. 1999; Hardastle et al. 2003; Kraft et al.
2003; Hardastle et al. 2006; Croston et al. 2009; Kraft et al. 2009; Müller et al. 2011;
Ne et al. 2014; Israel et al., in preparation). However, CentaurusA's proximity to
the Earth has hampered for a long time omprehensive investigations of its giant
(i.e. outer) lobes (∼ 4.3◦ eah), whose substruture has been mapped only reently in
the aforementioned work by Feain et al. (2011).
Topis of great urrent interest are the ages of the giant lobes and the lobe partile
ontent and pressure. Hardastle et al. (2009) and Yang et al. (2012) have determined
radiative ages of CentaurusA's giant lobes: the former obtaining ∼ 30Myr based
on synhrotron ageing tting the single-injetion Jae-Perola model (Jae & Perola
1973), the latter . 80Myr reasoning that ages signiantly larger than a few tens of
Myr are not onsistent with the observations of gamma-ray inverse-Compton emission.
The above values would imply that the giant lobe front ends expand at respetively
∼ 0.030 and & 0.011c, i.e. faster than CentaurusA's inner lobes (∼ 0.009c, Croston
et al. 2009), in disord with expetations. The dynamial age alulations by Wykes
et al. (2013) give ∼ 560Myr based on buoyany arguments, and the estimates by
Eilek (2014) give ∼ 500Myr−1.5Gyr relying on dynamial models of the growth
of the giant lobes. Giant lobe thermal eletron ontent evaluations also show an
inonsistent piture: ne,th ∼ 1 × 10−4 m−3 gauged independently from X-ray and
radio observations (Stawarz et al. 2013; O'Sullivan et al. 2013b) versus ne,th ∼ 5.4×
10−9 m−3 based on entrainment alulations (Wykes et al. 2013). The preeding
value, whih is similar to the thermal ontent of the CentaurusA intragroup medium,
nth ∼ 1 × 10−4 m−3 (O'Sullivan et al. 2013b; Eilek 2014), would make CentaurusA
exeptional among lobed radio soures, whih normally show avities assoiated with
the lobe (e.g. Bîrzan et al. 2004; Wise et al. 2007; Cavagnolo et al. 2010) implying
that the internal densities of the lobes are below those of the intragroup/intraluster
medium. Giant lobe pressure estimates vary from pth ∼ 8.0×10−14 dyn m−2 (Stawarz
et al. 2013; O'Sullivan et al. 2013b; Stefan et al. 2013) and pth ∼ 9.0×10−14 dyn m−2
(Fraija 2014) whih are lose to the minimum pressure of the lobes, to pth ∼ 3.2 ×
10−13 dyn m−2 (Eilek 2014) and pth ∼ 1.5× 10−12 dyn m−2 (Wykes et al. 2013).
Hardastle et al. (2009), O'Sullivan et al. (2009), O'Sullivan et al. (2011), Wykes
et al. (2013) and Eilek (2014) have onsidered MHD turbulene in CentaurusA's giant
lobes. Wykes et al. (2013) have argued for mildly sub-Alfvéni turbulene in those
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lobes whih allows for the existene of relatively long-lived laments.
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A detailed
desription of the ensemble of the laments has been oered by Feain et al. (2011),
and Stawarz et al. (2013) and Wykes et al. (2013) have drawn some attention to
the prominent lamentary features in the southern giant lobe, the vertex and the
vortex (see Figs 7  10), whose nature and origin are as yet ill-onstrained. The vertex
(Largest Angular Size, LAS, ∼ 34 kp), at ∼ 2◦ from the ore and ∼ 0.5◦ from the
position of the bakground point soure PKS 1320446, is slightly urved and shows
variations in surfae brightness. The vortex (LAS ∼53 kp), at about ∼ 2.5◦ from the
ore and lying immediately interior to the western part of the lobe, has been likened
(Feain et al. 2011) to the mushroom-shaped struture seen in the eastern giant lobe
of the FR I radio soure M87 (Owen et al. 2000). Feain et al. (2011) have proposed
a number of explanations to be origin of the laments in CentaurusA: the vertex
and vortex might derive from an enhaned jet ativity, from KH instabilities at the
lobe-intragroup interfae, or from the passage of the dwarf irregular galaxy KK196
(AM1318444), a Centaurus group member at 3.98 ± 0.29Mp (Jerjen et al. 2000;
Karahentsev et al. 2007), through the lobe.
To gain more insight into physial proesses ourring in radio galaxies' lobes, it is
essential to have aess to multifrequeny observations, inluding very-low frequeny
bands. We have hosen to use the Giant Metrewave Radio Telesope (GMRT) to
study the properties of the vertex and vortex laments at 325, 235 and 150MHz. At
these frequenies, the eld of view of the GMRT is large enough to t the ombined
vertex  vortex region in one or two pointings. The ombination of short and long
baselines (ranging from ∼ 100m up to ∼ 25 km) enables the detetion of, and sep-
aration between, large strutures of the angular size of the laments and ompat
radio soures along the same line of sight. The GMRT has no baselines that sample
the largest sales of radio emission from the giant lobes, whih are therefore naturally
suppressed. Besides the intrinsi deliaies of handling low-frequeny radio data and
imaging diuse, extended radio emission, proessing these observations is partiu-
larly hallenging. As observed from GMRT, the vertex and vortex laments are at
low elevation (always < 26◦), whih impats on the uv-overage and ionospheri air
mass in an unfavourable way. Also, the large brightness of the bakground quasar
PKS 1320446 and of CentaurusA's inner lobes (e.g. Fig. 7) an ause serious dynami
range (DR) limitations in the entire image.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Setion 3.2 desribes the
GMRT observations and data redution. In Setion 3.3, we present the new GMRT
images and ombine the GMRT data with those of the ATCA at higher frequenies
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MHD simulations (e.g. Jones et al. 2011) indiate that this is also true for trans-Alfvéni and
mildly super-Alfvéni turbulene. Filaments last roughly an eddy turnover time for the sale of the
eddies that streth them.
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with the aim of establishing spetral indies of the vertex and vortex laments. We
disuss lament pressure, ageing and partile aeleration onstraints, and expound
upon turbulene properties on dierent sales of the giant lobes in Setion 3.4. We
then test various senarios for the origin of the vertex and vortex and show that
these strutures are most likely not unique among the lobe laments and are plausi-
bly identied with weak shoks in transoni MHD turbulene. The key ndings are
summarised in Setion 3.5.
Throughout the paper, we use J 2000.0 oordinates, and dene the energy spetral
indies α in the sense Sν ∝ ν−α.
3.2 Observations and data redution
GMRT observations of the vertex and vortex laments at 325, 235 and 150MHz were
arried out in 2012 May and 2013 February (projet odes 22_038 and 23_060).
Due to the low elevation of the target, observations were limited to < 5 h per night,
requiring a total of eight nights. A journal of these observations is given in Table 1.
Visibilities for two polarisations (RR and LL) were reorded in spetral line mode to
enable narrow-band RFI exision and prevent bandwidth smearing. For alibration
purposes, we observed two standard alibrators: 3C 286 as the (primary) ux density
and bandpass alibrator, observed for 20min at the start and/or end of eah run, and
3C283 as the (seondary) phase alibrator, observed for 5min every 50min. During
observations, the standard GMRT pointing error orretion model was applied on
both targets, as well as 3C 286.
The data
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redution was onduted using aips (version 31DEC12; Greisen 2003),
the python-based extension spam (Intema et al. 2009; Intema 2014), and the lean
imaging task in asa (version 4.1.0; MMullin et al. 2007) to reate the nal low-
resolution maps. spam was used to orret for (diretion-dependent) ionospheri
phase orruptions, whih an be a dominant soure of error at sub-GHz frequenies.
Overall, ionospheri onditions were relatively quiet during all observing nights, as
judged from the slowly varying gain phases. For all observations, exept 2012 May
28, ux and bandpass alibration were derived from 3C286, adopting the modied
PerleyTaylor ux model as desribed by Intema et al. (2011). For this, we exluded
the shortest (entral square) baselines, and performed some manual agging of obvi-
ously bad antennas/times/polarisations based on gain alibration tables. Calibration
results were then applied to the target eld data. In the 2012 May 28 observation, a
ombination of fators rendered the data on 3C286 unusable. In this ase, we have
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Long Time Aumulation (LTA)  the native data format from the GMRT orrelator  were
written out to FITS format and imported into Astronomial Image Proessing System (aips) and
Common Astronomy Software Appliations (asa).
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Table 1: Journal of GMRT observations.
Observing dates Central obs. freq. Primary beam Time on target Working antennas Integration time Bandwidth Freq. hannels
(MHz) (armin) (vertex, vortex) (h) (total number) (s) (MHz)
27− 28 May 2012 323 81 3.7, 4.0 29, 27 4 33.3 256
24− 27 Feb 2013 234 114 8.4, 8.1 28, 28 8 16.7 256
22− 23 Feb 2013 148 186 8.2 29 8 16.7 256
6
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used 3C 283 as primary alibrator, adopting a 325MHz ux density of 23.3 Jy (as
derived from the 2012 May 27 observations). To aount for unertainties in the ux
sale transfer from 3C286 to 3C 283, and for the absene of the pointing error or-
retion for 3C 283, we adopt an additional 10 perent unertainty in the ux sale of
the vortex image at 325MHz. To redue the target eld data volume, the RR and LL
polarisations (Conway & Kronberg 1969) were ombined into Stokes I, every 8 − 10
hannels were averaged to form 25−30 wider frequeny hannels, and time resolution
was averaged down to 16 s.
3.2.1 Calibration and imaging of ompat emission
The target eld data were initially alibrated and imaged at `high resolution only'
by exluding visibilities from the inner 1 kλ of the uv-plane and hoosing a weighting
sheme between robust and uniform (robust = −1 in the aips onvention). With
this approah, we an obtain good gain alibrations for all antennas without having
to deal with the large-sale emission immediately. Indeed, the same alibration an
be used later to image the large-sale emission (see Setion 3.2.2). Eah target eld
was initially phase-alibrated against a simple ∼ 10 point soure model derived from
the SUMSS 843MHz atalogue (Mauh et al. 2003), followed by wide-eld (faet-
based) imaging and CLEAN deonvolution. In all imaging, we automatially put tight
CLEAN boxes enompassing emission peaks (above ve times the entral noise level)
to guide the deonvolution and suppress CLEAN bias. Within the CLEAN boxes,
emission was CLEANed down to twie the entral noise level. Extra faets were added
at the loations of known bright outlier soures within four primary beam radii. This
was followed by two rounds of phase-only self-alibration, and one round of amplitude
and phase self-alibration. In between rounds, bad data were removed by agging
spurious points in the gain alibration tables and residual visibility amplitudes.
Self-alibration was followed by two rounds of (spam) ionospheri alibration and
imaging. This inludes peeling (Noordam 2004) of 10−20 of the brightest soures. The
latter was most useful to redue the DR-limiting eets of the point soure PKS 1320
446. Outside the main beam, we found that at 325MHz the GMRT primary beam
strongly attenuated the inner lobes of CentaurusA, and also the bakground FR I
radio galaxy PKSB1318434, so that they do not put any DR limitations on our
image quality. At 235MHz, the inner lobes aused slight ripples aross our image,
but these were redued by peeling. At 150MHz, the inner lobes strongly aeted
the entire eld of view, rendering the image inutile for our purpose of deteting faint
diuse emission. Many attempts (inluding peeling) to improve this failed. We will
disregard the 150MHz observations in what follows. Table 2 lists the properties of
the nal high-resolution images.
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Table 2: Properties of GMRT maps per region and frequeny.
Image Central obs. freq. Angular resolution Position angle Central rms noise
(MHz) (arse) (
◦
) (mJybeam
−1
)
Vertex high-resolution 323 16.3 × 6.9 10.7 0.30
Vortex high-resolution 323 15.9 × 6.9 11.6 0.23
Vertex high-resolution 234 22.5 × 9.0 0.6 0.80
Vortex high-resolution 234 23.0 × 9.6 −0.5 0.76
Vertex/vortex high-resolution 148 42.1 × 12.6 −9.3 3.78
Vertex/vortex low-resolution 323 66.5 × 38.0 17.4 3.8
Vertex/vortex low-resolution 234 60.2 × 41.3 −5.1 10.8
Note. Rms values orreted for Tsys.
6
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3.2.2 Imaging of large-sale emission
With gain alibration sorted out during the high-resolution imaging, we have explored
several ways of imaging the highly-resolved diuse omponents that are embedded in
the southern giant lobe of CentaurusA. To maximise our signal-to-noise on the vertex
and vortex, we onverged on a method in whih we used the asa imager task lean
in mosaiking mode, simultaneously imaging and CLEANing all visibilities of the
two pointings into one nal image per frequeny. We were restrained in the use of
multi-sale deonvolution, beause it is as yet unsupported in mosaiking mode.
Before importing the visibilities into asa, we have pre-subtrated (in aips / spam)
the CLEAN omponents (of ≥ 5 times the bakground rms noise) of all point soures
found in the ompat emission image from the visibility data sets, while temporarily
applying the appropriate diretion-dependent gain alibrations. Furthermore, sine
spam funtionality is not yet available in asa, we have used a single gain table to
alibrate eah data set, namely the one orresponding to the eld entre. This lak of
diretion-dependent ionospheri alibration seems to have limited eet while imaging
using solely the shortest baselines.
For imaging the diuse emission, we used a Gaussian weight taper, suppressing
visibilities from baselines longer than 2.5 kλ. The few visibilities from baselines shorter
than 150λ were exluded during imaging to (i) remove strong ripples oming from
the very few high-amplitude visibilities that sense (but ompletely undersample) the
largest-sale strutures, and (ii) roughly math our data to the ATCA interferometri
data that is part of the study by Feain et al. (2011), and whih is also used in our
analysis.
The nal GMRT low-resolution images (Fig. 2, middle and right-hand panel) have
a DR (dened here as the ratio of peak ux to the o-soure rms away from the
image entre) of 102 : 1. We determine the rms noise level (1σ) in those images as
∼ 3.8mJybeam−1 (325MHz) and ∼ 10.8mJybeam−1 (235MHz), see Table 2.
3.2.3 Flux density levels
Large-sale radio emission that is resolved out by the GMRT interferometer, but is
still registered by individual GMRT antennas, enters the system as sky noise, routinely
expressed as sky temperature Tsky. At low radio frequenies, the sky noise an make
a signiant ontribution to the total system temperature Tsys, whih also inludes
reeiver noise, ground radiation and potentially other, smaller ahes of noise. GMRT
observations are by default not orreted for variations in Tsys when moving the
telesope aross the sky (e.g. Tasse et al. 2007; Sirothia 2009; Intema et al. 2011).
This auses a target eld ux sale error Tsys,target/Tsys,fluxcal when transferring the
gain alibration from ux alibrator to target eld.
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Table 3: Flux sale orretions, based on Tsys estimates in the ontext of the model
desribed by Sirothia (2009).
Pointing Tsys Flux orretion fator
(K)
3C 286 at 323MHz 123.57 1.0
3C 286 at 234MHz 222.96 1.0
3C 283 at 323MHz 129.28 1.05
3C 283 at 234MHz 235.17 1.05
Vertex at 323MHz 248.78 2.01
Vertex at 234MHz 469.93 2.11
Vortex at 323MHz 227.07 1.84
Vortex at 234MHz 437.15 1.96
Vertex/vortex at 325MHz 239.68 1.93
Vertex/vortex at 235MHz 455.56 2.04
Note. The Tsys values are based on a model for our duration of the observations.
In our ase, the large-sale emission of the southern giant lobe of CentaurusA is
lling most (or all) of our target elds of view at all observing frequenies, resulting in
onsiderably higher sky temperatures than in the eld of our alibrators 3C 286 and
3C283, leading to large ux sale errors. For orreting the resulting ux sale error
of our target elds, we rely on the model disussed essentially by Sirothia (2009), with
frequeny dependene also inorporated. The resultant Tsys values, whih are based
on the duration of our observations, are odied in Table 3. Instantaneous values
of Tsky and Treceiver independently are not meaningful for our purpose and were not
omputed. All gain ratios and orretion fators were alulated with regard to our
ux density alibrator 3C 286. The errors on the ux orretion fators amount to
∼ 4 perent. Note that systematis in alibration while imaging will dominate the
ux density alibration at these frequenies with the GMRT whih are in the range
∼ 10− 12 perent. Thus, the total error on the ux density is ∼ 15 perent.
Sine the nal 325 and 235MHz low-resolution images have been produed with
visibility data from both pointings ombined, we assign single ux orretion fators
per frequeny. Based on Table 3, we adopt respetively 1.93 at 325MHz and 2.04 at
235MHz.
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Figure 8: From left to right: ATCA 1.4GHz, GMRT 325MHz and GMRT 235MHz
ontinuum maps of the large-sale emission in the vertex and vortex elds. The beam
size is indiated by the ellipse in the bottom left-hand orner. The rms noise of the
GMRT images is given in Table 2.
3.2.4 1.4GHz image proessing
An overview of the ATCA and Parkes observations and imaging of the giant lobes
at 1.4GHz an be found in Feain et al. (2009, 2011). We have used a vertex/vortex
ATCA data subset from the above work and subtrated the bakground soures from
the image plane using the soure extration tool pYbdsm.
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This map is used later
in the artile for spetral index extration (Setions 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) and turbulene
modelling (Setion 3.4.2.2).
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Radio morphology and lament ux densities
As is apparent from Fig. 8, the vertex, vortex and other bright laments maintain
their oherene over the frequeny range 1.4GHz  235MHz, i.e., the 1.4GHz emis-
sion appears spatially losely assoiated with the emission at 325  235MHz. Given
the better sampling of large-sale strutures at low frequenies, auxiliary lamentary
struture ould have been revealed by our observations, if present. We nd some
additional lamentary features but no lear indiation in the GMRT images for the
vertex/vortex and other features being onneted to the ore/jet. The topology of the
55
http://dl.dropboxuserontent.om/u/1948170/html/index.html
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Table 4: Measured ux density, LAS and diameter (over the minor axis) of the vertex and vortex laments at 1.4GHz and
at 325 and 235MHz.
Filament S1.4GHz S325MHz S235MHz LAS Diameter
(Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (armin) (armin)
Vertex 1.25± 0.15 4.90 ± 0.24 4.61± 0.73 31 7
Vortex 0.72± 0.14 2.60 ± 0.40 3.05± 0.60 58 4
Note. Flux density orreted for bakground.
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Figure 9: GMRT 325MHz map of the vertex lament with spetral extration regions
used for Table 4 overlaid. The sale is in Jy beam
−1
.
lamentary mesh is unexplored; however, the vertex lament seems twisted, bright
at what may be intersetions, and its northern part appears to be built up of two
segments whih themselves potentially ontain substruture in form of approximately
parallel threads (most learly visible in Fig. 9). At all available frequenies, the vortex
morphology resembles a eshy fungus; the eastern `ap of the mushroom's head' is
displaed by about 4 armin to the south as we go to lower frequenies. Pronouned
in the 325MHz image (Fig. 8, middle panel) is a short bow-like lament north-east
of the vertex, whih is `behind' the interferometri rings aused by the PKS 1320446
soure in the 1.4GHz image (Fig. 8, left-hand panel). Fainter, but still well disernible
(in Fig. 8 left and middle, and Fig. 9) is a pipe-like lament lose to and west of the
vertex.
We have measured the vertex and vortex ux densities from FITS les making use
of ds9
56
and the Funtools
57
library and dening retangular regions enompassing the
laments (see Figs 9 and 10): two regions of, respetively, 5217 and 5828 pixels for
the vertex, and nine regions (to aount for its urvature, and for a slightly dierent
position of its south-east part as a funtion of frequeny) for, respetively, 2310,
1519, 504, 912, 819, 800, 3956, 4268 and 8320 pixels for the vortex (on a synthesised
beam area of 28.65 pixels at 325MHz and 28.20 pixels at 235MHz). Equally-sized
retangular regions were used elsewhere on the maps, well away from obvious outliers
(positive and negative) and from edge-eets, for bakground determination for whih
we eeted 15 trials. We handled the standard deviation of the bakground values
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https://hea-www.harvard.edu/RD/ds9/site/Home.html
57
https://www.fa.harvard.edu/∼john/funtools
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Figure 10: GMRT 325MHz map of the vortex lament with spetral extration regions
used for Table 4 overlaid. The sale is in Jy beam
−1
.
to estimate the error on the soure regions.
Table 4 lists the nal, bakground-orreted vertex and vortex ux densities. The
1.4GHz value is an order of magnitude less than the ux density of these la-
ments quoted in Feain et al. (2011); however, there they represent the ombined
ATCA+Parkes ux densities at 1.4GHz and are not bakground subtrated.
3.3.2 Filament spetral index
We have utilised our GMRT 325  235MHz radio ontinuum images and the existing
ATCA 1.4GHz ontinuum image to determine the spetral index. To this end, we
have mathed the shortest baselines, and have disregarded visibilities from baselines
shorter than 0.15 kλ. We have tted power laws in frequeny to the ux densities
and errors in Table 4 augmented with the errors on the alibration in the GMRT
data, minimising χ2. From our analysis, the resultant best-tting spetral indies are
α = 0.81± 0.10 (vertex) and α = 0.83± 0.16 (vortex).
Given the large errors on the spetral index for the entirety of the individual
laments, we annot determine variations of the spetral index along them (i.e., a
spetral index analysis for lament subregions would be meaningless).
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3.4 Interpretation
3.4.1 Vertex and vortex: the nature
A detailed radio spetral energy distribution (SED) analysis an provide lower lim-
its on the ages of the laments and lues about the lament's nature and origin.
The radio SED of distint laments in a handful of lobes where suh measurements
are aessible shows a slightly atter spetrum ompared to that of the general lobe
plasma, e.g.α8.4GHz1.3GHz ∼ 1.1 versus α8.4GHz1.3GHz ∼ 1.6 in the FR I/II soure HerulesA
(Gizani & Leahy 1999), whih might indiate either more reent partile aeleration
or magneti eld enhanement at the lament (Tribble 1994). More speially, the
spetral indies of the ring-like laments in HerulesA obtained by spetral tomog-
raphy (Gizani & Leahy 2003) are in the range α8.4GHz4.8GHz ∼ 0.70 − 1.15, and at lower
GHz-frequenies in the range α4.8GHz1.3GHz ∼ 0.70 − 0.90, with a general trend of atter
spetral indies at lower frequenies. The ar lament in the western lobe of Her-
ulesA, omparable in morphology and orientation to the vertex and vortex, shows a
signiantly steeper index than any other lamentary feature in HerulesA's lobes:
α8.4GHz4.8GHz = 0.90± 0.05 and α4.8GHz1.3GHz = 1.14± 0.04 (see their table 5): this is surprising
if it is assoiated with a reently shoked region. Given that HerulesA is probably
in a driving phase, more useful omparisons with CentaurusA might inlude FR I
soures suh as HydraA and 3C310, or the soure FornaxA. However, no spetral
index measurements of individual laments within the lobe volume of these soures
(and any other FR I or FR I/II radio galaxy) are yet at hand.
CentaurusA's integrated southern giant lobe diuse emission shows a spetral
index α5.0GHz1.4GHz = 0.55± 0.02 and α1.4GHz408MHz = 0.47± 0.06 (Hardastle et al. 2009) and
α1.4GHz118MHz = 0.63± 0.01 (MKinley et al. 2013) in the region of the vertex. Around the
loation of the vortex, the measured spetral indies are α5.0GHz1.4GHz = 0.71 ± 0.05 and
α1.4GHz408MHz = 0.62± 0.12 (Hardastle et al. 2009) and α1.4GHz118MHz = 0.65± 0.01 (MKinley
et al. 2013) although this region does not enompass the vortex in its entirety. Various
authors (Feain et al. 2011; Stawarz et al. 2013; Stefan et al. 2013; Wykes et al. 2013;
Eilek 2014) have modelled (parts of) the giant lobes as reently undergoing partile
re-aeleration; this idea is ongruous with the rather at spetral indies of the
global lobe plasma. An important point is that the spetral indies that we measure
for the laments (Setion 3.3.2) are not signiantly atter than these lobe spetral
indies; instead, they are steeper (90 perent ondene level) than or similar to (given
the relatively large errors on the GMRT ux densities) the global lobe plasma values
measured by MKinley et al. (2013). This plaes onstraints on the possible harater
of the laments that we disuss in more detail in Setions 3.4.1.2 and 3.4.1.3.
A number of theoretial works have suggested that a orrelation between B-eld
and partile density may be weak, essentially beause B-eld utuations relate to
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Alfvéni turbulene whih does not ompress the plasma, and also on grounds of the
so-alled `reonnetion diusion' whih violates the ux-freezing ondition (see for
more in-depth disussions, e.g., Passot & Vázquez-Semadeni 2003; Cho & Lazarian
2003; Santos-Lima et al. 2010). This is supported by X-ray observations of radio lobes
(e.g. PitorA, Hardastle et al. 2005; 3C 353, Goodger et al. 2008) where the inverse-
Compton emission does not follow the pattern seen in radio-synhrotron emission from
the lobes. We disuss the possible behaviour of the magneti eld in the laments in
Setions 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.1.3.
It has thus far been unlear whether the vertex and vortex laments are overpres-
sured as argued for M87 (Hines et al. 1989; Forman et al. 2007) and for PitorA
(Perley et al. 1997), or in pressure equilibrium with the medium within whih they
are embedded. The large pressure jump fators assoiated with the vertex and vortex
(p2/p1 ∼ 30 for the vertex and ∼ 240 for the vortex for the heat apaity ratio of
γ = 5/3, and p2/p1 ∼ 15 for the vertex and ∼ 80 for the vortex for γ = 4/3) presented
by Feain et al. (2011) on grounds of an idealised ase of an initially spherial ooon
ollapsing into a torus after a passage of a strong shok, would point towards large
lament overpressure, and therefore to fairly at lament spetral indies if these
are set by partile aeleration. For p2/p1 ∼ 30 and p2/p1 ∼ 240 pressure ratios
and γ = 5/3, the Mah number (M) from the Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations is,
respetively, M ∼ 4.9 andM ∼ 13.9; for p2/p1 ∼ 15 and p2/p1 ∼ 80 pressure ratios
and γ = 4/3, it is, respetively, M ∼ 3.6 and M ∼ 8.4. However, it is not lear
whether suh large overpressure fators are onsistent with the radio observations.
We will elaborate on pressure onsiderations in Setions 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.2.1.
3.4.1.1 Filament pressure
In this setion, we onsider the pressure in the laments and its impliations for their
dynamis.
Sine the radio emission from the vertex and vortex is synhrotron radiation, we
an alulate the pressure of these laments from their ux densities and estimated
volumes if we make some assumptions about the relative energy densities in B-eld,
eletrons, and non-radiating partiles. Ideally, we would use the lowest radio frequeny
at our disposal for the ux density measurement, i.e., 150MHz, to minimise the eet
of any age-related steepening in the eletron spetrum. However, beause the 150MHz
data have deed imaging attempts (see Setion 3.2.1) and the 235MHz data possess
a relatively large error on the ux, we resort to the ux densities at 325MHz. We
estimate the volumes of the vertex and vortex, treating them as ylinders with length
l = 48 kp and radius r = 3.2 kp (vertex) and l = 105 kp and r = 1.8 kp (vortex),
to be respetively V ∼ 4.5× 1067 and V ∼ 3.1× 1067 m3.
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One possible approah is to determine the minimum energy in the lobes and
laments. To do this we adopt the Myers & Spangler (1985) minimum-eletron-energy
model and perform the minimum-energy alulations numerially using the ode of
Hardastle et al. (1998a). This yields for the vertex an equipartition B-eld strength
of B ∼ 2.4µG and a minimum pressure of pmin = 2UB/3 ∼ 1.5×10−13 dyn m−2 while
for the vortex, we nd an equipartition eld 2.2µG and pmin ∼ 1.3× 10−13 dyn m−2.
Compared to the global minimum pressure of the lobes of pmin ∼ 4.5×10−14 dyn m−2
(based on results by Hardastle et al. 2009 building as well on the Myers & Spangler
1985 formalism), these are a fator ∼ 3 higher.58 Suh an overpressure ould be
identied with weak shoks, M ∼ 1.7 (vertex) and M ∼ 1.6 (vortex), from the
Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations.
However, in the model by Wykes et al. (2013), the giant lobes are learly not in
minimum pressure; the dominant pressure omponent is provided by thermal material,
with pth ∼ 1.5× 10−12 dyn m−2, with the pressures due to relativisti eletrons and
B-eld being muh lower. In this situation it is not lear what we should assume for
the pressures in the various omponents in the laments. We onsider one possible
limiting ase, in whih the thermal and relativisti eletron pressures remain onstant
in the laments while the B-eld strength inreases to provide the observed inrease
in synhrotron emissivity. We nd that, by keeping the relativisti eletron number
density ne,rel xed, the B-eld has to inrease by a fator ∼ 6.5 (vertex) and fator
∼ 6.0 (vortex) with respet to the ambient B-eld (for whih we adopted 0.9µG
from Abdo et al. 2010), to produe the radio-bright laments. We obtain UB+e ∼
1.7 × 10−12 dyn m−2 and thus pB+e ∼ 5.8 × 10−13 dyn m−2 (vertex), and UB+e ∼
1.2 × 10−12 dyn m−2 and thus pB+e ∼ 3.9 × 10−13 dyn m−2 (vortex). In this ase,
the laments would be only mildly overpressured (a fator ∼ 1.3) with respet to the
medium in the giant lobes, whih translates to M ∼ 1.0. (We note that as this is a
limiting ase, the overpressure fator ould be even lower than this if both eletron
and B-eld energy densities are varied to produe the lament emissivity.)
The B-eld estimated above, although strong ompared to the eld estimated
from inverse-Compton observations in the giant lobes as a whole (Abdo et al. 2010),
is not energetially dominant: with a thermal pressure of pth ∼ 1.5× 10−12 dyn m−2
(Wykes et al. 2013), the laments would be B-eld dominated for a lament strength
B & 6µG. However, this onlusion depends strongly on our assumption about the
thermal pressure in the giant lobes. With pth ∼ 3.2 × 10−13 dyn m−2 (Eilek 2014),
they would already be B-eld dominated for B & 3µG. In the less likely ase of giant
lobe pressure lose to the minimum pressure, the B-eld limit would be lower. If the
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For a sheet-like lament, the volume would be smaller; the emissivity would then have to be
larger to produe the ux density (whih is xed), so pmin would inrease, but only by a relatively
small fator.
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B-elds are amplied through turbulene, a hard upper bound to the strength of the
lament B-eld ould be plaed in terms of a balane between Maxwell and Reynolds
stresses (i.e. balane between the magneti tension and turbulene stresses, whih is
the saturation regime), leading to B2/(8π) = 0.5ρv2t , with ρ the mass density and vt
the turbulent speed. We have no means of independently alulating vt (see also the
remarks in Setion 3.4.2.2), hene we annot obtain a maximum attainable B-eld of
the lament via this route.
The above results are inonsistent with the ooon ollapsing senario suggested by
Feain et al. (2011), whih impliedM≫ 1.7 (see the foregoing setion); furthermore,
the results make models relying on high-energy partile aeleration by the Fermi I
mehanism in the giant lobes (as per, e.g., Pe'er & Loeb 2012 and Fraija 2014) unlikely
(see also Setion 3.4.1.2).
3.4.1.2 Partile onnement and ageing
As noted in Setion 3.4.1, we nd a somewhat steeper spetrum in the laments than
in the global lobe plasma. The steeper index is hard to explain in any model; but
if it is real, it rules out models in whih the exess emissivity in the lament region
is related to (any type of) partile aeleration. Instead, we need to onsider models
in whih the eletrons in the laments have ooled more rapidly than those in the
giant lobes. Probably, the only viable exess-loss senario involves partiles onned
in the laments and so ageing faster (Tribble 1993); hene in this setion, we onsider
whether onnement in the laments an take plae for relevant timesales.
To see whether eletrons of the required energies (in the middle of the available
observing frequenies of 235MHz to 2.2GHz (T. Shimwell, private ommuniation,
for the latter), i.e.∼ 1.2GHz) stay onned in the vertex lament, we estimate the
diusion time:
τdiff ≃ ξ r2/rg,e c , (20)
where ξ is a fudge fator for whih we use ξ ∼ 10 (see Wykes et al. 2013 and refer-
enes therein). Assuming the B-eld is parallel to the long axis of the lament (see
Setion 3.4.2.3), and taking the vertex radius r ∼ 3.2 kp, B ∼ 5µG and eletron gy-
roradius rg,e orresponding to the above energy of γ ∼ 9×103, we get τdiff ∼ 330Tyr.
So for ross-eld diusion,
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the eletrons ould remain in the laments for a long
time relative to the loss timesale. Note however that we assume that the laments
have eld aligned along their length everywhere so as to imply ross-eld diusion
for motion perpendiular to the lament. If we also assume eetive pith angle
sattering, then the eletrons an stream along the length of the laments (and, pre-
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There is potential for eld line wandering and other mehanisms enhaning somewhat partile
diusion; our estimate might be onsidered a hard upper bound on the diusion time.
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sumably, o the end) on a timesale l/c ∼ 0.1Myr, whih is muh shorter than the
loss timesale; moreover, unaged eletrons must stream in at the same rate.
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If
there is some omponent of the eld perpendiular to the lament long axis, then the
timesale to move along the lament an beome longer, but the timesale to move
aross it beomes shorter. So the onnement timesale is likely to be in the range
∼ 0.1Myr  300Tyr, and for a substantial fration of that range in situ losses may be
signiant, thus allowing the eletrons in the laments to be more aged than those
around them. However, we emphasise that the lifetime of the laments themselves
plaes a hard upper bound on the possible exess ageing of eletrons trapped in them.
We return to this point in the following setion.
3.4.1.3 Spetral ages
We now attempt to put onstraints on the spetral (radiative) ages of the eletrons
in the laments. Previously, Hardastle et al. (2009) derived a synhrotron age of
24 ± 1Myr for CentaurusA's southern giant lobe region around the vertex and 29±
1Myr for the region around the vortex. It is lear that, naively, the steep spetra of
the laments would imply spetral ages older than those of the lobes, whih is hard
to understand, as noted in the previous setion. In this setion, we explore whether
exess-loss models of the sort desribed above an quantitatively explain the observed
lament spetra. We use an injetion index of 0.5 to be onsistent with Hardastle et
al. (2009).
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In this type of model, we need to onsider two B-elds: Bpresent, i.e. the eld that
the eletrons are urrently in, and Bage, i.e. the one that they have undergone most
of their ageing in (see in this ontext the preeding setion). Bage is an emission-
weighted average of all the B-elds the eletron has been in sine aeleration; it is
possible for it to be lower, equal to or higher than Bpresent, depending on the stage of
the lament evolution. For a xed break frequeny, the synhrotron age is
tsync ∝
B
1/2
present
B2age +B
2
CMB
, (21)
where BCMB is the equivalent magneti eld strength giving the osmi mirowave
bakground (CMB) energy density, and represents inverse-Compton losses. If Bpresent
> Bage, e.g. if the eletrons had spent most of their radiative lifetimes in a low-eld
60
In the presene of MHD turbulene, isolation of energeti partiles and thus streaming of eletrons
at the speed of light over kp-sale distanes is unlikely; therefore, the quoted value should be
onsidered a hard lower limit.
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It is plausible that the injetion index is slightly steeper (as indiated for FR I soures by, e.g.,
Young et al. 2005; Laing & Bridle 2013); the exat value of the injetion index does not have a strong
eet on our onlusions.
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region, this would make the lament spetral age exeed the spetral age of the lobe
by an even larger fator. If we inrease Bage (relative to the rest of the lobe), we an
in priniple obtain a lament spetral age below that of the lobe; however, Bage has
to inrease substantially beause its equipartition value is signiantly below BCMB
(whih is about 3.3µG). In pratie, though, a high value of Bage ould only be main-
tained on a timesale omparable to the dynamial lifetime of the lament, whih
we estimate (see Setion 3.4.2.2) to be at most 3Myr. Foring the spetral age to
be as low as this requires extreme values of Bage: xing Bpresent to its maximum
plausible value of 5.5µG (see Setion 3.4.1.1), we obtain Bage ∼ 30µG, and even with
Bpresent ∼ 0.9µG as in the giant lobes at present (i.e. allowing an inrease in the ele-
tron number density to produe the observed inreased emissivity of the laments),
we require Bage ∼ 18µG. These B-eld strengths seem very high. Assuming that ele-
trons are onned in the lament as disussed above, one an envisage a `squeezed
state' followed by a `relaxed state' (i.e. reoil), then during the squeeze the eletrons
in the lament are ageing faster; so when the system relaxes bak to the ambient
B-eld strength, the eletrons in the lament are `older' than the eletrons around
them, and exhibit a steeper spetrum. However, in this piture very high magneti
elds must have been present at the peak of the squeezing.
We onlude that there is no very onvining explanation of the steep spetra of
the laments, if it is real, in the range of models we have onsidered. We emphasise
that, beause of the lak of a broad frequeny range, our spetral age t is not
very robust, and more data are needed to onrm our piture. In addition, we have
assumed a single eletron population in the lobes. There ould, in fat, be a seond
eletron population (not to be onfused with `seondary eletrons' from proton-proton
or proton-photon ollisions), from two or more episodes of jet ativity with some time
in between for radiative/adiabati losses; this would elevate the emission at the low-
frequeny end of the range and might be made visible in the laments by elevated
B-eld strengths there. However, there is hardly any spetral evidene for this seond
population either in CentaurusA itself or in other FR I and FR II soures, and so
we regard this explanation as speulative without onrmation from low-frequeny
observations of the giant lobes.
3.4.1.4 Magneti twist?
Both the ATCA 1.4GHz and the low-frequeny GMRT images seem to indiate a
twisting of the vertex lament. In a ux tube with a quasi-ylindrial geometry and
with axial eld Bz and azimuthal eld Bφ, the amount of twist of a eld line follows
from the relation dx/Bz = r dφ/Bφ along a given eld line. If the radius of the tube
is r and its length l, the total amount of twist of a eld line at the edge of the tube
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is obtained from (e.g. Priest 1994)
∆φ =
l Bφ(r)
r Bz
. (22)
We have observational onstraints on the lament length and width (see Table 4 and
Setion 3.4.1.1). If the twist is ∼ 2π, as seems from the available radio images, and
hene the length over whih the twist exists is ∼ 31 kp, then the ratio Bφ/Bz ∼ 0.5.
We will return to this in Setion 3.4.2.3.
In the simple ase, where the ylindrial lament arries a onstant urrent density
over its ross setion and for onstant Bz, the stati MHD equilibrium gives the gas
pressure on the tube's axis as p (r = 0) = p (r)+B2φ(r)/4π. From this and Equation 22
follows that the observed amount of twist ∆φ onstrains Bφ, and thereby the pressure
dierene: using Bφ ∼ (r∆φ/l)Bz we an write
∆p
p
=
(r∆φ/l)2
1 + (r∆φ/l)2
B2
4πp
. (23)
Thus, if the twisting senario is orret, for plasmaβ = p/(B2/8π) ∼ 1 (as is likely for
the brightest laments, see Setion 3.4.1.1) and r∆φ/l ∼ 0.5, and assuming that Bz is
onstant inside and at the edge of the lament, the vertex annot be ompressed by a
large fator and hene not greatly overpressured (i.e. ompatible with strong shoks)
with respet to the interlament plasma.
3.4.2 Vertex and vortex: the origin
In this setion, we put forward, as the most attrative origins of the vertex and vortex
(i) temporary enhanements of the ativity of the extant or extint jet leading to
squeezing of the plasma in the southern giant lobe, and (ii) internal MHD turbulene.
Feain et al. (2011) have likewise suggested jet ativity, and additionally (iii) surfae
instabilities related to turbulene and (iv) the passage of the dwarf galaxy KK196
through the lobe. We perform a `sanity hek' of the turbulent properties of the giant
lobes, and we investigate whether the lobe plasma is prone to a development of HD
and MHD instabilities.
3.4.2.1 Jet ativity
The idea that the vertex and vortex laments might originate from an episode (or
episodes) of (inreased) jet ativity and possibly represent weak shoks arises from,
jointly, their 1.4GHz and 325  235MHz morphology
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and their orientation (see also
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The morphology alone an easily be generated in simulations of isotropi turbulene.
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Feain et al. 2011). The vertex and vortexmay onnet to the jet/ore (as appears in the
radio ontinuum images of, e.g., M 87; but note that weak, propagating shoks from
the jet/ore do not inevitably onnet to it) whereas turbulene-indued laments are
not expeted to be anhored (to one another or anything else). At 1.4GHz, 325MHz
and 235MHz, no onnetion to the urrent jet has been observed. For a lament
age of about 2− 3Myr (see Setion 3.4.2.2) it is not obvious that the laments ould
originate from diret ativity of the urrent jet if we believe its physial age (disussed
by Wykes et al. 2013) is ∼ 2Myr. If the laments result from variations in the ore/jet
ativity and represent subsequent outbursts, the brighter of these, the vertex, ought
to be spetrally and dynamially younger than the vortex, sine it is smaller in size
and positioned loser to the ore. Arguments involving lament diameter in ases
where the laments appear as (half) rings have been used to ompare lament ages in
HerulesA and 3C310 (Morrison & Sadun 1996). In the senario in whih the vertex
and vortex laments originate from a relatively reent (enhaned) diret jet ativity, it
would seem natural for them to exhibit a `leading edge' and a `trailing edge', but this
is not seen at either 1.4GHz or the GMRT frequenies. In this senario, and if the
ooling time of the eletrons were short enough, we would also expet to see a spetral
gradient along a path from upstream to downstream, whih is not seen either. In any
ase, it is not plausible that CentaurusA's jet (urrent jet power ∼ 1 × 1043 erg s−1,
pre-existing jet power probably ∼ 1 − 5× 1043 erg s−1; see Wykes et al. 2013) would
produe these laments as either terminal shoks or as a bow shok, in this soure.
We additionally note that angular momentum from the jet rotation on small sales
may add left-over rotational omponent to the lobes on large sales and possibly help
to explain a twisting of the vertex; however the spetral index gradient would then
unlikely be as lear ut for this lament.
If the laments are slightly higher pressure than the surroundings and are en-
ergetially plasma-dominated (rather than B-eld dominated), they expand with a
veloity vexp ≃ (∆p/ρ)1/2, where ∆p = pint − pext is the dierene between the
lament and external pressure and ρ is the mass density (taken to be similar in-
side and outside the lament). For a lament width d the expansion timesale is
texp = d/vexp ≃ (p/∆p)1/2(d/cs), with cs =
√
γkT/µmH the adiabati sound speed.
In what follows we assume ∆p/p = O(1), so that the expansion time sale satis-
es texp ≃ tcs, the sound rossing time, and we estimate the timesale for expansion
onsidering the timesale for sound to ross (the shortest dimension of) the strutures:
tcs = d/cs . (24)
Using the heat apaity ratio γ = 5/3, the mean partile mass µ = 0.62 and the
lower limit on the lobe temperature of 1.6 × 108K (Wykes et al. 2013), we obtain
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cs & 1.9 × 108 m s−1 (& 0.006c). Using the lobe temperature of 2 × 1012K, derived
by Wykes et al. (2013) based on entrainment modelling and pressure onstraints
for the lobes,
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we an set an upper limit on the sound speed using the relativisti
expression cs = c/
√
3 whih yields cs . 1.7 × 1010 m s−1 (. 0.577c). This gives
us, taking the projeted width of the vertex lament of 6.4 kp, a timesale for its
expansion in the range tcs ∼ 37 kyr  3.3Myr. For the vortex lament projeted width
of 3.6 kp, we obtain a timesale for expansion in the range tcs ∼ 21 kyr  1.9Myr.
The derived timesales are possible to reonile with the notion that these laments,
if plasma-dominated and mildly overpressured, are driven diretly by a pre-existing
jet given the limit on the age of the urrent jet of ∼ 2Myr (see Wykes et al. 2013 and
referenes therein).
If the laments were more strongly overpressured (for example, if they are mag-
netially dominated as disussed in Setion 3.4.1.1) then the expansion speeds would
be faster than the external sound speed and the timesales estimated above would
be orrespondingly redued. However, our overall onlusion is that it is marginally
possible for weakly overpressured laments to have been produed diretly by the last
vestiges of former jet ativity in the giant lobes.
3.4.2.2 Internal MHD turbulene
Simulations (e.g. Clarke 1993; Lee et al. 2003; Treu & Koopmans 2004; Shekohihin
et al. 2004; Faleta-Gonçalves et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2011; TenBarge & Howes 2013;
Harwood et al. 2013) have shown that magneti laments develop naturally as a on-
sequene of MHD turbulene. The vertex, vortex and also the fainter, ribbon-like
laments in the southern giant lobe of CentaurusA are reminisent of the outomes
of suh simulations, and we onjeture that their origin ould be due to the turbulent
motions in the lobe, presumably driven by urrent or reently terminated
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jet a-
tivity (Wykes et al. 2013). Turbulene folds and strethes the B-eld, leading to its
ampliation (dynamo ation) and a spatially intermittent B-eld distribution. Fil-
aments develop with lengths of order of the largest eddies and transverse dimensions
possibly as small as the visous dissipation sale. B-elds oming via the turbulent
dynamo onentrate into suh strutures. From the Jones et al. MHD simulations, the
laments are likely representing ux features strethed around the larger eddies in the
turbulene. Even if the global heliity vanishes, some loal `heliity' might be present
that ould instigate lament twisting. Weak shoks with a Mah numberM∼ 2 are
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We have onrmed by onsidering the thermal bremsstrahlung emissivity of the giant lobes in
the model of Wykes et al. that the INTEGRAL upper limits on photon ounts from the giant lobes
presented by Bekmann et al. (2011) are at least two orders of magnitude above the preditions of
the model for any lobe temperature.
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For a giant lobe disonneted from the energy supply, the timesale for deay of turbulene, with
the parameters derived by Wykes et al. (2013), is of order 6Myr.
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evident in density images from two-dimensional HD simulations (e.g. Lee et al. 2003),
and Eilek (2014) alluded to the existene of transoni ows, and hene weak shoks,
augmenting loally the Alfvéni turbulene, in CentaurusA's giant lobes.
Filaments persist about an eddy turnover time for the sale of the eddies that
streth them; lament longevity goes as λ2/3, whih builds upon the Kolmogorov
kineti energy saling (E(k) ∝ k−5/3, where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber): veloity
vλ assoiated with sale λ ompares to that on the driving sale (i.e. outer turbulene
sale) vλmax as
vλ ≃ vλmax (λ/λmax)1/3 , (25)
with λmax the eddy size on the driving sale. However, the Kolmogorov saling is not
exatly in play when targeting the driving sale as proesses on that sale take longer
than on the inertial range, and so the lament longevity invoking λmax might be
onsidered a lower limit. To establish the eddy turnover time on the driving sale we
use the turbulent speed vt (i.e. vλmax) from Wykes et al. (2013), vt ∼ 1.9×109 m s−1,
and a driving sale of 60 kp (i.e. about a mid-value from their range 30−100 kp); this
gives ∼ 3.1Myr. Taking the vertex' and vortex' LAS (respetively 34 and 53 kp, see
Setion 3.1 and Table 4) as a sale below λmax and employing Equation 25, then the
speed at these sales is vλ=34kpc ∼ 1.6×109 m s−1 and vλ=53kpc ∼ 1.8×109 m s−1 and
onsequently their longevity, or `turbulent age', is respetively ∼ 2.1 and ∼ 2.8Myr.
We an test the turbulene-generated model by onsidering the power spetrum
of struture in the lobe, sine a given magneti eld power spetrum will give rise to
a harateristi power spetrum of projeted synhrotron emissivity (e.g. Eilek 1989)
if we assume that the variations in eletron energy density are small. Taking the two-
dimensional Fourier transform of the 1.4GHz synhrotron emission (as the 1.4GHz
image is the most sensitive available to us) and averaging its amplitude in radial
bins to nd the power on eah spatial sale in the manner desribed by Harwood
et al. (2013) we nd that the power spetrum on the sales of the lobe that an
be reliably measured (i.e. smaller than the largest sale of the lobe itself and larger
than the resolution) is atter than expeted from a Kolmogorov spetrum for the B-
eld but there is no partiular a priori reason to expet suh a spetrum in real MHD
turbulene; on the other hand, despite the subtration of point soures from the image
(see Setion 3.2.4) there is still a large amount of spurious small-sale struture whih
will aet the measured power spetrum. Overall, we an say that the turbulene
model passes this onsisteny hek, in the sense that the struture in the lobes does
appear to have a power spetrum onsistent with a power law; in partiular, there is
no evidene that the vertex and vortex are formed in a dierent way from the other
laments in the lobes, as would be provided by, e.g., a deviation from a power law on
sales omparable to those strutures.
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It is diult to put (independent) quantitative limits on the fundamental param-
eters of fully developed turbulene, suh as the turbulent speed vt at the driving
sale,
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or the kinemati visosity ν and the orresponding visous dissipation sale
λν , in an environment suh as CentaurusA's lobes. The rarefation and high tem-
perature of the lobe plasma (in the model desribed by Wykes et al. 2013) imply
that binary (Coulomb) ollisions between ions (mainly protons) and/or eletrons are
too infrequent to be physially relevant. This makes the onventional ollisional esti-
mate for the kinemati visosity of the form ν ≃ v2th,i τscat,i/3 ≃ v2th,i/(3 νscat,i), with
vth,i = (3kTi/mi)
1/2
the ion thermal veloity, τscat,i the ion-ion Coulomb ollision
time and νscat,i the ollisional frequeny,
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equally inappropriate. To illustrate: the
ollisional mean free path for proton-proton ollisions in a Maxwellian plasma of tem-
perature T is of order λmfp,i ≃ vth,i τscat,i. With a lower limit on the lobe temperature
of 1.6× 108K and a thermal proton number density np,th ∼ 5.4× 10−9 m−3 (Wykes
et al. 2013), and thus τscat,i ∼ 1.4× 1020 s, λmfp,i & 9Gp, i.e. larger than the soure
size.
However, olletive proesses, in partiular gyro-resonant interations between
protons and MHD waves or low-level MHD turbulene, likely produe an eetive
mean free path muh smaller than the above estimate (see also, e.g., Shekohihin &
Cowley 2006; Lazarian & Beresnyak 2006; Santos-Lima et al. 2014). In the simplest
model, with a low level of isotropi MHD turbulene with magneti amplitude δB,
pith angle sattering by MHD waves (e.g.Wentzel 1974) restrits the mean free path
along a large-sale magneti eld B0 to λmfp,‖ ≃ rg,i/(δB/B0)2 with rg,i = vth,i/Ωi
the gyroradius of thermal ions and Ωi = ZeB0/(mi c) the ion gyrofrequeny.
There is some evidene that the power spetrum of MHD turbulene retains the
Kolmogorov slope (e.g.Goldreih & Sridhar 1995; Goldstein et al. 1995; Cho & Lazar-
ian 2003; Kim & Ryu 2005; Kowal et al. 2007; Gaspari & Churazov 2013; Cho &
Lazarian 2014), with a attening towards the driving sale. However, the `knee'
(i.e. the transition from the at-spetrum range to the Kolmogorov slope) is not well
onstrained. Observations provide a turbulene level δB/B0 on the largest expanses,
for whih one generally adopts the duial value δB/B0 ∼ 1 (e.g.O'Sullivan et al.
2009). A rude estimate of turbulene levels on small sales an be obtained by
saling down from the driving sale to a dimension that we determine invoking the
relations δB/B0 ∝ λ ≃ (λ/λmax)1/3 and λmfp,‖ ≃ rg,i/(δB/B0)2, and assuming B0
similar on both sales. The mean free path derived in this way gives an upper limit
on the true value sine the magneti eld power spetrum may atten towards the
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The Wykes et al. (2013) estimate of vt is based on the ondition that a turbulent dynamo an
reah energy equipartition, UB ∼ Ut.
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The ion-ion ollisional frequeny is (e.g. Braginskii 1965) νscat,i =
4pi1/2Z4nie
4lnΛ/(3m
1/2
i
k3/2T
3/2
i
), where lnΛ is the Coulomb logarithm in whih Λ = 4piniλ
3
D/3,
and λD = (kT/4pinie
2)1/2 is the Debye length.
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largest sales. Working from the driving sale of λmax = 60 kp as above we arrive
at λmfp,‖ . r
3/5
g,i λ
2/5
max . 3.4 × 1015 m (. 1 × 10−3 p); suh a proton eetive mean
free path is fairly below the size of the resolved ne struture in CentaurusA's giant
lobes. At this sale, the derived turbulene level is δB/B0 . 2.6 × 10−3. This leads
to an eetive visosity where large-sale motions (on sales signiantly larger than
λmfp,‖) with veloity v are dissipated with a dissipation rate per unit volume ε˙. If
sattering is weak (νscat,i ≪ Ωi), the dissipation is mostly due to ompression and
motion along the magneti eld, taken to be the z-diretion:
ε˙ = nimiνeff
(∂vz
∂z
− 1
3
∇ · v
)2
, (26)
see, e.g., Kaufman (1960) and Braginskii (1965). The above assumes the eetive
ollision time τscat,i ≃ λmfp,‖/vth,i ≃ 1/(Ωi (δB/B0)2). Note that the dissipation rate
sales as ε˙ ∝ nimiνeff v2t (λ)/λ2 with λ the turbulent sale and vt(λ) the turbulent
speed at that sale; this saling with vt and λ is the same as for ordinary (ollisional)
visosity.
The purpose of the next three steps is to ompute the sales at whih the turbu-
lent asade dissipates: the visous uto that marks the end of the HD struture
evolution, and the resistive uto that marks the end of the MHD arhiteture, to
nally obtain a rude estimate of the urrent sheet dimension likely assoiated with
the resistive sale. This allows us to onstrain the growth time of the tearing mode.
In a simple Krook ollision model (Bhatnagar et al. 1954) with parallel sattering
mean free path λmfp,‖ and thermal veloity vth,i, the eetive kinemati visosity
entering Equation 26 is
νeff ≃ vth,i λmfp,‖ / 15 . (27)
Adopting T = 1.6 × 108K, B = 0.9µG and δB/B0 = 2.6 × 10−3, we get νeff ∼
4.5× 1022 m2 s−1; this is onsiderably smaller than the kinemati visosity based on
Coulomb ollisions. Using suh eetive visosity, the Reynolds number is, adopting
the driving sale and turbulent speed gures as above, Re= λmax vt/νeff ∼ 7.7× 109,
whih implies that a Kolmogorov asade breaks o at λν ≃ λmax/Re3/4 ∼ 7.1 ×
1015 m (∼ 2× 10−3 p). Thus, in priniple, a turbulent asade ould be set up from
kp to sub-p sales omparable to λmfp,‖, assuming T , B and δB/B0 levels as above.
The magneti diusivity due to eletron sattering with sattering time τscat,e,
ηm = c
2/4πσ, with σ = ne e
2τscat,e/me the eletrial ondutivity, is expeted to be
≪ νeff for typial parameters. In this situation magneti dynamo ation is allowed at
sales ≪ the dissipation sale of the large-sale kineti turbulene (e.g. Tobias et al.
2011). An atual omputation of ηm is hampered by the same problem as alulating
the eetive visosity: the theory of Coulomb ollisions, in this ase for the urrent-
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arrying eletrons, does not apply as the eletron mean free path is omparable to the
soure size. We parametrize this unertainty by expressing all parameters in terms
of the (unknown) eletron sattering mean free path λmfp,e in the turbulent medium.
For thermal eletrons, the sattering time is τscat,e ≃ λmfp,e/(kT/me)1/2 and the
magneti diusivity beomes
ηm =
(c/ωpe)
2
τscat,e
, (28)
where c/ωpe is the eletron skin depth and ωpe = (4πnee
2/me)
1/2
the eletron plasma
frequeny.
The magneti Reynolds number Rem for large-sale elds is based on the mag-
neti diusivity (as above) ηm = c
2/4πσ, with here σ = ω2peτscat,e/4π the ondu-
tivity of the plasma. Using for the sattering time the anomalous (i.e. turbulene-
indued) value τscat,e ≃ λmfp,‖/vth,e with the bulk of the eletrons (sine they arry
the urrent), we have rg,e = rg,i(me/mi)
1/2 ∼ 5.4 × 108 m (∼ 2 × 10−10 p) and
τscat,e = τscat,i(me/mi)
1/2 ∼ 9.4 × 103 s. For B = 0.9µG and δB/B0 = 2.6 × 10−3,
this yields an anomalous ondutivity σ ∼ 1.3 × 104 s−1. The spei magneti
diusivity is then ηm ∼ 5.6 × 1015 m2 s−1 whih is smaller than the eetive kine-
mati (ion) visosity. This means that the magneti Prandtl number Prm, dened as
Prm ≡ νeff/ηm ∼ 8.1× 106, is large; therefore magneti turbulene an be maintained
well below the visous dissipation sale λν . However, the harater of the turbulene
is dierent on those sales, sine (both fast and slow) magnetosoni utuations are
damped, veloity utuations are supposedly far sub-Alfvéni and the B-eld lines are
mostly `shued'. Relating λν to the magneti Prandtl number, one nds the resistive
dissipation sale, λη =Pr
−1/2
m λν ∼ 2.5× 1012 m (∼ 8 × 10−7 p). This is well below
any observable sale, but we will re-appeal to the resistive uto in Setion 3.4.2.3 in
the ontext of the tearing mode.
3.4.2.3 (Surfae) instabilities
We do not as yet have a tight observational onstraint on whether the vertex and/or
vortex laments are surfae features or are fully embedded in the lobe. An origin as
magneti ux ropes reated by surfae instabilities, suh as KH or RT, is therefore
somewhat appealing. Feain et al. (2011) have suggested the KH instability to be
at the origin of some of the lamentary features in the southern lobe, albeit with-
out detailed arguments or support from modelling. Wykes et al. (2013) and Eilek
(2014) have argued that the giant lobes are in an approximate pressure balane with
their surroundings (a prerequisite for the KH instability to operate) and we fur-
ther verify whether the KH instability ould develop by onsidering its growth time
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(e.g. Chandrasekhar 1961):
tKH =
[ (ρl + ρg)2
k2ρl ρg v2l−g
]1/2
, (29)
where k is the wavenumber, ρl and ρg the giant lobe and intragroup plasma mass
densities and vl−g the veloity of the lobe ow relative to the intragroup ow. Taking
5 kp for the sale (that is, the mean lament thikness, see Table 4) and thus ∼
4.1 × 10−22 m−1 for the wavenumber, 1.1× 10−8 m−3 (Wykes et al. 2013) and 1 ×
10−4 m−3 (O'Sullivan et al. 2013b; Eilek 2014) for respetively the total lobe and
intragroup densities, and the buoyany veloity of 4.9× 107 m s−1 (∼ 0.002c; Wykes
et al. 2013) for the lobe ow speed (while setting the intragroup speed to zero), we
obtain a growth rate of ∼ 4.1 × 10−9 yr−1. From this it follows that the growth
time is of order tKH ∼ 240Myr, whih makes the origin of the vertex/vortex as a
KH instability improbable. If, however, the interior plasma is moving faster than the
buoyany speed at whih we propose the giant lobes are rising and/or the thermal
partile ontent of the lobe is higher than assumed here, the growth time will be
smaller and an explanation in terms of KH instability less restritive. In the limit
that nth ∼ 1 × 10−4 m−3 (Stawarz et al. 2013; O'Sullivan et al. 2013b), the KH
growth time is ∼ 3.4Myr. In any ase, the origin as a surfae KH instability may
be ruled out observationally given the fat that we do not see perturbations at the
(projeted) edges of the lobes with sizes omparable to the vertex or vortex.
The RT instability is driven by buoyany in a stratied plasma and requires heavy
material on top of lighter matter. It is not lear that the eet of RT (`ngers' of
external medium intruding into the lobes) ould give rise to strutures resembling the
vertex or vortex.
The RM instability is analogous to the RT mode. It requires low-density material
intruding impulsively into a higher-density matter, or vie versa, produing voids in
the former ase and spike-like features in the latter. The RM instability is probably
more relevant for very young lobes; we have no lear indiation at suh RM-like
features in the available radio images of the laments, and we do not expet strong
shoks at the distane from the ore of the vertex/vortex laments in the giant lobes
(see, e.g., Setions 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.2.1).
The tearing instability develops due to small non-zero resistivity in high-urrent
regions with B-eld reversals. The primary requirement for this instability to be trig-
gered is a thin eld-reversal layer (the geometry as in magneti reonnetion), whih
ould our at the lobe/intragroup medium interfae and probably also inside the
lobes. We an legitimately onsider anomalous resistivity, i.e. resistivity arising from
partile-wave interations (see, e.g., Laval et al. 1966; Melrose 1994 and referenes
therein; Setion 3.4.2.2). We an adopt an extreme upper limit on the anomalous
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ollision rate (following Hines et al. 1989 in their treatment of the tearing mode pos-
sibly assoiated with lobe laments in M87) whih is the eletron plasma frequeny
ωpe = (4π ne e
2/me)
1/2
, and so the ollision rate is νscat,e . ωpe/2π. This gives us an
upper limit on the resistivity: η . 2c2/ωpe. A lower bound on the growth time for
the tearing mode then reads (Hines et al. 1989)
tTM &
(2π ωpe)
3/5 a8/5
(c3 vA)2/5
, (30)
in whih a denotes the width of the urrent sheet and vA the Alfvén speed. We use
vA = 2.4 × 109 m s−1 (∼ 0.081c) and the thermal eletron ontent ne,th = 5.4 ×
10−9 m−3 (Wykes et al. 2013) as an approximation to the total eletron number
density (it is the full plasma whih arries the waves). The width of the urrent sheet
is not well known, yet an obvious hard lower limit is the eletron gyroradius whih
is for our adopted onditions in the giant lobes rg,e ∼ 5.4× 108 m (∼ 2× 10−10 p).
Probably the most realisti estimate of the urrent sheet width
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is the resistive
dissipation sale of the turbulene that we have estimated in Setion 3.4.2.2 to be
λη ∼ 2.5 × 1012 m (∼ 8 × 10−7 p). This gives tTM & 6.3 h, whih obviously falls
well within both the dynamial and spetral ages of the lobes, and also within the
turbulent ages of the individual vertex and vortex laments (derived in Setion 3.4.2.2).
The resistive tearing mode is generally suppressed in high Re number media; however,
the eddy turnover time at the tearing sale (∼ 0.2 yr) is longer than the lower limit on
the tearing instability growth time; hene, the tearing is presumably not suppressed
by this route. The topologial onsequenes of the tearing instability are tiny losed
B-eld loops in 2D simulations and long magnetised laments in 3D. Thus, while the
tearing instability may be assoiated with the vertex and vortex laments, it would
be expeted to show a non-vertex/vortex morphology and to appear on unobservable
sales within them.
Various authors onsidered radiative instabilities, whih arise as a result of run-
away ooling, in radio galaxies' lobes: synhrotron ooling, if relativisti eletrons
dominate the pressure (Hines et al. 1989; de Gouveia dal Pino & Opher 1989; Bodo
et al. 1990; Rosso & Pelletier 1993), or thermal bremsstrahlung ooling, if thermal
plasma dominates (Hines et al. 1989; Bodo et al. 1990). To deal with the syn-
hrotron instability, we onsider relativisti eletrons with a distribution of energies
ne,rel(Ee) = N0E
−p
e between Ee,min and Ee,max, where N0 is the normalisation of the
eletron energy spetrum and p is the eletron spetral index. The growth time of
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In the presene of MHD turbulene, a single stohasti magneti reonnetion region is assoiated
with a multitude of suh urrent sheets (e.g. Lazarian & Vishnia 1999). Magneti reonnetion and
weak shoks assoiated with the laments ould loally boost the Alfvéni partile aeleration likely
operating throughout the lobes (Eilek 2014).
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the synhrotron instability, with also the inverse-Compton omponent inluded, an
be written as the total eletron energy divided by the total eletron energy loss rate:
tsync =
∫ Ee,max
Ee,min
ne,rel(Ee)Ee dEe
C
∫ Ee,max
Ee,min
ne,rel(Ee)E2e dt
, (31)
where C is a onstant suh that for an eletron dEe/dt = −CE2e , and it represents
both synhrotron and inverse-Compton losses: C = 4σT (UBage + UCMB)/(3m
2
e c
3),
where σT denotes the Thomson ross setion, UBage the energy density in aged B-
eld (as in Setion 3.4.1.3) and UCMB the energy density in CMB photons (see also
Harwood et al. 2013). With B = 0.9µG, p = 2, and Ee,min = 5MeV and Ee,max =
100GeV (whih we have invoked in alulations of the laments and the giant lobes)
as energy utos, the instability growth time beomes ∼ 110Myr. This exeeds the
turbulent ages of the individual laments as well the spetral ages of the lobes. The
synhrotron instability may be also exluded on grounds of the likely dominane
of non-radiating partile pressure in the lobes (Wykes et al. 2013 for CentaurusA;
e.g. Croston & Hardastle 2014 for other FR I soures). The growth time of the
thermal bremsstrahlung instability goes as (e.g.Karzas & Latter 1961)
tth−br = 1.8× 1011 T
1/2
ne,th g¯ff
, (32)
where T is the lobe temperature and g¯ff the temperature-averaged Gaunt fator.
Other thermal energy and emissivity parameters are absorbed into the numerial
prefator. Using the range of temperatures 1.6 × 108 to 2.0 × 1012K and ne,th =
5.4 × 10−9 m−3 as above, and setting g¯ff = 10 (Karzas & Latter 1961), we obtain
a growth time range ∼ 1.3 − 99.6Pyr whih is muh larger than the Hubble time.
Even if the thermal density were as high as 1 × 10−4 m−3 and temperature as low
as 5.8 × 106K (Stawarz et al. 2013), the thermal bremsstrahlung instability would
still exeed the Hubble time, as expeted. This makes a development of radiative
instabilities in the giant lobes unrealisti.
The urrent-driven instabilities (CDI) do not as muh address the question of the
origin of the laments but rather the question what happens to them one formed;
we will treat two suh instabilities below.
The sausage instability, formally an axisymmetri m = 0 mode in a ylindrial
magnetised plasma olumn (pinh), ours when the azimuthal eld Bφ beomes too
strong. In that ase a sausage-like series of bulges and ompressions in the tube radius
grow; the exat growth rate of this mode depends on the eld geometry both inside
the pinh and in the surrounding medium. Filaments in other radio lobes, where
measured, usually show a relatively high degree of linear polarisation, implying the
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presene of signiant axial eld Bz (e.g. PitorA, Perley et al. 1997; 3C 310, van
Breugel & Fomalont 1984; MG0248+0641, Conner et al. 1998; HerulesA, Dreher
& Feigelson 1984; Saxton et al. 2002; Gizani & Leahy 2003). Also, the Junkes et
al. (1993) linear polarisation images of CentaurusA seem to show E-eld vetors
perpendiular to the z-axis of the laments (albeit the resolution of these maps is not
very high). This makes the sausage instability as a means of aeting the vertex/vortex
shape rather unlikely; moreover, inspeting in more detail the radio images, the vertex
and vortex morphology does not well math the morphology as expeted for the
sausage mode.
The kink instability (m = 1 mode) eventuates when a plasma olumn moves
more-or-less as a whole, and its axis is deformed into a sinusoidal or helial shape.
Analogously to the sausage mode, an exat determination of growth rates and the
stability riterion depends on the detailed properties of the magneti eld inside and
outside the pinh; the presene of an azimuthal eld is destabilising. The instability
develops when the magneti twist∆φ exeeds a ritial value68 (Lundquist 1951; Hood
& Priest 1979, 1981; Kliem et al. 2004). The evolution of the kink instability has been
investigated by, e.g., Begelman (1998) and Haynes et al. (2008), and Srivastava et al.
(2010) have provided observational evidene for the m = 1 mode in the solar orona.
The growth time of the kink instability an be approximated as (e.g. Bateman 1978)
tm=1 =
r
vA
[ 1
k2 r2 − (Bφ(r)/Bz)2
]1/2
, (33)
where k is again the wavenumber, r is the ux tube radius and Bφ(r) the azimuthal
eld at the pinh surfae (i.e. the edge of the lament). In the available radio images,
the kink mode is mostly mathed by the vertex morphology; hene, we will alulate
the growth time for this partiular lament. We onsider the northern part of the
vertex whih seems to show a turn over >1 wavelength (see Figs 8 and 9). The vertex
radius is (at the widest point) 3.6 kp; as before, we adopt k = 4.1× 10−22 m−1 and
vA = 2.4 × 109 m s−1, and Bφ/Bz ∼ 0.5 (from Setion 3.4.1.4). This results in a
growth time of ∼ 32 kyr. This is, as for the tearing mode, within both the dynamial
and spetral ages of the lobes and also within the turbulent ages of the vertex and
vortex laments. A o-temporary development of the kink and the tearing mode, on
disparate sales, is possible. Thus, the kink instability is likely to be operating: not
destroying the vertex lament, just making it appear kinked.
68
Hood & Priest (1981) derived a ritial value of 2.49pi. However, this outome is model-dependent
and annot be onsidered universally.
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3.4.2.4 Dwarf galaxy KK196 (AM1318444)
We onsider explanation (iv) in Setion 3.4.2 the least likely given the low mass of the
dwarf irregular galaxy KK196, its low relative veloity to NGC5128, a ombination
of high temperature and low partile density of the giant lobe plasma, and the vertex
and vortex morphology; moreover, we would expet a single wake. We rst test this
assertion by performing a simple hek for a galaxy to have a Bondi-Hoyle wake:
the aretion radius Racc should be larger than its size. The aretion radius is
given by Racc = 2GMgal/(v
2
gal + c
2
s ), where Mgal and vgal are the mass and the
veloity of the traversing galaxy, and cs the loal speed of sound (Bondi 1952; Sakelliou
2000). Adopting 15 arse as KK196's angular radius (Jerjen et al. 2000), we infer
∼ 1.8× 1021 m for its physial size.
The total baryoni mass of KK196 is ≤ 5.9 × 107M⊙ (based on the results from
Jerjen et al. 2000 and Warren et al. 2007), and its relative radial veloity to NGC5128
is approximately 189 km s
−1
, so we estimate a relative 3D veloity of vgal ∼ 189 ×√
3 ∼ 327 km s−1 (∼ 0.001c). Note that Crnojevi¢ et al. (2012) derive KK196's total
baryoni mass as 5.1− 7.2× 107M⊙ based on its B-band luminosity, a stellar mass-
to-light ratio 1 < M/L < 2 and the measured H I mass, and as 6.9 − 8.2 × 107M⊙
based on KK196's star formation history and the measured H I mass. The baryoni
mass is thus well onstrained and within 5− 8× 107M⊙.
Assessing the non-baryoni dark matter (DM) mass fration in dwarf irregular
galaxies is diult beause the rotation urves are generally hard to measure, the H I
rotation veloities inrease only very slowly as a funtion of galatoentri distane
and peak typially at an amplitude not muh larger than the turbulent motion of the
gas. From a few known ases (see Cté et al. 2000) follows that the DM mass is of
the same order as the stellar mass. For KK196 this translates into a total mass Mtot
of 4.5× 107 < Mstellar +Mgas +MDM < 7.3× 107M⊙. Note that the dwarf irregular
ESO444-G084 in the Cté et al. sample has a luminosity omparable to KK196 and
its MDM/Mlum value at R25 (radius at the 25th mag/arse
2
surfae brightness) is
0.3 − 0.5. Thus, with the estimate given above we are likely to slightly overestimate
KK196's total mass. However, they also quote MDM/Mlum = 10− 12.9 for ESO444-
G084 at Rmax. If the omparison between KK196 and ESO444-G084 holds out to
that larger radius then the total mass of KK196 is of the order ofMtot ∼ 5×108M⊙.69
This value is also onsistent with Mtot =Mdyn = 1− 4× 108M⊙, where Mdyn is the
dynamial mass, inferred from Eder & Shombert (2000) adopting MB = −12.16 and
a olour B − I = 1.5 (i.e. total I-band luminosity of −13.66) for KK196.
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For dwarf galaxies, a signiant inrease in non-baryoni DM is ommon. The R25 radius is
roughly the size of the stellar omponent of the galaxy. However, the H I-based rotation urves tend
to atten out onliest further out (e.g.Warren et al. 2006); hene, there might be a vast amount of
non-baryoni DM in these systems beyond their optial radii (see also, e.g., Simon & Geha 2007).
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In the non-relativisti limit and assuming T ≥ 1.6 × 108K (Wykes et al. 2013),
the loal sound speed in the giant lobes reahes & 1.9× 108 m s−1 (& 0.006c; see also
Setion 3.4.2.1) and onsequently Racc . 3.6 × 1018 m. Hene, the aretion radius
is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than KK196's size and no Bondi-Hoyle
wake is expeted. If the internal sound speed in the lobes is relativisti (as is required
in any senario where there is stohasti aeleration of ultra-high energy osmi rays)
then the dwarf galaxy has even less eet.
Another possible manifestation of the galaxy-lobe interation is a bow shok in
front of the traversing galaxy and assoiated stripping of the galaxy ISM: then the
laments may be assoiated with a ram pressure-indued wake. This however requires
KK196's veloity to be in exess of the intralobe sound speed whih is not the ase
(see above). Still a moderate gas stripping ould our from KK196 in the absene
of a bow shok: the non-detetion of H I (Banks et al. 1999) makes gas removal from
KK196 at some point in the past plausible. However, this stripped-o H I gas is not
likely to organise itself into laments of the morphology of the vertex/vortex inside the
giant lobes, and the H I nature is ruled out by the ATCA and our GMRT ontinuum
observations.
As it has propagated, the urrent or former jet ould have impated on the dwarf
galaxy KK196 with the vertex/vortex laments as a result, but in objets where we
atually see a jet interating with a galaxy (Evans et al. 2008), the results seem rather
dierent; therefore, we do not onsider this senario realisti. Moreover, this stripped-
o H I-enrihed gas would likewise not appear in the radio ontinuum images of the
lobes.
3.5 Summary and Conlusions
We have presented new, high-dynami range GMRT observations at 325 and 235MHz
of parts of the southern giant lobe of CentaurusA, and have modelled the origin of
the lamentary struture assoiated with the lobe. The key results of this paper are
as follows.
(1) The detetion at 325 and 235MHz, with omparable resolution to the 1.4GHz
ATCA images, onrms the reality of the vertex and vortex laments assoiated with
the southern giant lobe. The spatial extent of the vertex and vortex nearly oinides
with their morphology at 1.4GHz, reinforing their synhrotron origin. The vertex
shows ne substruture and appears twisted. The vertex and vortex elds demonstrate
surplus lamentary features; however, we nd no lear onnetion at 325 235MHz of
the laments to the extant or extint jet.
(2) Combining the ATCA and GMRT data, and restriting the range of baselines
to 0.15 − 2.5 kλ, we have inferred a spetral index α = 0.81 ± 0.10 for the vertex
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lament and α = 0.83 ± 0.16 for the vortex. This is marginally steeper than the
spetral index of the general CentaurusA lobe plasma, and we disuss this in terms
of an exess-loss senario with partile onnement in the laments. Our spetral
tting implies spetral ages that are diult to reonile with the `turbulent ages'
(i.e. the longevity of the laments strethed by the turbulent eddies) of ∼ 2 − 3Myr
without invoking very high magneti eld strengths.
(3) Our minimum pressure analysis for the laments reveals 1.5× 10−13 dyn m−2
(vertex) and 1.3 × 10−13 dyn m−2 (vortex) whih is a fator ∼ 3 higher than the
minimum global pressure of the lobes. Suh an overpressure ould be identied with
weak shoks (Mah number M ∼ 1.7). Synhrotron emissivity ratios result in a
pressure jump of about 1.3, ompatible with expansion at the sound speed. No
eient Fermi I-type partile aeleration is expeted for suh slow expansions, and
it also makes a spherial ooon ollapsing senario withM≫ 1.7 in the giant lobes
untenable.
(4) Saling down from the driving sale in the giant lobes with a presumable
turbulene level of δB/B0 ∼ 1, we derive a turbulene level δB/B0 & 3 × 10−3 at
∼ 10−3 p. The visous sale in the giant lobes is learly onsiderably smaller than
that derived from Coulomb sattering. From our alulated low value of the spei
magneti diusivity, and therefore a large magneti Prandtl number, we dedue that
the MHD turbulene extends well below the visous dissipation sale, with the resistive
dissipation sale of order 10−6 p. This sets the width of the urrent sheet of the
tearing mode.
(5) We have onsidered several mehanisms that may generate the laments in
the southern giant lobe. We have shown that the dwarf irregular galaxy KK196
(AM1318444) an be exluded as the origin of the vertex/vortex laments, prin-
ipally on grounds of its low relative veloity and mass, and on the morphology of
the vertex/vortex. Our turbulene power spetrum modelling does not support dif-
ferent origin of the vertex and/or vortex from the other laments in the lobe. The
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability provoked at the lobe-intragroup interfae is ruled out
based on its growth time and observational onstraints. The Rayleigh-Taylor and
Rihtmyer-Meshkov instabilities are highly unlikely to aount for the vertex/vortex
within the available observational onstraints. Of the MHD instabilities, the tearing
mode is supported by its growth time whih lies onveniently within both the dy-
namial and spetral ages of the lobes and also within our derived turbulent ages of
the vertex/vortex. The laments are inoneivably aeted by the sausage instability
given the presumable presene of an axial B-eld in the vertex/vortex whih sup-
presses its growth. To the ontrary, the kink instability is supported by a presene
of suh axial eld, moreover, the existene of the kink instability is antiipated based
on the lament radio morphology and on the growth time whih is again suiently
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within the dynamial and spetral ages of the lobes and within the turbulent ages
of the vertex/vortex. The radiative instabilities are ruled out based on their growth
times. We lean towards the vertex and vortex laments originating from intralobe
MHD turbulene or from last stages of the ativity of the pre-existing jet, or an
interplay of both.
There are several aspets that remain to be explored. The magneti eld diretion
and a possible variability of the spetral index along the laments may be revealed
by observations with the ATCA-CABB at GHz frequenies. With an instantaneous
eld of view of 30 deg2 between 700 and 1800MHz and 20 times higher spatial reso-
lution in omparison to the urrent ATCA and GMRT images, the Australian SKA
Pathnder (ASKAP) will be the ideal faility for further investigations of the origin
of the laments, inluding the faint edge-like features, the wisps. In a future paper,
we will report on XMM-Newton observations designed to onstrain the magneti eld
strength of the individual laments. Reproduing the omplex morphology of the
vertex will be a hallenge for future MHD simulations.
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Chapter4
Internal entrainment and the origin of
jet-related broad-band emission
in CentaurusA
Sarka Wykes, Martin J. Hardastle, Amanda I. Karakas and Jorik S. Vink
2015, MNRAS, 447, 1005
Abstrat
The dimensions of Fanaro-Riley lass I jets and the stellar densities at
galati entres imply that there will be numerous interations between
the jet and stellar winds. These may give rise to the observed diuse and
`knotty' struture of the jets in the X-ray, and an also mass load the
jets. We performed modelling of internal entrainment from stars inter-
epted by CentaurusA's jet, using stellar evolution- and wind odes. From
photometry and a ode-synthesised population of 12Gyr (Z = 0.004), 3Gyr
(Z = 0.008) and 0 − 60Myr (Z = 0.02) stars, appropriate for the parent
elliptial NGC5128, the total number of stars in the jet is ∼ 8 × 108. Our
model is energetially apable of produing the observed X-ray emission,
even without young stars. We also reprodue the radio through X-ray spe-
trum of the jet, albeit in a downstream region with distintly fewer young
stars, and reover the mean X-ray spetral index. We derive an internal
entrainment rate of ∼ 2.3 × 10−3M⊙ yr−1 whih implies substantial jet
deeleration. Our absolute nuleosyntheti yields for the AGB stellar pop-
ulation in the jet show the highest amounts for
4He, 16O, 12C, 14N and
20Ne. If some of the events at ≥ 55EeV deteted by the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory originate from internal entrainment in CentaurusA, we predit
that their omposition will be largely intermediate-mass nulei with
16O,
12C and 14N the key isotopes.
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4.1 Introdution
A growing body of opinion suggests that jets in Fanaro-Riley lass I (FR I; Fanaro
& Riley 1974) radio galaxies start o essentially leptoni and beome mass loaded
through entrainment, ausing them to deelerate on kiloparse sales (Reynolds et al.
1996; Laing & Bridle 2002; Jennison & Das Gupta 2006; Wykes et al. 2013; Peruho
2014). Mass loading of baryons omes about through various routes. While a number
of authors (De Young 1986; Biknell 1984, 1994; Laing & Bridle 2002; Wykes et al.
2013) have foused mostly on external entrainment from hot gas of the surrounding
galaxy ISM, more reent literature (Komissarov 1994; Bowman et al. 1996; Bednarek
& Protheroe 1997; Laing & Bridle 2002; Jennison & Das Gupta 2006; Bosh-Ramon
et al. 2012; Wykes et al. 2013; Huarte-Espinosa et al. 2013; Peruho 2014; Peruho
et al. 2014) onsiders internal entrainment, i.e., mass loading via stellar winds from
stars ontained within the jet. The ontribution from internal entrainment, in FR I
soures where both proesses are likely to operate, appears to be in exess of that
from external entrainment in the inner regions of the galaxy (Laing & Bridle 2002;
Wykes et al. 2013; Peruho et al. 2014).
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Stars in elliptial galaxies are predominantly from old populations, with K- and M-
type stars dominating the galaxy's integrated light (e.g. Athey et al. 2002; van Dokkum
& Conroy 2010) and previous attempts to model stellar mass input into jets assume
mostly K and M stars, as above (Komissarov 1994; Bowman et al. 1996). A young
stellar omponent is expeted in some soures through the presene of a starburst.
Central stellar densities for massive elliptials an be of the order 1010M⊙ kp
−3
(Treu
& Koopmans 2004) although they fall o rapidly with distane from the entre. Hene,
inevitably, there are stars in the path of the jet. However, the jet interats not with
the star itself but with the stellar wind. Stellar winds, with a plethora of wind-driving
mehanisms inluding radiative-line driving, dust driving, Alfvén wave pressure, stel-
lar rotation and stellar pulsation (e.g. Lamers & Cassinelli 1999; Neilson 2013), our
all aross the main sequene and beyond until the onset of the ompat objet phase.
The stellar wind typially extends for tens to hundreds of stellar radii. The stages
of dramatially enhaned mass-loss rates during the evolution inlude, for low-mass
stars, Asymptoti Giant Branh (AGB) phase, i.e. voluminous stars with slow, dense
winds and a mass-loss rate of M˙ ∼ 1 × 10−8 − 1 × 10−4M⊙ yr−1 (e.g. Vassiliadis &
Wood 1993; van Loon et al. 1999; Olofsson et al. 2002; Khouri et al. 2014). Among
high-mass stars, the Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) phase with slow, very dense
winds lose typially M˙ ∼ 1× 10−4 − 1 × 10−2M⊙ yr−1 (e.g. Vink & de Koter 2002),
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The Laing & Bridle (2002) results on 3C 31 in partiular are onsistent with all of the mass
input within 1 kp from the nuleus being due to stellar mass-loss; however, they annot exlude the
possibility of external entrainment within this distane.
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and the follow-up phase,
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the Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars  a stage with high-veloity
winds and M˙ ∼ 1× 10−5 − 1× 10−4M⊙ yr−1 (e.g. Sander et al. 2012). Considerable
unertainties exist in mass-loss rates for high-mass stars, partiularly due to wind
lumping on small spatial sales (e.g. Fullerton et al. 2006; Vink & Gräfener 2012).
The wind strength is generally expressed as the ratio of terminal veloity to esape
veloity v∞/vesc, whih is a strong funtion of the eetive temperature Teff . The
properties of the high-mass-loss stars are summarised in Table 5.
CentaurusA is the losest (3.8± 0.1Mp; Harris et al. 2010) radio galaxy, a FR I
objet with a physial age of ∼ 560Myr (Wykes et al. 2013; Eilek 2014; Wykes et al.
2014), assoiated with the massive Ep galaxy NGC5128 (Harris 2010). The nuleus
harbours a supermassive blak hole, with a mass MBH = (5.5± 3.0)× 107M⊙ derived
by Cappellari et al. (2009) from stellar kinematis. A prominent dust lane (e.g. Dufour
et al. 1979; Ebneter & Balik 1983; Ekart et al. 1990), with starburst (e.g.Möllenho
1981; Unger et al. 2000; Minniti et al. 2004), rosses the entral parts. Due to its
luminosity and proximity, CentaurusA furnishes a means of testing models of jet
energetis, partile ontent, partile aeleration, and the evolution of low-power radio
galaxies in general.
CentaurusA shows a twin jet in radio and X-ray bands, symmetrial on parse
sales but with evident asymmetry on kp sales. The main (i.e. northern) jet (Fig. 11)
whih is markedly brighter than the ounterjet, is seen at a viewing angle of approxi-
mately 50
◦
(Tingay et al. 1998; Hardastle et al. 2003). From photoionisation models
for suh a viewing angle, Biknell et al. (2013) have derived the Lorentz fator of the
jet Γj . 5. Tingay et al. (2001) and Müller et al. (2014) have measured jet om-
ponent speeds of 0.1− 0.3c at subparse sales, while Hardastle et al. (2003) found
projeted speeds of 0.5c at ∼ 100 p, pointing towards jet aeleration downstream or
to sampling of disparate jet layers. The power of the jet driving the urrently ative
∼ 5 kp-sale lobes (i.e. the inner lobes) is well onstrained, Pj ∼ 1 × 1043 erg s−1
(Wykes et al. 2013 and referenes therein); the physial age of this jet is probably
∼ 2Myr (Croston et al. 2009; Wykes et al. 2013). A large number of radio and X-
ray knots is disernible in the jet on kp sales (Kraft et al. 2002; Hardastle et al.
2003; Kataoka et al. 2006; Worrall et al. 2008; Tingay & Len 2009; Goodger et al.
2010), with the radio knots of larger proper motions showing omparatively little X-
ray emission (Goodger et al. 2010). In addition to the knots, diuse X-ray emission
extends out to about 4.5 kp in projetion from the nuleus (Hardastle et al. 2007a).
The spetral indies of individual X-ray knots have a wide range of values, but at
least some have at spetra suggestive of ongoing partile aeleration (Goodger et
al. 2010); in priniple, ongoing partile aeleration is required for any part of the
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But see Kotak & Vink (2006) and Smith & Tombleson (2014) who disfavour a senario with
LBVs being massive stars in transition to WR stars.
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Figure 11: Left: Very Large Array (VLA) 5GHz radio map at 6 arse resolution
showing the emission of the ∼ 4.5 kp-sale (projeted) jet. Right: Chandra X-ray
image at 1 arse resolution of the same part of the jet. Clearly distinguishable X-ray
knots are visible throughout the jet. Also shown is the extent of the dust lane, and
the `inner' region (green box) onsidered by Hardastle et al. (2006) and disussed in
Setions 4.2.3 and 4.4.3. Figure adapted from Hardastle & Croston (2011).
jet that produes X-ray emission. The overall spetrum of diuse emission in the jet
is at in the radio but steepens before the mid-infrared, with the integrated X-ray
spetral index being steeper than expeted from simple ontinuous-injetion models
(Hardastle et al. 2006). The spetral index of diuse emission is also a funtion of
distane along the jet, with steeper spetra being observed at larger distanes (Hard-
astle et al. 2007a).
Hardastle et al. (2003) and Nulsen et al. (2010) suggested that some or all of
the knots might be the result of the interation between the jet and the winds of
high-mass-loss stars. An assoiation with supernova remnants has been disfavoured
(Hardastle et al. 2003) based on suh supernova remnants' expeted emission meh-
anism (thermal) and relatively low temperature (. 1 keV). Most reently, Müller et
al. (2014) found support for the presene of stars in CentaurusA's jet based on radio
observations probing the subparse sales.
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Table 5: Properties of high-mass-loss stars: initial stellar mass Minit, stage duration tstage, mass-loss rate at that stage M˙ ,
total partile number density of the wind nw (from the ontinuity equation), stellar mass M∗, stellar radius R∗ (in optial
and X-rays), eetive temperature Teff , X-ray luminosity LX, and the ratio of terminal veloity to esape veloity v∞/vesc.
Minit tstage M˙ nw M∗ R∗ Teff LX v∞/vesc
(M⊙) (kyr) (M⊙ yr
−1
) (m
−3
) (M⊙) (R⊙) (K) (erg s
−1
)
AGB 0.8 − 8.0 100− 1000 1× 10−8 − 1× 10−4 10− 1011 0.5− 5 100− 1000 2000 − 4000 0.1
LBV ≥ 30 10− 100 1× 10−4 − 1× 10−2 1− 1012 10− 50 20− 100 10 000− 30 000 1× 1031 0.2
WR ≥ 20 10− 100 1× 10−5 − 1× 10−4 10−4 − 1014 5− 10 2− 3 50 000− 150 000 1× 1031 3
Note. The lower limit on nw represents the number density at the stand-o distane, the upper limit the number density at the stellar surfae. The esape
veloity inludes the Eddington fator ΓE.
1
0
1
Wykes et al. (2013) proposed that a onsiderable fration of the entrained bary-
oni material in CentaurusA onsists of arbon, nitrogen and oxygen, and is passed
to its giant (i.e. outer) lobes where it undergoes stohasti aeleration. A mixed
omposition of material that evolves into ultra-high energy osmi rays (UHECRs) is
onsistent with reent results from large partile-detetion instruments, whih imply
that the CR omposition beomes heavier as a funtion of energy and that it may
have more than one omponent (e.g. Abreu et al. 2013; Letessier-Selvon et al. 2014;
Kampert 2014).
The main objetive of the present paper is to asertain whether interations with
stellar winds ould quantitatively be responsible for the observed X-ray emission in
CentaurusA's jet and whether we an in priniple aount for the broad features of
the spetrum of the present-day kp-sale jet in this way. We then use the onstraints
on the stellar population that we have derived to alulate the mass-loss rates and
nuleosyntheti isotope yields into the urrent and pre-existing jet to test the models
and preditions of Wykes et al. (2013).
Setion 4.2 introdues useful stellar and jet parameters within our basi model of
jet-star interations. The losest undertakings are probably the simulations by Bosh-
Ramon et al. (2012), although they do not onsider a stellar wind, the study of jet
trunation via stellar winds by Jennison & Das Gupta (2006), and the jet-massive
star wind interations modelled by Araudo et al. (2013). The novel feature of our
approah is the use of stellar evolution- and wind odes to arry out the modelling.
In Setion 4.3, we provide a resumé of the odes, and outline the restritions and
approximations. Setion 4.4 presents the results of the modelling in terms of resultant
synhrotron spetra, gives some estimates of mass-loss rates along with the impat of
this material onto jet propagation, and disusses the likely baryon omposition of the
loaded kp jet and lobes. The arguments are summarised and onlusions drawn in
Setion 4.5.
Throughout the paper, we dene the energy spetral indies α in the sense Sν ∝
ν−α and partile indies p as n(E) ∝ E−p.
4.2 Stellar and jet parameters
4.2.1 Basi model
We onsider the stand-o distane R0, i.e. the distane from a star at whih there
is a balane between the momentum ux from the star and the momentum ux of
the surrounding medium. The general approximation reads (e.g. Dyson 1975; Wilkin
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Figure 12: Shemati representation of a star with wind in a jet ow, and the size
and loation of the shok and the shoked region. Yellow dot represents the star,
blak arrows the stellar wind. The blak solid line is the astropause, whih happens
at order of the stand-o distane R0 from the star. Green arrows show the jet ow
overall and around the astropause. The blue lines indiate the shoked region with B-
eld approximately perpendiular to the jet ow; the blue dashes indiate unertainty
about how far out the shok region persists. The uppermost blue line an be thought
of as the shok itself. The physial size of the shoked region sales with the stand-o
distane. The red solid lines show high-energy eletrons rossing and rerossing from
the shoked to unshoked media.
1996)
R0 =
( M˙vw
4πρ v2∗
)1/2
. (34)
Here, vw denotes the veloity of the isotropi
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stellar wind (in the rest frame of the
star), ρ the mass density of the surrounding medium and v∗ the relative spae veloity
of the star with respet to the surrounding uid. For stars in a jet uid, equation (34)
beomes
R0 =
( M˙vw
4π(Uj/c2) v2j Γj
)1/2
, (35)
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Stellar winds of the so-alled magneti O and B stars (e.g. Babel & Montmerle 1997) are
anisotropi, tunnelled along the B-eld axes. However, the fration of suh stars is small (∼ 7
perent; Grunhut et al. 2013) and the anisotropy is, as a result of their rotation, expeted to be
largely washed out at R0.
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where Uj is the energy density of the jet and Γj = (1−β2)−1/2 the jet Lorentz fator.
We adopt β = 0.5c and Uj = 8.77×10−11 erg m−3 (Wykes et al. 2013). R0 essentially
orresponds to the loation of the ontat disontinuity separating the shoked jet gas
and the stellar wind.
We assume vw = vesc and write
vw = vesc =
(2GM∗
R∗
)1/2
, (36)
where G is the gravitational onstant, M∗ the stellar mass and R∗ the stellar radius.
We suppose that the thikness of the shoked region upstream of R0 sales with
R0 (see Fig. 12). Fermi I-type aeleration takes plae as partiles ross and reross
the shok. Fermi I aeleration is no longer eient when the gyroradius of a partile
rg exeeds that of the shoked region and so we an write
Ee,max ≃ R0 eB , (37)
with Ee,max the maximum eletron energy, e the eletri harge and B the magnitude
of the magneti eld.
For a jet dominated by leptons, the sound speed is higher than the adopted jet
speed of 0.5c, whih means that it is not obvious that a strong bow shok will form
in the jet material. However, vj = 0.5c is atually the projeted jet speed: for the
angle to the line of sight we are using, the internal speed in the jet would be faster
than this. Moreover, it is reasonable to suppose that CentaurusA's jet has entrained
enough material by the region we onsider to have a lower internal sound speed.
In the onditions of CentaurusA's jet, WR stars would have R0 of order 16 p,
whih orresponds, using the jet mean B-eld strength73 of 66µG (Wykes et al. 2013),
to γe ∼ 2× 1012 and Ee,max ∼ 1× 1018 eV. For LBVs and normal O/B supergiants,74
we ompute R0 ∼ 3 p and Ee,max ∼ 2 × 1017 eV, and for AGB stars R0 ∼ 1 p and
Ee,max ∼ 7× 1016 eV. In ontrast, a typial M star only has R0 ∼ 1× 10−5 p ∼ 2AU,
and thus γe ∼ 1× 106 and Ee,max ∼ 7× 1011 eV in the jet. We have no evidene from
observations of the jet for eletrons above γe ∼ 1×108, that is Ee,max ∼ 5×1013 eV in
the X-ray; the eletron loss timesale there is tens to hundreds of years. The radiative
loss limit where the synhrotron loss time equals the gyration time, sets a fundamental
limit on the energies that the eletron an reah: γe,max = (3 e/σTB)
1/2 ∼ 5.7× 109
from whih follows Ee,max ∼ 2.9×1015 eV (again for our mean B-eld of 66µG). Note
73
The B-eld strength of a star falls o as the inverse of the distane squared from the star
(magneti dipole), and is thus smaller at R0 than Centaurus A's jet mean B-eld; this makes it
unimportant for our alulations. More relevantly even, the shoked region is separated from the
stellar wind material by a ontat disontinuity, the astropause (Fig. 34).
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The qualiation `normal O/B supergiants' enompasses O- and B-type stars on the main se-
quene, and later stages, until the onset of the LBV/WR phase.
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that Ee,max for the high-mass-loss- and high-mass stars, and for the fundamental limit
orrespond to gamma-ray photons.
The amount of jet energy interepted by eah star an be expressed as
Eintercept ≃ πR20 Uj vj Γj . (38)
Thus, for the ensemble of stars
Eintercept,all ≃ π Uj 0.5cΓj
∑
R20 . (39)
The total luminosity produed by the jet-star interation annot (greatly) exeed this
value.
Finally, we an ask what spetrum is expeted from the observations of the jet.
To this end, we onsider the injetion eletron distribution i(E). We assume that for
eah star it is a power law with an injetion index p whose normalisation sales with
Eintercept and whose high-energy uto is given by equation (37). i(E) is an injetion
rate beause it is the instantaneous spetrum produed by the aeleration. This
leads to
ǫ Lintercept =
∫ Ee,max
Ee,min
Ee i(Ee) dEe , (40)
where Lintercept is the luminosity interepted by the star and ǫ is an eieny fator
(ǫ < 1). For p = 2, we have the simple result ǫ Lintercept = i0 ln(Ee,max/Ee,min),
with i0 the power-law normalisation of the injetion spetrum. We add the i(E)
up to obtain the total eletron injetion as a funtion of energy for all the stars:
I(Ee) =
∑
i(Ee). We alulate the synhrotron emissivity from the jet, onsidering
ne(Ee), the number of eletrons in the jet as a funtion of eletron energy. ne(Ee)
obeys dne(Ee)/dt = I(Ee)− ne(Ee)/tesc − ne(Ee)/tloss(Ee). Here, I(Ee) =
∑
i(Ee),
tesc is the (energy-independent) time for material to move out of the jet (∼ lj/2vj,
with lj the length of the jet, divided by two to get the typial distane an eletron
has to travel to esape the jet) and tloss(Ee) is the energy-dependent eletron loss
timesale, whereby tloss goes as 1/Ee. For a steady-state jet, we set dne(Ee)/dt = 0
for all energies. Then
ne(Ee) =
I(Ee)
1/tesc + 1/tloss
. (41)
The synhrotron emissivity an then be alulated from ne(Ee) in the standard way
(e.g. Rybiki & Lightman 1986).
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4.2.2 Census of old- and young-population stars
4.2.2.1 Distribution, ages and metalliities of old stars
Earlier works (e.g. Soria et al. 1996) have provided evidene for the existene of hun-
dreds of Red Giant Branh (RGB) stars and AGB stars in the halo of NGC5128, and
have hinted at more than one epoh of star formation on Gyr timesales. Rejkuba et
al. (2011) have argued for two old stellar populations throughout NGC5128: 70− 80
perent of stars forming older population with ages of 12± 1Gyr and with metalli-
ities onsistent with values Z = 0.0001 − 0.04, while 20 − 30 perent stars have an
age in the range 2− 4Gyr with a minimum metalliity of 0.1 to 0.25 the solar value
Z⊙ (Z⊙ = 0.0198). Given that the majority of the stars are fairly old and that the
overall metalliity distribution funtion peaks lose to log (Z/Z⊙) = −0.3 (Rejkuba
et al. 2011, their g. 1), we adopt 75 perent of old stars of 12Gyr at Z = 0.004 and
25 perent of old stars of 3Gyr at Z = 0.008 as the `average' ages and metalliities
for our modelling (see Table 6).
4.2.2.2 Distribution, ages and metalliities of young stars
CentaurusA's optial and infrared emission shows a pronouned dust lane (e.g. Dufour
et al. 1979; Ekart et al. 1990), with a starburst of ∼ 60Myr whih is plausibly a
result of a Large Magellani Cloud-type galaxy (with no blak hole) merging with
NGC5128, as suggested by the amount of moleular and dust material (F. Israel,
private ommuniation). The dust lane hinders optial to ultraviolet studies of the
inner ∼ 1 kp (projeted) of the jet.
If the starburst in CentaurusA formed stars only one, about 60Myr ago, stars
with an initial mass Minit & 6M⊙ may no longer be present in it. The supernova
SN1986G that ourred in the south-east part of the starburst (Evans 1986; Cristiani
et al. 1992), well away from the jet, does not provide evidene for a urrent high-
mass star presene in the starburst, being of Type Ia. However, there is probably
intermittent star formation ativity sine the (most reent) merger and so we expet
O and B stars to form. Möllenho (1981) and Minniti et al. (2004) have reported
blue star lusters in parts of the starburst and WR-type emission based on Very Large
Telesope (VLT) observations, and blue star lusters are also diretly visible in Hubble
Spae Telesope images (Villegas et al. 2005).
Examples of star-forming regions not oinident with the dust lane inlude young
stars in a number of laments along the jet and beyond its radial extent (e.g.Graham
1998; Rejkuba et al. 2001, 2002; Oosterloo & Morganti 2005; Crokett et al. 2012);
some of this star formation ould be triggered (diretly or indiretly) by the (urrent or
pre-existing) jet ativity (for example, Gaibler et al. 2012 have shown, via numerial
simulations, that jets an trigger star formation during the initial phases of their
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Table 6: Adopted stellar populations ages, metalliities Z and numerial frations f∗.
Age Z f∗
(Myr) (perent)
12 000 0.004 75
3 000 0.008 25
0− 60 0.02 0− 2
expansion), or perhaps by a starburst wind originating in star assoiations embedded
in the dust lane. Where estimated, the ages of these stars are in the range ∼ 1 −
15Myr (Fassett & Graham 2000; Graham & Fassett 2002; Rejkuba et al. 2001, 2002;
Crokett et al. 2012). Young stars may be present also elsewhere in the NGC5128
eld, ounting in the volume of the urrent jet.
On the basis of metalliities obtained from spetrosopy of H II regions of the star-
burst (Möllenho 1981; Minniti et al. 2004) and from Suzaku X-ray line observations
of diuse plasma of the irumnulear material (Meyer et al. 2007), whih are both
lose to solar, we adopt Z = 0.02 for the young stellar omponent (Table 6).
4.2.2.3 Number of stars in the jet
A onvenient approah for assessing the number of stars in the jet volume is to
determine the observed luminosity (Lobs) in physial units from aperture photometry,
work out the normalisation fator from the SSE-synthesised (see Setion 4.3) stellar
population and assume some jet geometry.
To determine Lobs from aperture photometry, we have used the R-band pho-
tometry
75,76
for the deimal logarithm of the diameter of the aperture log(A) = 2.02
yielding 5.2 armin (i.e. 5.7 kp projeted size, lose to the adopted projeted jet length
of 4.5 kp, see also Setion 4.3). We synthesise, utilising the SSE routine (desribed
in Setion 4.3), a population of N stars (with the stellar parameters summarised in
Table 6) and for eah star ompute the luminosity at the referene frequeny (Lref),
assuming that the star is a blak body with radius R = Reff and temperature T = Teff .
We then have Lref = 2.84×10−20 10−7.58/2.54π(3.8×106c)2, where the numerial fa-
tor (in erg s
−1
m
−2
Hz
−1
) is the ux density equivalent to the zero of magnitude in
the R-band (Zombek 2007). We next add up these luminosities to obtain their Ltot.
The total number of stars required is then Ntot = N Lobs/Ltot. This yields a total
number of stars in the jet of ∼ 8× 108. The aperture photometry luminosity should
75
The R-band is less aeted by obsuration than the B-band.
76
http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/fG.gi?n=3&o=NGC5128
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be orreted for the fat that the region we are seeing is not a sphere of radius R but
the integral over a ylindrial slie through the galaxy of radius R. However, that
orretion will probably be of order unity, and in the opposite sense to the orretion
for the dust lane, whih we an not do.
We have very little information to allow us to estimate the fration of young stars,
hene we ought to ask what fration of young stars is reasonable. A starburst lasting
60Myr with a star formation rate (SFR) of 1 − 2M⊙ yr−1 (whih is only the same
as the Milky Way's, see Robitaille & Whitney 2010 and referenes therein) produes
6 − 12 × 107M⊙ of young stars. This would yield around 1 perent young stars.
The SFR estimated from the far-infrared luminosity of CentaurusA's starburst of
LFIR = 5.8 × 109 L⊙ at 3Mp (Ekart et al. 1990; i.e.LFIR = 3.6 × 1043 erg s−1 at
3.8Mp) multiplied by the fator 4.5 × 10−44 (see Kenniutt 1998, their relation for
. 100Myr old starbursts), gives a SFR of ∼ 1.6M⊙ yr−1, onsistent with the above
value. Note that if the starburst is onned to the dust lane, it is possibly toroidal,
i.e. not lled in the entre, with the result that the jet is traversing the starburst for
only a fration of its obsured part, if at all. That would bring the young stellar
ontent lose to zero.
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These unertainties mean that it is most appropriate to ask
about the viability of the model as a fration of young stars, modelling the spetrum
with a range of plausible values. We hose to run the odes with 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5,
1 and 2 perent young stars (Table 6, and see Setions 4.4.1  4.4.3).
4.2.3 Broad-band spetrum of the jet
Observationally, the best onstrained broad-band spetrum, radio through X-ray,
of the kp jet is presented in Hardastle et al. (2006); as in FR I jets in general
(e.g. Hardastle et al. 2002), it is inonsistent with a single power-law model. Hard-
astle et al. (2006) dene three setions outside the dust lane (neessary to get the
IR and optial data points): the `inner region' (see Fig. 11; not to be onfused with
the term `inner jet' whih inludes the entire part upstream of 2.4 kp as well), and
further downstream the `middle region' and `outer region'.
4.2.3.1 X-ray omponent
Hardastle & Croston (2011) have measured CentaurusA's jet X-ray diuse lumi-
nosity from Chandra data of ∼ 134 nJy whih translates, adopting the distane to
77
Additional support for a low fration of young stars in the urrent jet omes from (publily
available) GALEX images that seem to show that young stars are very present but only in the dark
lane. Sine this dark lane genuinely is an extended thin dis (ETD) that only exists at relatively
large radial distanes from the ore (Niholson et al. 1992), these stars will not be notied by the jet.
Moreover, the analysis of the irumnulear dis (CND) by Israel et al. (in preparation) suggests
that there are no young stars and present-day star formation within a few hundred p from the ore.
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CentaurusA of 3.8Mp, to LX ∼ 6× 1038 erg s−1. For all of the knots, we adopt the
sum of the X-ray luminosities from Chandra observations by Goodger et al. (2010)
that gives ∼ 126 nJy, i.e.LX ∼ 5 × 1038 erg s−1 at the 3.8Mp distane, and thus
LX ∼ 1.1× 1039 erg s−1 for the ombined diuse- and knot emission.
Most stars are intrinsi X-ray soures. Taking all 8 × 108 stars in the jet to be
solar-like (the mean steady X-ray luminosity of the Sun is LX,⊙ ∼ 1 × 1027 erg s−1),
we would have a total X-ray luminosity LX ∼ 8×1035 erg s−1 from suh stars. This is
three orders of magnitude below the measured X-ray luminosity of the diuse emission
of the jet and thus negligible. The high LX values of individual high-mass-loss stars
(Table 5) are also well below what is observed for the X-ray knots. X-ray binaries
(Low-Mass X-ray Binaries, LMXBs, and High-Mass X-ray Binaries, HMXBs) have a
few orders of magnitude higher LX than the single-evolution stars onsidered above,
typially in the range LX ∼ 1× 1035 erg s−1 to LX ∼ 1× 1038 erg s−1. Goodger et al.
(2010) have found no evidene for the X-ray-bright knots in CentaurusA's jet being
assoiated with LMXBs.
4.3 Framework and approximations
We used the stellar evolution ode desribed by Hurley et al. (2000), and stellar wind
odes by Cranmer & Saar (2011) and Vink et al. (1999, 2000, 2001), either trans-
lated into python or with python interfaes generated by us. We wrote additional
python odes to extrat, from the elemental odes, the luminosities and mass-loss
rates for stellar populations with our adopted age and metalliity onstraints, and
to ompute the parameters Ee,max, Eintercept,all, energy interepted by stars produ-
ing X-rays Eintercept,X, number of stars with spetrum reahing frequenies above
1016.5Hz, the total luminosity Ltot and the total mass-loss rate M˙ .
The Single-Star Evolution (SSE) routine
78
(Hurley et al. 2000), based on a number
of interpolation formulae as a funtion ofMinit, stellar age and Z, provides preditions
for M˙ for phases with high mass-loss rates. To ll in for the missing mass-loss rates,
we added the BOREAS routine
79
(Cranmer & Saar 2011), whih omputes M˙ for
ool main-sequene stars and evolved giants, up to Teff = 8000K, and the mass-loss
presription
80
of Vink et al. (1999, 2000, 2001) on the basis of Monte Carlo radiative
transfer alulations for high-mass stars, whih is valid in the range 8000 ≤ Teff ≤
50 000K.
The alulation of R0, by alling the SSE routine for the stellar masses and radii,
inherently involves vesc for alulating the wind speed, and hene assumes v∞/vesc =
78
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/∼jhurley
79
http://www.fa.harvard.edu/∼sranmer
80
http://star.arm.a.uk/∼jsv/Mdot.pro
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1, whih is rough (see in this ontext Table 5, and also e.g. Judge 1992 for low-mass
stars). The jet geometry adopts a projeted length of 4.5 kp whih translates to a
physial length of the jet of 5.87 kp at the viewing angle 50◦, and we have treated
the jet as a simple one with an opening angle 15◦. For the initial mass funtion
(IMF), i.e., the distribution of stellar masses at formation, we adopt the Salpeter
IMF (Salpeter 1955): φ(Minit) = dN(Minit) ∝ M−xinit dMinit, with x = 2.35 between
0.5 and 120M⊙ and a `heavy' x = 1.3 between 0.08 and 0.5M⊙ (Rejkuba et al. 2011).
We next draw stars from the IMF, using the umulative probability distribution, and
alulate their present-day mass and radius using SSE, their mass-loss rate as outlined
above, and the maximum eletron energy of partiles aelerated in stand-o shoks
as desribed in equations (1 − 4). A normalisation fator is inluded to aount for
the number of real (Nreal) and simulated (Nsimulated) stars. We ount stars whose
synhrotron emission would extend above 1016.5Hz in order to separately trae the
eet of young massive stars plus AGB stars.
We neglet the eet of windless stellar objets suh as white dwarfs (WDs): the
eetive ross setion for interation with ompat objets is ompletely negligible.
81
We presume that the starburst has a uniform distribution through the entre of the
galaxy. We assume that all stars in the jet are eld stars, not in lusters,
82
therefore
also negleting a possible ourrene of multiple stars at lose distane, interepting
the same ar of the jet and hene reduing Eintercept,all. We do not aount for binary
interation eets on the mass-loss rate. We disregard seond-order eets suh as
the extent to what the various type of stars are aeted by the jet plasma, potentially
leading to hanges in R0 and the mass-loss rate. The hane that a supernova exploded
within the jet boundary in the lifespan of ∼ 2Myr is negligible (and there is thus far
any observational evidene for a supernova remnant inside the present-day jet, see also
Setion 4.1, hene we do not aount for this either. Sine our modelling is designed
for a mean population of stars at any given time in the jet, orbital star rossing
does not aet our treatment. (It is the synhrotron timesale that matters, whih
is tens to thousands of years. As long as the evolutionary timesale is larger than or
omparable to that, we are justied in assuming that the stars do not hange.)
The nal omputations, in whih we used 100million simulated stars to avoid
small-number eets in the stars that produe X-rays, were done on the University of
Hertfordshire luster.
83
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A M-type star with R0 of order 1AU interepts about a fator 109 more power than a windless
WD.
82
The luster formation eieny (CFE) is generally high, possibly up to 50 perent, shortly after
the stars have formed (e.g.Kruijssen 2012). On a Gyr timesale, the fration of stars in lusters
is found to be muh smaller than this, for NGC5128 in partiular only of order 0.1 − 0.3 perent
(Harris & Harris 2002). However, the CFE in the dust lane may still be relatively high.
83
http://stri-luster.herts.a.uk/
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Table 7: Parameters obtained from modelling, for various frations of young (i.e. 0−
60Myr) stars f∗, young and with Nsimulated = 1 × 108 stars: energy interepted by
stars leading to X-ray emission Eintercept,X, number of stars leading to X-ray emission
NX, energy interepted by all stars Eintercept,all and entrainment rate Ψ.
f∗, young Eintercept,X NX Eintercept,all Ψ
(perent) (erg s
−1
) (erg s
−1
) (M⊙ yr
−1
)
0 9.7× 1039 1.73 × 104 1.8× 1040 2.3× 10−3
0.1 6.2× 1040 1.84 × 104 7.1× 1040 2.9× 10−3
0.2 4.9× 1040 2.0× 104 5.8× 1040 3.0× 10−3
0.3 3.5× 1040 2.16 × 104 4.4× 1040 4.4× 10−3
0.5 1.0× 1041 2.47 × 104 1.0× 1041 4.0× 10−3
1 3.7× 1041 3.40 × 104 3.8× 1041 7.4× 10−3
2 5.1× 1041 5.04 × 104 5.2× 1041 1.5× 10−2
4.4 Results and interpretation
4.4.1 E intercept,X riterion
First, we investigate whether we an meet the Eintercept,X riterion, i.e. whether the
stars that are supposed to produe the X-rays interept enough energy to allow them
to do so, for a plausible fration of young stars.
Table 7 shows the output from our modelling, revealing Eintercept,X between 9.7×
1039 and 5.1× 1041 erg s−1, depending on the fration of young stars. There is some
satter in the results, as expeted: if there are potentially very young massive stars
in the jet then they will have a signiant eet on Eintercept,X and Eintercept,all. Even
with a zero fration of young stars, we do not run into diulties in produing the
observationally determined LX ∼ 1× 1039 erg s−1 (see Setion 4.2.3.1).
Thus, our model is energetially apable of produing the observed X-ray emission.
There are likely enough high-mass-loss stars and normal O/B supergiants to provide
all the disrete X-ray knots and produe the diuse emission. This alleviates the
need for additional synhrotron-produing mehanisms in CentaurusA's jet suh as
stohasti aeleration, shear or magneti reonnetion, although we do not exlude
these proesses making additional ontribution in parts of the jet. Our work assumes
100 perent aeleration eieny, whih may be too optimisti; on the other hand,
we use the mean jet B-eld to estimate maximum energies, while, presumably, the
post-shok eld is amplied. We have ignored shielding of stars by one another, whih
may in fat our to some degree for the young omponent (see footnote 82) and so
redue Eintercept,X and Eintercept,all. Another aveat is that the viewing angle is not
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extremely well known; this ould aet the number of jet-ontained stars and hene
impat on Eintercept,X, Eintercept,all and the resulting synhrotron spetrum. Given
that the opening angle of CentaurusA's jet is ∼ 12◦ on subparse and parse sales
(e.g. Horiuhi et al. 2006; Müller et al. 2011, 2014), our assumption of the jet opening
angle of 15◦ overall means a slight overestimate of the number of stars in the jet.
However, none of these eets, with the exeption of a partile-aeleration eieny
≪ 1, aet our basi onlusion. Our analysis of the spetrum (and the impliations
for the fration of young stars) depends ompletely on equation (37). This rests
only on the statement that Fermi aeleration beomes ineient when the eletron
gyroradius beomes larger than the sale of the system, and on the assumption that
the shoked region size sales linearly with R0.
An additional statement we an make based on the zero-fration young stars out-
ome is that there must be at least 1× 104 AGB stars in the jet. We make use of this
value in Setion 4.4.6.2, below.
4.4.2 Eletron spetrum
In a subset of our odes, we implement the alulation of ne(γ), using equation (41).
We ompute i(γ) for eah star and add them up to obtain I(γ), using a modied
version from the above, saled using equation (41), to get the atual eletron energy
spetrum in the jet ne(γ). We inlude a saling with log(γmax) from equation (40).
The results are shown in Fig. 13: the left-hand panel is with ne(γ) and the right-hand
panel with ne(γ)γ
2
to emphasise the steepening at high energies. Note that ne(γ)
steepens to a power-law index of greater than p = 3 (p ∼ 3.3 at high γ), onsistent
with observations. Moreover, the onset of steepening is at the appropriate frequeny.
We asribe the high-γ tail to the eet of either of AGB, LBV and WR stars
and normal O/B supergiants (whih have R0 omparable to LBVs; see Setion 4.2.1).
However, we have no means of disriminating between the above stellar types in the
way they aet the high-γ tail.
An additional point to make is that the stellar wind density nw, partiularly for
the high-mass-loss stars, is relatively high (see Table 5), even at R0, whih ould lead
to a prodution of seondary eletrons through hadron-hadron ollisions. This aets
our alulation in so far as it would mean that the injetion spetrum would not
be a single power law, but it does not aet the energeti onstraints on the X-ray
emission. However, it is doubtful whether the stellar wind material of a partiular star
will atually enter the shoked region upstream of it. More plausible is perhaps that
most of the material is ablated and entrained for enounters downstream, lowering
somewhat the probability of the seondary eletron prodution.
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Figure 13: Eletron distributions of the kp-sale jet orresponding to the synhrotron
spetra of Fig. 14, with old and young (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1 and 2 perent) stellar
omponents. The left-hand panel plots ne(γ) as a funtion of γ. The right-hand
panel plots ne(γ)γ
2
to demonstrate the near γ−2 power law up to γ ∼ 104, and the
steepening of the density spetrum at higher γ. These results are for a run with
Nreal = 8× 108 and Nsimulated = 1× 108 stars.
4.4.3 Radio to X-ray spetrum
The resultant, broad-band synhrotron spetrum of the kp jet (Fig. 14) shows dif-
ferent utos, inonsistent with a single power-law. Our ne-tuning exerise on the
fration of young stars in the jet reveals 0− 0.5 perent young stars.
The left-hand panel of Fig. 14 displays the broad-band spetrum of the kp jet
with the observational data points for the `inner region' of the jet, i.e. 2.4 − 3.6 kp
(projeted) from the galaxy entre (see Fig. 11), as in Hardastle et al. (2006). Here,
we have onverted to νFν . The broad features of Fig. 14 demonstrate that all frations
of young star values well reprodue the spetrum up to the optial. The X-ray and
higher frequenies are very sensitive to the fration of young stars. The normalisation
is adjusted to make the urve go through the radio data point, whih is equivalent to
assuming that all the eletrons in the jet are produed by stellar interations; fators
of order unity in the assumptions from Setion 4.2.1 ould make a signiant dierene
to details of the synhrotron spetrum here.
In our t, the `inner region' has the same radio to X-ray ratio as the whole 4.5 kp
jet. Note that this is arbitrarily normalised to the radio uxes, rather than being
diretly normalised from Eintercept,all. We do not assert that the proposed aeleration
mehanism might produe all the radio emission. It is possible that the emission
at bands other than the X-ray (partially) originates from eletrons that have not
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Figure 14: Left: Broad-band spetrum of the kp-sale jet with old and young
(0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1 and 2 perent) stellar omponents. A run with Nreal = 8 × 108
and Nsimulated = 1 × 108 stars. Radio through to X-ray data points (red, lled ir-
les) of the `inner region' of the jet (orresponding to the jet on 2.4 − 3.6 kp sale
projeted) are adopted from Hardastle et al. (2006). The points represent diuse-
and knot emission. Vertial bars are 1 σ errors on the data; where omitted, the error
bars are smaller than the symbols. Right: Energy spetral index of the kp-sale jet
as a funtion of frequeny, with the old and young stellar omponents as above. The
red horizontal line indiates the mean X-ray spetral index.
been aelerated in situ. For example, sine we measure radio emission there, some
eletrons must be aelerated in the p-sale jet and these an be transported to kp
sales. If some of the partile aeleration that gives the radio/optial emission is not
related to stellar interations, whih is oneivable, then the normalisation of all the
urves might go down.
The right-hand plot in Fig. 14 shows the energy spetral index variation with
frequeny. This demonstrates that we an reprodue the mean X-ray energy spetral
index (α ∼ 1.3; red horizontal line) for sensible frations of young stars of order
0 − 0.5 perent. Moreover, it illustrates that if there are no young stars we obtain
very steep spetral indies; this is a possible explanation for the very steep spetral
index (α ∼ 2.5) of the jet seen at large distanes from the ore by Hardastle et al.
(2007a).
In summary, we reprodue the broad-band spetrum of the present-day jet up to
optial frequenies. For frations of young stars onsistent with our expetations, we
are within a fator 2− 3 of the X-ray ux, whih we regard as a good outome given
the sensitivity of the X-ray spetrum to the details of assumptions in our models,
and the fat that some fration of the low-energy eletron population is probably
aelerated elsewhere.
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4.4.4 Entrainment rates
We next re-examine the entrainment rates within the jet boundaries through adding
the mass-loss rates for our stellar populations and their normalisation and saling
them to obtain the total internal entrainment rate over the jet.
We ompute a lower limit to the entrainment rate of Ψ ∼ 2.3 × 10−3M⊙ yr−1.
Compared to the result of Wykes et al. (2013), who alulated Ψ ∼ 6.8 × 1022 g s−1
(i.e.∼ 1.1×10−3M⊙ yr−1), with older stars as the major ontributors, this is higher by
a fator ∼ 2, whih is in good agreement, given the simple assumptions in the earlier
work. Our result implies internal entrainment of 4.6× 103M⊙ during the lifetime of
the urrent jet, and of 1.3 × 106M⊙ over the lifetime of the giant lobes. Inluding
the external entrainment ontribution, i.e.material piked up from the galaxy ISM
and transported downstream the jet, estimated by Wykes et al. (2013) as Ψ ∼ 3.0×
1021 g s−1 (i.e.∼ 4.7×10−5M⊙ yr−1), will not markedly inrease the above gures for
the jet and lobes.
Before we assess the entrainment rates in individual nulei (Setion 4.4.6), we
briey address the impat of the entrainment on the jet ow speed.
4.4.5 Jet deeleration
We ould ask what speed does the urrent jet have, if it is initially baryon-free with a
speed around 0.5c, and assuming that momentum is onserved. The relativisti lep-
toni jet uid behaves as having a density Uj/c
2
. Hene, if the relativisti momentum
ux is M˙v Γ, we have a ondition
π r2j
Uj
c2
v2j,1 Γj,1 = M˙vj,2 Γj,2 , (42)
where we assume that the momentum at the end of the jet is dominated by entrained
material. Taking Pj = 1 × 1043 erg s−1 (Setion 4.1), Γj,1 ∼ 1.15 (Setion 4.2.1) and
the internal entrainment rate of Ψ ∼ 1.4 × 1023 g s−1 (i.e.∼ 2.3 × 10−3M⊙ yr−1; see
the foregoing setion), we solve for vj,2Γj,2 to nd 0.04c. The jet may gain some
momentum due to a possible external pressure gradient, but it is not expeted to
inrease the derived value of 0.04c by muh. Thus, the material expeted to be
entrained via stellar winds an lead to a signiant slow-down of the urrent jet,
without ompletely disrupting it.
The higher entrainment rates for a larger fration of young stars in the jet (Table 7)
suggest that the jet would deelerate very quikly if there were a high fration of
young stars. Given this together with the X-ray normalisation and spetral index
results, and the fat that there is no energeti reason to prefer high fration of young
stars, low values for the fration of young stars are favoured. However, note that the
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fration of young stars is integrated over the jet, and may in reality vary spatially (see
Setion 4.2.2.2 for disussion of the nulear starburst and how far out it extends).
4.4.6 Enrihment in nulei
In this setion, we present nuleosyntheti yields of the most abundant isotopes in
stellar winds for stellar populations in the (urrent and pre-existing) jet, given the
age and metalliity onstraints.
4.4.6.1 General piture
Winds of low-mass (Minit . 1M⊙) main-sequene stars are very weak and predited
to ontain isotopes only at the initial abundanes; to rst order, the omposition
of higher-mass main-sequene winds is also the initial one. This ensures that
4He,
16O, 12C and 14N are the most abundant isotopes in their winds, albeit at minute
quantities.
84
AGB stars, the most numerous ingredient among our high-mass-loss star
sample, shed about 1 − 7M⊙ of material per star into their surroundings during the
lifetime of the AGB phase (see Table 5). Stellar nuleosynthesis of AGB stars and their
nuleosyntheti yields have reently been reviewed by Karakas & Lattanzio (2014; see
also Herwig 2005; Cristallo et al. 2009); here we briey highlight the relevant features.
The lowest-mass AGB stars (Minit ∼ 0.8−1M⊙) that evolve in under 12Gyr expel
solely the produts of H-burning whih are mixed to the surfae by the rst dredge-up.
The net yields are dominated by
3He, 4He, 13C and 14N. Stars with masses between
about 1.5 and 3− 4M⊙, depending on metalliity, expel the produts of (partial) He-
burning along with H-burning; hene, the net yields are dominated by 4He, 12C, 14N
and
22Ne.85 The most massive AGB stars, inluding the so-alled super-AGB stars,
experiene hydrogen burning at the base of the onvetive envelope and the net yields
are one again dominated by H-burning but with an added primary omponent from
the dredge-up of He-shell produts to the H-burning region. The net yields of stars in
this upper-mass range 4 − 10M⊙ are dominated by 4He, 14N, 23Na, 25Mg and 26Mg
(e.g. Siess 2010; Doherty et al. 2014). In all ases, the dominant element expelled by
a population of low- and intermediate-mass stars is still hydrogen, but with enhaned
levels relative to the initial abundanes of the isotopes mentioned above.
Pre-supernova phases of Minit & 10 − 12M⊙ stars opiously produe 4He, 12C,
14N and 16O (e.g. Hirshi et al. 2005; Kobayashi et al. 2006; Chie & Limongi 2013).
At somewhat lower levels  and this is relevant to AGB stars as well as massive stars
84
Protons, while not a produt of stellar nuleosynthesis, are still the most abundant omponent
of stellar winds.
85
Lower-mass AGB stars show
16O-ondensations in their envelopes and are therefore generally
referred to as oxygen-rih AGB (e.g. Spek et al. 2000; Athey et al. 2002), despite the absene of
nuleosyntheti
16O in their winds.
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 nulei suh as
3He, 7Li, 13C, 17O, 18O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, and the radioative
26Al and 60Fe (with half-lives, respetively, ∼ 0.7 and 2.6Myr) are also expeted. The
stable nuleus
56Fe, often onsidered in ontemporary studies of the omposition of
(U)HECRs by authors engaged in partile detetion experiments, is only formed dur-
ing supernova explosions through the deay hannel
56Ni(ǫγ)56Co(ǫγ, β+γ)56Fe, i.e.,
it does not our at higher than initial abundanes in stellar winds. This means that
the yields of
56Fe (and other iron-group elements) from the pre-supernova evolution
are negligible.
The main isotopes of AGB nuleosynthesis (see also Table 8) stem from the fol-
lowing reation hannels: the triple-alpha proess that leads to arbon
4He(α, γ)8Be(α, γ)12C; nitrogen prodution via proton apture 17O(p, α)14N; oxygen
by alpha apture, primarily through the hannel
12C(α, γ)16O. The reated oxygen
an be destroyed through
16O(p, γ)17F. Neon is produed via the reations
19F(α, p)22Ne and 14N(α, γ)18F(β+, ν)18O(α, γ)22Ne, and sodium through proton ap-
ture on neon
22Ne(p, γ)23Na. The magnesium isotopes, reated via alpha apture,
22Ne(α, n)25Mg and 22Ne(α, γ)26Mg, have similar reation rates at the stellar ener-
gies of AGB stars and the pre-supernova evolution of massive stars (e.g.Karakas 2010;
Doherty et al. 2014).
4.4.6.2 Quantitative yields
A SSE-synthesised 12Gyr (Z = 0.004) population will not ontain any stars ofMinit &
0.9M⊙ while a 3Gyr (Z = 0.008) population will not have stars of Minit & 1.4M⊙.
Of a subset of the young population, 0− 3Myr, all stellar masses are expeted to be
present; of a subset of 60Myr (Z = 0.02) stars only, stars of Minit & 6.4M⊙ will be
absent (see also Setion 4.2.2.2).86 Note that main-sequene O and B stars, almost
ertainly ontained in the 0−60Myr group, despite being important energetially, do
not signiantly add to the nuleosyntheti yields.
From a slightly dierent perspetive, we an say that among the still living stars
of 12Gyr (Z = 0.004), there will be stars in the urrent jet of the initial mass range
0.08 ≤Minit ≤ 0.9M⊙; this will ontain a group of AGB stars of onlyMinit ∼ 0.9M⊙.
Among the living stars of 3Gyr (Z = 0.008), there will be stars of the range 0.08 ≤
Minit ≤ 1.4M⊙; amidst these there will be solely AGB stars of Minit ∼ 1.4M⊙.
Among the living stars of 60Myr (Z = 0.02), there will be stars of range 0.08 ≤
Minit ≤ 6M⊙; out of these, there will be AGB stars of only Minit ∼ 6M⊙.
Due to their high relative number, as argued in Setion 4.4.1, and a longer mean
stage duration (Table 5), AGB stars are the main representative of the high-mass-loss
86
Similar results are obtained by the lassial analytial approximation whih gives a lifetime of a
star (in yr) as 1010/Ms−1
init
, where s = 3 for massive stars (M∗ > 30M⊙) and s = 4 for lower-mass
stars.
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stars in CentaurusA's jet plasma. The low fration of young stars in the jet (alluded to
in Setions 4.2.2.3 and 4.4.3) auses the lower-mass AGB stars with Minit ∼ 0.9M⊙
and Minit ∼ 1.4M⊙ (with R0 around, respetively, 0.1 and 0.6 p in the jet) to
numerially dominate the jet-ontained AGB population. Given the high perentage
of 12Gyr old stars overall (see Setion 4.2.2.1 and Table 6), AGB stars of Minit ∼
0.9M⊙ are expeted to be the foremost representative.
To alulate the net yields of individual stars, we integrate the mass lost from the
model star over the star's lifetime aording to
My(k) =
∫ τ
0
[X(k)−Xinit(k) ] M˙ dt , (43)
where My(k) is the yield of speies k (in M⊙), M˙ is the urrent mass-loss rate, X(k)
andXinit(k) refer to the urrent and initial mass fration of speies k, and τ is the total
lifetime of the stellar model. The net yield is positive, in the ase where the element
is produed (e.g.
4He) and negative, if it is destroyed (e.g. 16O). The Z = 0.004, 0.008
and 0.02 nuleosyntheti yields of Minit = 1 − 6M⊙ stars have been omputed by
Karakas (2010), with the yields from a Minit = 0.9M⊙, Z = 0.004 model alulated
speially for this paper. The Minit = 1.4M⊙, Z = 0.008 yields are tehnially for a
Minit = 1.5M⊙, Z = 0.008 model sine we do not have a Minit = 1.4M⊙, Z = 0.008
model; however, the dierenes are expeted to be very small and so we an use the
yields as representative of a model of this mass.
The resultant net yields, My(k), for our adopted stellar populations are tabulated
in Table 8, i.e. yields with respet to the initial omposition, whereas the absolute
yields, i.e. the amount of material atually expelled, are given in Table 9. Both inlude
the ontribution from the RGB through to the tip of the AGB phase. However,
the yields are weighted towards the AGB as these are assoiated with the strongest
stellar wind and the greatest mass loss. Mass lost during the preeding RGB stage
is relatively small ompared to the AGB phase, exept for the lowest-mass stars that
enter the AGB (Minit ∼ 0.9M⊙ stars). To show yields for a range of stellar ages (we
would ideally ompute a range 0− 60Myr for the young omponent), we would need
a hemial evolution model, whih is beyond the sope of this paper. One an see
(Table 9) that
4He is over-abundant relative to other nuleosyntheti produts by a
fator & 138 (12Gyr Z = 0.004 stars), a fator & 72 (3Gyr Z = 0.008 stars) and
& 44 (60Myr Z = 0.02 stars). 14N is slightly under-abundant to 12C, exept for the
ase of young stars.
16O shows high absolute values sine it is opiously present in the
initial omposition; it is not generally produed in low-mass stars during the AGB
phase of evolution (Karakas 2010, but see Pignatari et al. 2013 who illustrate that
dierent treatment of onvetion an lead to
16O prodution). Intermediate-mass
stars that experiene hydrogen burning at the base of the envelope will destroy
16O
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Table 8: Net nuleosyntheti yields (in M⊙) for the most abundant isotopes. The
amount expelled per model star (by RGB to AGB evolutionary phases) into the jet
by 12Gyr (Z = 0.004), 3Gyr (Z = 0.008) and 60Myr (Z = 0.02) stars.
Isotope Amount expelled
age = 12Gyr age = 3Gyr age = 60Myr
Z = 0.004 Z = 0.008 Z = 0.02
0.9M⊙ stars 1.4M⊙ stars 6M⊙ stars
1H −4.72× 10−3 −1.74× 10−2 −3.52× 10−1
3He 8.67 × 10−5 2.94× 10−4 4.29× 10−6
4He 4.63 × 10−3 1.68× 10−2 3.31× 10−1
12C −2.25× 10−5 −1.04× 10−4 −9.86× 10−3
13C 3.32 × 10−6 1.96× 10−5 5.55× 10−4
14N 2.54 × 10−5 3.93× 10−4 3.62× 10−2
16O −2.69× 10−6 −8.42× 10−6 −8.03× 10−3
20Ne 4.23 × 10−8 −1.12× 10−7 −1.37× 10−5
22Ne −1.11× 10−7 5.76× 10−6 8.98× 10−4
23Na 1.31 × 10−7 1.54× 10−5 1.31× 10−4
24Mg 1.73 × 10−8 1.58× 10−8 −5.11× 10−5
25Mg −8.30× 10−9 −5.48× 10−8 1.27× 10−4
26Mg 6.79 × 10−9 1.07× 10−8 2.47× 10−4
27Al 4.52 × 10−9 6.45× 10−8 2.12× 10−5
28Si 2.16 × 10−8 1.66× 10−8 1.30× 10−5
32S 1.31 × 10−8 7.80× 10−9 −5.69× 10−6
34S 6.18 × 10−9 4.50× 10−9 5.61× 10−8
56Fe 3.87 × 10−8 1.0× 10−8 −4.10× 10−5
(see Setion 4.4.6.1).
We use
12C as an example for the alulation of the amount of a spei isotope
lost per year, for the most reent year of the 12Gyr (Z = 0.004) stars. The total
amount lost during the Minit = 0.9M⊙ model's lifetime is ∼ 1.6× 10−4M⊙ (Table 9).
In total, ∼ 2.8× 10−1M⊙ is released, with ∼ 42 perent lost during the AGB. Hene,
roughly, 6.7×10−5M⊙ of 12C is lost during the AGB. Given the duration of the AGB
phase of a Minit ∼ 0.9M⊙ (Z = 0.004) star of ∼ 21.8Myr, this means a mass-loss
rate in
12C of M˙12C ∼ 3.1 × 10−12M⊙ yr−1. We next multiply this by the number
of spei AGB stars in the jet. Of the ∼ 1 × 104 AGB stars estimated in the jet
(Setion 4.4.1), 75 perent of them, i.e. 7.5×103, areMinit ∼ 0.9M⊙ (Z = 0.004) stars,
25 perent, i.e. 2.5× 103, are Minit ∼ 1.4M⊙ (Z = 0.008) stars, and 0− 0.5 perent,
i.e. 0−50, areMinit ∼ 6M⊙ (Z = 0.02). This leads to M˙12C ∼ 2.3×10−8M⊙ yr−1 for
the ensemble of 12Gyr (Z = 0.004) stars (see Table 10). Over the probable physial
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Table 9: Absolute nuleosyntheti yields (in M⊙) for the most abundant isotopes.
The amount expelled per model star (by RGB to AGB evolutionary phases) into the
jet by 12Gyr (Z = 0.004), 3Gyr (Z = 0.008) and 60Myr (Z = 0.02) stars.
Isotope Amount expelled
age = 12Gyr age = 3Gyr age = 60Myr
Z = 0.004 Z = 0.008 Z = 0.02
0.9M⊙ stars 1.4M⊙ stars 6M⊙ stars
1H 2.18× 10−1 6.22 × 10−1 3.14
3He 8.67× 10−5 2.94 × 10−4 4.29× 10−6
4He 7.82× 10−2 2.38 × 10−1 1.82
12C 1.58× 10−4 9.47 × 10−4 5.53× 10−3
13C 5.49× 10−6 3.23 × 10−5 7.40× 10−4
14N 9.11× 10−5 7.76 × 10−4 4.18× 10−2
16O 5.67× 10−4 3.32 × 10−3 4.07× 10−2
20Ne 9.63× 10−5 5.62 × 10−4 8.21× 10−3
22Ne 7.63× 10−6 5.10 × 10−5 1.56× 10−3
23Na 2.12× 10−6 1.31 × 10−5 3.01× 10−4
24Mg 3.06× 10−5 1.79 × 10−4 2.56× 10−3
25Mg 4.01× 10−6 2.34 × 10−5 4.71× 10−4
26Mg 4.62× 10−6 2.70 × 10−5 6.41× 10−4
27Al 3.46× 10−6 2.02 × 10−5 3.16× 10−4
28Si 3.89× 10−5 2.27 × 10−4 3.33× 10−3
32S 2.36× 10−5 1.37 × 10−4 2.01× 10−3
34S 1.11× 10−5 6.49 × 10−5 9.49× 10−4
56Fe 6.96× 10−5 4.06 × 10−4 5.90× 10−3
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Table 10: Mass-loss rates in individual isotopes (in M⊙ yr
−1
) for the most abundant
nuleosyntheti speies. The amount per year released to the jet by 75 perent of
12Gyr (Z = 0.004), 25 perent of 3Gyr (Z = 0.008) and 0 − 0.5 perent of 60Myr
(Z = 0.02) AGB stars. AGB phase durations and the perentage of material lost are,
respetively, ∼ 21.8Myr and ∼ 42.4 perent (for Minit = 0.9M⊙, Z = 0.004 stars),
∼ 15.5Myr and ∼ 87.8 perent (for Minit = 1.4M⊙, Z = 0.008 stars) and ∼ 1.21Myr
and ∼ 99.3 perent (for Minit = 6M⊙, Z = 0.02 stars). See the main text for an
example alulation.
Isotope Amount expelled
age = 12Gyr age = 3Gyr age = 60Myr
Z = 0.004 Z = 0.008 Z = 0.02
0.9M⊙ stars 1.4M⊙ stars 6M⊙ stars
75% 25% 0− 0.5%
1H 3.17 × 10−5 8.80 × 10−5 0− 1.29 × 10−4
3He 1.27 × 10−8 4.16 × 10−8 0− 1.76 × 10−10
4He 1.14 × 10−5 3.37 × 10−5 0− 7.46 × 10−5
12C 2.30 × 10−8 1.34 × 10−7 0− 2.27 × 10−7
14N 1.33 × 10−8 1.10 × 10−7 0− 1.72 × 10−6
16O 8.28 × 10−8 4.70 × 10−7 0− 1.67 × 10−6
20Ne 1.40 × 10−8 7.96 × 10−8 0− 3.37 × 10−7
22Ne 1.11 × 10−9 7.22 × 10−9 0− 6.40 × 10−8
24Mg 4.47 × 10−9 2.53 × 10−8 0− 1.05 × 10−7
26Mg 6.74× 10−10 3.82 × 10−9 0− 2.63 × 10−8
28Si 5.67 × 10−9 3.21 × 10−8 0− 1.37 × 10−7
32S 8.10 × 10−9 1.95 × 10−8 0− 8.23 × 10−8
56Fe 1.02 × 10−8 5.75 × 10−8 0− 2.42 × 10−7
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lifetime of the urrent jet (∼ 2Myr) and the giant lobes (∼ 560Myr), this is a 12C
mass of, respetively, ∼ 4.6× 10−2 and ∼ 13M⊙ (i.e. 0.001 perent of the all-partile
mass lost). The results for other, main isotopes and other AGB stars (AGB phase
durations of ∼ 15.5Myr for the Minit = 1.4M⊙ Z = 0.008 omponent and ∼ 1.2Myr
for Minit = 6M⊙ Z = 0.02) are summarised in Table 10.
The remainder, i.e. 8 × 108 (total) −1 × 104 (AGB) stars, are assumed to be on
the main sequene. 75 perent of this, i.e. 6 × 108 stars, are of the 12Gyr (Z =
0.004) population, 25 perent, i.e. 2 × 108 stars, are of 3Gyr (Z = 0.008) and 0 −
0.5 perent, i.e. 0 − 4 × 106 stars, are of 60Myr (Z = 0.02). We adopt a solar-
like main-sequene mass loss of ∼ 2 × 10−14M⊙ yr−1 for eah of these stars, whih
gives M˙ ∼ 1.6 × 10−5M⊙ yr−1 overall for the all-partile main-sequene loss. To
alulate the omposition of that material, we need to break down this mass-loss rate
into 75 perent of 12Gyr (Z = 0.004), 25 perent of 3Gyr (Z = 0.008) and a few
tens of perent of 60Myr (Z = 0.02). Assuming a saled-solar isotopi breakdown:
4He is initially ∼ 0.25 in a Z = 0.004 population; this yields M˙4He ∼ 0.25 × 1.2 ×
10−5 ∼ 3.0 × 10−6M⊙ yr−1. For other isotopes, e.g., 12C, the alulation is similar:
the mass fration is initially X(12C) ∼ 2.5 × 10−4 × 12 × 1.2 × 10−5, divided by
(0.02/0.004) to get an initial saled omposition at Z = 0.004, from whih follows
M˙12C ∼ 7.2×10−9M⊙ yr−1. The main-sequene mass-loss rates in individual isotopes
are tabulated in Table 11. Finally, Table 12 shows the approximate amount of mass
in individual isotopes lost by the ombined AGB and main-sequene phases to the
urrent jet, and also to the older jet that inated the giant lobes (whih is of a similar
or slightly higher jet power, 1 − 5 × 1043 erg s−1; Wykes et al. 2013). This indiates
that the most abundant nulei make up ∼ 2.1 perent (4He), ∼ 0.026 perent (16O),
∼ 0.007 perent (12C), ∼ 0.006 perent (14N) and ∼ 0.004 perent (20Ne) of the total
mass in the jet and the lobes.
To gauge the omposition of the jet (and lobes, to whih these isotopes will be
passed) in terms of the entire potential stellar ontent, we would need to add the
ejeta from stars in the range 8 − 10M⊙ (super-AGB and low-mass stars that be-
ome supernovae) as well as more massive stars that beome WRs and higher-mass
supernovae. Reall that pre-supernova phases of stellar evolution are predited to
expel a large amount of
16O (e.g. Hirshi et al. 2005; Chie & Limongi 2013; Se-
tion 4.4.6.1). Moreover, arbon-rih WR stars are thought to expel high quantities of
22Ne (e.g.Maeder & Meynet 1993). We do not model the pre-supernova evolution of
massive stars here but the yields we alulate do at least provide an indiation of the
main-sequene phase and of the AGB ontribution, whih is likely to be of greatest
importane overall (see above).
If some of the events at ≥ 55EeV registered by the Pierre Auger Observatory origi-
nate from internal entrainment in CentaurusA (in the jet with a subsequent transport
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Table 11: Mass-loss rates in individual isotopes (in M⊙ yr
−1
) for the most abundant
nuleosyntheti speies. The rough amount per year released to the jet by 75 perent
of 12Gyr (Z = 0.004), 25 perent of 3Gyr (Z = 0.008) and 0− 0.5 perent of 60Myr
(Z = 0.02) main-sequene stars. See the main text for an example alulation.
Isotope Amount expelled
age = 12Gyr age = 3Gyr age = 60Myr
Z = 0.004 Z = 0.008 Z = 0.02
0.08− 0.85M⊙ 0.08 − 1.35M⊙ 0.08− 5.55M⊙
75% 25% 0− 0.5%
1H 8.9 × 10−6 2.9× 10−6 0− 5.6 × 10−8
3He 7.0× 10−10 4.7× 10−10 0− 2.3× 10−11
4He 2.9 × 10−6 1.0× 10−6 0− 2.2 × 10−8
12C 7.2 × 10−9 4.8× 10−9 0− 2.4× 10−10
14N 2.6 × 10−9 1.8× 10−9 0− 8.8× 10−11
16O 2.3 × 10−8 1.5× 10−8 0− 7.6× 10−10
20Ne 2.9 × 10−9 2.6× 10−9 0− 1.3× 10−10
22Ne 3.1× 10−10 2.1× 10−10 0− 1.0× 10−11
24Mg 1.2 × 10−9 8.2× 10−10 0− 4.1× 10−11
26Mg 1.9× 10−10 1.2× 10−10 0− 6.2× 10−12
28Si 1.6 × 10−9 1.0× 10−9 0− 5.2× 10−11
32S 9.5× 10−10 6.3× 10−10 0− 3.2× 10−11
56Fe 2.8 × 10−9 1.9× 10−9 0− 9.3× 10−11
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Table 12: Approximate amount of mass (in M⊙) in individual isotopes lost by the
ombined AGB and main-sequene phases to the urrent- and the pre-existing jet
(expressed by the physial age of the giant lobes) by the ensemble of 75 perent of
12Gyr (Z = 0.004), 25 perent of 3Gyr (Z = 0.008) and 0 − 0.5 perent of 60Myr
(Z = 0.02) stars.
Isotope Amount expelled
urrent jet pre-existing jet
2Myr 560Myr
1H 2.6× 102 7.4 × 104
3He 1.1× 10−1 3.1 × 101
4He 9.8× 101 2.7 × 104
12C 3.4× 10−1 9.5 × 101
14N 2.6× 10−1 7.2 × 101
16O 1.2 3.3 × 102
20Ne 2.0× 10−1 5.5 × 101
22Ne 1.8× 10−2 5.0
24Mg 6.4× 10−2 1.8 × 101
26Mg 9.6× 10−3 2.7
28Si 8.1× 10−2 2.3 × 101
32S 5.8× 10−2 1.6 × 101
56Fe 1.5× 10−1 4.1 × 101
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to the giant lobes for the nal, stohasti aeleration, as suggested by Wykes et al.
2013), the predominant UHECR omposition at the detetor from this soure
87
is ex-
peted to be a mixture of
16O / 12C / 14N / 20Ne / 56Fe / 28Si / 24Mg / 26Mg, with 16O,
12C and 14N the key isotopes. Thus, the sattering for these UHECRs in the inter-
galati and Galati magneti eld may well be substantial. For more distant FR I
soures, the UHECRs aelerated at the soure will photodisintegrate en route to an
Earth-based detetor,
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showing a lightening in the omposition ompared to the one
at the soure of origin (e.g. Allard et al. 2005; Hooper et al. 2007).
4.5 Summary and Conlusions
We have modelled mass loading through stellar winds of CentaurusA's jet using
stellar evolution- and wind odes by Hurley et al. (2000), Cranmer & Saar (2011)
and Vink et al. (1999, 2000, 2001), and omputed onjointly the entrainment rates
and nuleosyntheti isotope yields. The prinipal novelties of this paper are a better
estimate of the mass input rate by using more realisti stellar populations, an estimate
of partile aeleration luminosity and spetrum, and abundanes of the entrained
material. The key results are as follows.
(1) From R-band photometry and a SSE-synthesised NGC5128's stellar popula-
tion with ages and metalliities as 12Gyr at Z = 0.004, 3Gyr at Z = 0.008 and
0− 60Myr at Z = 0.02, we infer ∼ 8× 108 for the total number of stars within the jet
volume. An obvious observational proxy for the fration of the 0−60Myr stars in the
jet is laking; based on our modelling, we advane the possibility that this fration is
0− 0.5 perent.
(2) Energetially, we an meet the Eintercept,X riterion: our jet-stellar wind inter-
ation model, whih relies on Fermi I-type partile aeleration, produes X-rays, even
for zero fration young stars. The model an reprodue the ombined diuse- and knot
X-ray luminosity of the whole 4.5 kp-sale jet of CentaurusA of ∼ 1 × 1039 erg s−1.
We also produe the broad-band spetrum of the kp jet up to the optial, albeit in
a region outside the starburst that might be expeted to have fewer young stars. We
reover the mean X-ray energy spetral index for sensible frations of young stars of
order 0 − 0.5 perent. Given the stellar age onstraints and the plausible fration of
young stars, the AGB stars must numerially dominate over their high-mass-loss oun-
terparts urrently present in the jet; among the AGB stars, those withMinit ∼ 0.9M⊙
ought to be the foremost representative.
874He has relatively high yields but is, due to its low harge, probably not aelerated to the UHE
regime in Centaurus A (see Wykes et al. 2013). Furthermore, due to quasi-deuteron exitation,
4He
is expeted to photodisintegrate on the distane to this soure.
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Photodisintegration is a gradual proess; it takes several steps to break down the original nuleus
to protons.
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(3) We propose that the jet experienes inreasing baryon fration and derive an
entrainment rate of ∼ 2.3× 10−3M⊙ yr−1, whih is within a fator ∼ 2 of the rough
estimate of internal entrainment rate by Wykes et al. (2013). Suh an amount of
material an ause substantial deeleration, by virtue of momentum balane, of the
present-day jet.
(4) We have established that AGB stars of 12Gyr (Z = 0.004), 3Gyr (Z =
0.008) and 60Myr (Z = 0.02) prinipally ontribute towards 4He, 16O, 12C, 14N and
20Ne nulei in the jet. As `super-AGB' stars mainly produe 4He, 14N, 25Mg and
26Mg, and main-sequene and pre-supernova phases add a large fration of 16O, we
predit that, if some of the Auger Observatory events of ≥ 55EeV originate from
internal entrainment in CentaurusA, their omposition is plausibly predominantly
16O / 12C / 14N / 20Ne / 56Fe / 28Si / 24Mg / 26Mg, with 16O, 12C and 14N being the key
elements.
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Targeting the unobsured knots in the CentaurusA's jet with the X-Shooter in-
strument on the VLT or with the future E-ELT, to searh for
16O and 12C emission
line spetra harateristi of strong stellar winds, may be a real test of the existene
of young high-mass-loss stars in the jet. Further renement of the star number and
star population ages in CentaurusA's jet and the assoiated metalliities would put
tighter onstraints on the broad-band synhrotron spetrum of the jet. In a future pa-
per, we will report on VLBA irular polarisation observations designed to onstrain
the partile omposition  `light' (eletron-positron) or `heavy' (eletron-hadron) jet
 on the smallest sales.
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Reently posted results from the Pierre Auger Observatory (Aab et al. 2014b) provide a strong
indiation for a mixed partile omposition at the detetor, with a prominent role for intermediate-
mass nulei. Whether this reets the original soure omposition from a nearby soure/nearby
soures, photodisintegration produts from a more distant one/ones, or both, remains to be answered.
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Chapter5
CentaurusA: onstraints on the nature
of the giant lobe laments
from XMM-Newton observations
Sarka Wykes, Martin J. Hardastle and Judith H. Croston
2015, MNRAS, 454, 3277
Abstrat
We report on deep XMM-Newton observations of the vertex lament in the
southern giant lobe of the Fanaro-Riley lass I radio galaxy CentaurusA.
We nd no X-ray exess from the lament region and plae a 3σ upper limit
on the 1 keV ux density of the lament of 9.6 nJy. This diretly onstrains
the eletron density and magneti eld strength in the lament. For the
rst time in an individual lament, we show that so long as the partile
index ≥ 2, the exess in synhrotron emissivity annot be produed purely
by exess eletrons: the lament magneti eld strength must be higher
than in the giant lobes as a whole, and lose to or above the equipartition
value for the lament. The laments are not signiantly overpressured
with respet to the surrounding lobe with a pressure provided by relativisti
eletrons.
5.1 Introdution
CentaurusA is a Fanaro-Riley lass I (FR I; Fanaro & Riley 1974) radio galaxy
residing in the massive Ep galaxy NGC5128 (Harris 2010). Its proximity of 3.8 ±
0.1Mp (Harris et al. 2010) makes it an attrative target for omprehensive physial
studies with spatial resolution of 1 armin orresponding to 1.1 kp. CentaurusA is a
dynamially old objet (∼ 560Myr; Wykes et al. 2013; Eilek 2014; Wykes et al. 2014),
showing signs of multiple episodes of jet ativity. The present-day jet represents a
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power of Pj ∼ 1× 1043 erg s−1 (e.g. Croston et al. 2009; Wykes et al. 2013). Based on,
independently, the energy required to expand the giant (i.e. outer) lobes and on the
turbulent dissipation rate in them, Wykes et al. (2013) have found a time-averaged
power of the pre-existing jet of Pj ∼ 1− 5 × 1043 erg s−1. A similar power range has
reently been established by Ne et al. (2015a).
Sine the rst radio isophotes of the giant lobes were reported by Sheridan (1958)
and Shain (1958), CentaurusA's large-sale struture has been extensively studied at
radio frequenies, overing a wide range from 118MHz to 41GHz (Cooper et al. 1965;
Haynes et al. 1983; Junkes et al. 1993; Combi & Romero 1997; Alvarez et al. 2000;
Israel et al. 2008; Feain et al. 2009; Hardastle et al. 2009; Feain et al. 2011; MKinley
et al. 2013; O'Sullivan et al. 2013b; Stefan et al. 2013). These studies revealed, for
instane, lobe synhrotron ages of order 30Myr (Hardastle et al. 2009), relatively at
global spetral indies (Hardastle et al. 2009; MKinley et al. 2013), the presene of
substruture and some onstraints on its origin (Feain et al. 2011), and an upper limit
on the thermal eletron ontent of ne,th < 5 × 10−5 m−3 (Feain et al. 2009). More
reently, a ontraditory, tentativemeasurement of ne,th ∼ 1×10−4 m−3 was reported
(O'Sullivan et al. 2013b), mathing the estimated thermal partile ontent of the
intragroup environment (O'Sullivan et al. 2013b; Eilek 2014) whih the radio galaxy
inhabits. Wykes et al.'s (2014) (W14) Giant Metrewave Radio Telesope (GMRT)
observations at ∼ 60 × 40 arse spatial resolution, whih we follow up on in this
paper, have foused on the bright lamentary features in the southern giant lobe,
the vertex (Largest Angular Sale, LAS, ∼ 31 armin) and vortex (LAS ∼ 58 armin).
W14 established there that the pressure jumps over the laments would translate to an
aousti Mah number ofM∼ 1.7 (vertex) andM∼ 1.6 (vortex) based on minimum-
energy assumptions, and toM∼ 1.0 for the more likely ase of a stronger B-eld in
the laments than in the global lobe plasma. They interpreted the origin of the vertex
and vortex laments in terms of weak shoks from transoni magnetohydrodynamial
(MHD) turbulene or from the last vestiges of the ativity of the pre-existing jet, or
an interplay of both. In Wykes et al. (2013), we proposed that the giant lobes beame
lled with baryoni material entrained in the urrent and pre-existing jet, and we
predited a thermal partile ontent of the lobes of nth ∼ 1× 10−8 m−3.
CentaurusA is a strong ase of dominant X-ray synhrotron in the jet on kp
sales (e.g.Goodger et al. 2010), a favoured X-ray emission mehanism on kp sales
in various other AGN jets (e.g. Hardastle et al. 2001; Kraft et al. 2005; Worrall et
al. 2010; Meyer et al. 2015; Gentry et al. 2015). Meagre information at X-ray fre-
quenies exists on the giant lobes: ASCA (spatial resolution of 73 arse) pointing
at an outer setor of the northern giant lobe probing the 0.5 − 2 and 2 − 10 keV
ontinua resulted in a tentative detetion of diuse emission in the soft band with
a ux ∼ 8.5 × 10−14 erg m−2 s−1/0.55 deg2, best tted with a thermal model with
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temperature kT = 0.6+1.0−0.8 keV, and a detetion of a ompat feature in the harder
band modelled as a power law (Isobe et al. 2001); however, an assoiation of the
ompat feature with a bakground soure is probable (see also Stawarz et al. 2013).
Stawarz et al.'s (2013) ∼ 80 ks Suzaku observations (spatial resolution ∼ 2 armin)
in the energy range 0.5 − 10 keV provided tentative detetion of a soft exess om-
ponent with a ux ∼ 6 × 10−13 erg m−2 s−1/0.35 deg2, most readily tted by a ther-
mal model with kT ∼ 0.5 keV, orresponding to a thermal eletron ontent of the
lobes of ne,th ∼ 1× 10−4 m−3. However, the reported detetion ould also originate
from the Galati X-ray foreground (Stawarz et al. 2013; Wykes et al. 2013). Deep
INTEGRAL-SPI observations (spatial resolution 2.5◦) probing the 40 keV1MeV on-
tinuum only resulted in a 3σ upper limit on photon ux of < 1.1× 10−3 ph m−2 s−1
(Bekmann et al. 2011). This limit is onsistent with the detetion of the giant lobes
at gamma-rays with Fermi-LAT (spatial resolution ∼ 1◦) whih ulminated in mea-
sured photon uxes of (0.93 ± 0.09) × 10−7 ph m−2 s−1 (northern giant lobe) and
(1.43 ± 0.15) × 10−7 ph m−2 s−1 (southern giant lobe) after three years of all-sky
monitoring (see Yang et al. 2012; Abdo et al. 2010 for the rst ten-month result).
The Fermi-LAT survey, in onjuntion with high-frequeny radio observations, has
enabled estimation of the global magneti eld of the giant lobes of B ∼ 0.9µG.90
Mature FR I lobes are likely to be turbulent, and Hardastle et al. (2009), O'Sullivan
et al. (2009), Wykes et al. (2013), Eilek (2014) and W14 have addressed in some detail
MHD turbulene in CentaurusA's giant lobes. Mildly sub-Alfvéni MHD turbulene,
as advoated for the lobes by Wykes et al. (2013), permits the existene of long-lived
laments. Observational evidene for lamentary FR I-type lobes is in inreasing
supply, e.g., 3C 310 (van Breugel & Fomalont 1984), HerulesA (Dreher & Feigelson
1984; Gizani & Leahy 2003; Cotton et al., in preparation), FornaxA (Fomalont et
al. 1989), M87 (Owen et al. 2000; Forman et al. 2007), NGC193 (Laing et al. 2011),
B2 0755+37 (Laing et al. 2011), M84 (Laing et al. 2011). MHD turbulene, in gen-
eral, implies lamentary struture in synhrotron emission (e.g. Eilek 1989; Harwood
et al. 2013; Wykes et al. 2013) and, ruially, omputations of synhrotron radiation
require an input magneti eld strength. While the global B-eld strength of the
giant lobes is probably well onstrained by the Fermi-LAT survey (see above), the
knowledge of its lling fator and the distribution of eletrons in the lobes remain in
an unsatisfatory state. The number density of eletrons also ditates the emissivity
from the inverse-Compton upsattering of the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB)
photons.
If the radiating partiles and magneti eld globally are at equipartition, they
annot dominate the internal energy of FR I lobes (Croston et al. 2003, 2008; Croston
90
However, see Eilek (2014) for a disussion of µG or stronger magneti elds; in her model, the
radio emission likely originates from a dierent eletron population than the gamma-ray emission.
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& Hardastle 2014). A likely senario is additional material from entrainment, heated
to temperatures substantially above that of the surrounding intragroup gas (Croston
et al. 2008; Wykes et al. 2013; Croston & Hardastle 2014; Kolokythas et al. 2015).
The main objetive of the present paper is to investigate, from an X-ray perspe-
tive, the harater of the vertex lament in CentaurusA's giant lobes. This assists us
to onstrain the distribution of internal energy within the giant lobes, and it provides
a more omplete piture of loalised partile aeleration in the large-sale lobes.
Here, XMM-Newton's sensitivity and spatial resolution of 6 arse are very suitable.
Moreover, the LAS of the vertex is well mathed to the instrument's eld of view, and
the lament is at a suiently large distane from the AGN ore that the nulear and
jet X-ray emission does not ompromise our aims. A single pointing in the diretion
of the vertex allows us to measure any exess inverse-Compton emission from the ver-
tex with respet to loally measured bakground (i.e. without any ontamination from
large-sale thermal or non-thermal emission from the giant lobes. This plaes a limit
on (or allows a measurement of) the eletron density in the lament.
The remainder of the paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 5.2, we desribe the
XMM-Newton observations and data redution. Results are presented in Setion 5.3.
In Setion 5.4, we use the data to provide onstraints on the eletron densities and
pressure in the vertex lament and onnote wider impliations for the lobes. We
onlude in Setion 5.5.
Throughout the paper, we dene the energy spetral index α in the sense Sν ∝ ν−α.
The photon index is Γ = α+1 and the partile index p = 2α+1. All oordinates are
J 2000.0.
5.2 Observations and data analysis
The vertex lament was observed with XMM-Newton EPIC instruments on 14 −
15 February 2014 (OBSID 0724620301) with the medium lter inserted. The MOS
ameras were in the full-frame mode and the pn amera in the extended full-frame
mode. After ltering for high partile bakground levels, these observations yielded
133 601 and 133 572 s, respetively, for the MOS ameras, and 131 939 s for the pn
amera. Additionally, we reovered 3 831 (MOS1), 3 802 (MOS2) and 2 169 s (pn) from
heavily radiation-impated observations on 7 January 2014 (OBSID 0724620201). The
ODF les were proessed using sas version 14.0.0.
The MOS data were ltered to ontain single to quadruple events (PATTERN
≤ 12) and a ount threshold of 0.2 ounts s−1 (RATE < 0.2), whereas the pn data set
was ltered to only inlude single and double events (PATTERN ≤ 4) and allowing a
ount threshold of 0.35 ounts s−1 (RATE < 0.35). Both data sets were energy-ltered
to inlude events in the range 0.3− 8.0 keV.
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Figure 15: 0.3 − 8.0 keV XMM-Newton image (pn, without vignetting orretion) of
the loation of the vertex lament, with GMRT 325MHz radio ontours for levels 6,
8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20mJybeam−1 overlaid. Also shown are the foreground and
bakground regions desribed in the text. (A olour version of this gure is available
in the online journal.)
Images were reated from the redued data with the sas task evselet before
applying the task evigweight to orret for vignetting. We exluded, by eye, 47
ontamining point soures.
Filter-wheel losed data sets for partile bakground subtration were proessed
and ltered in the same manner as the soure data sets. The events lists for eah
EPIC amera were ltered using the same PATTERN lters as the data les, and
weighted using evigweight. Task attal was utilised on the losed-lter les to
reast the events list to the physial oordinates mathing the real data. We then
established a saling fator for eah bakground data set to aount for dierenes
in the normalisation of the partile and instrumental bakground between the soure
and lter-wheel losed data sets. The saling fators were omputed by omparing
the 10−12 keV ount rates for the soure and bakground data sets. The bakground
data produts were saled by this fator before performing bakground subtration.
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We then measured ounts from the vertex region from the FITS les making
use of ds9
91
and the Funtools
92
library, dening retangular regions enompassing
the lament segment positionally oinident with the detetor areas. (Beause of
the instrument roll, i.e. a detetor angular orientation not fully overing the lament
extension on the sky, these are slightly smaller than the regions dened by W14.)
5.3 Results
Fig. 15 shows the X-ray emission from the vertex region with GMRT radio ontours
at 325MHz superposed. No X-ray exess from the lament regions is disernible.
We measure 2247±1210 ounts in the ombined pn observations in the 0.3−8.0 keV
band in the approximate region of the vertex lament. Combining the livetimes and
errors of the two observations, we obtain (1.9±1.0)×10−2 ounts s−1. Sine the errors
are 1σ, this is a 3σ upper limit of 3.1× 10−2 ounts s−1 on the pn ounts. Beause of
the missing MOS1 hips and the omparatively lower overall sensitivity of the MOS
instruments, we exlude the MOS results from further disussion.
The upper limit on the ount rate, with the medium lter inserted, a Galati
olumn density of NH = 6.6 × 1020 m−2 and an energy spetral index of α = 0.5,
translates through WebPIMMS to a ux of 9.6 nJy.
5.4 Interpretation
In this setion, we examine the limits plaed by our observations on the physial
onditions in the vertex lament, and the distribution of internal energy within the
lobes.
5.4.1 Filament eletron density and B-eld strength
To evaluate the eletron density and B-eld strength in the vertex lament, we adopt
a model with a xed lower eletron energy (Myers & Spangler 1985) and perform the
synhrotron and inverse-Compton alulations numerially using the ode of Hardas-
tle et al. (1998a), as in W14. The ode assumes a fully tangled (isotropi) magneti
eld and a uniform, energy-independent distribution of eletron pith angles. We
adopt a distane of 3.8Mp to the vertex.93
91
https://hea-www.harvard.edu/RD/ds9/site/Home.html
92
https://github.om/erimandel/funtools
93
We assume that the giant lobes are in the plane of the sky and the vertex lament is in the lobe
entre. The distane to the giant lobes is not well onstrained; H I absorption against the south-west
inner lobe and higher radio linear polarisation of the northern inner lobe ould hint at the northern
giant lobe in front (van Gorkom et al. 1990; Junkes et al. 1993). The absene of a depolarisation
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Table 13: Predited inverse-Compton ux densities and total energy densities in the
eletrons and eld as a funtion of the partile (eletron) spetral index p and the
length of the sampled area of the lament (with l1 the projeted length and l2 twie
the projeted length).
Model p IC ux (nJy) Utot (erg m
−3
)
l1 l2 l1 l2
Equipartition 2.0 1.43 1.94 5.17× 10−13 3.51× 10−13
2.2 1.69 2.32 7.54× 10−13 5.17× 10−13
2.4 1.74 2.42 1.19× 10−12 8.26× 10−13
2.6 1.65 2.31 1.93× 10−12 1.35× 10−12
2.8 1.44 2.04 3.20× 10−12 2.26× 10−12
B = 0.9µG 2.0 7.64 7.64 1.41× 10−12 7.23× 10−13
2.2 14.14 14.14 3.19× 10−12 1.61× 10−12
2.4 25.59 25.59 8.77× 10−12 4.40× 10−12
2.6 45.55 45.55 2.66× 10−11 1.33× 10−11
2.8 80.03 80.03 8.87× 10−11 4.43× 10−11
Note. The radio data entries (GMRT 235 and 325MHz and ATCA 1.4GHz ux densities) are taken
from W14. The IC ux density is at 2.4× 1017 Hz. Ee,min = 5× 10
6
eV, Ee,max = 10
11
eV.
The inverse-Compton emission from the lament is dominated by sattering of
CMB photons, and so the results are essentially independent of the value of the low-
energy uto, so long as it is below the energy γe ∼ 1000 for sattering of CMB
photons into the X-ray (we adopt γe,min = 10), and also of the spetral age, whih af-
fets the high-energy eletron spetrum.
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The extragalati bakground light (EBL)
inverse-Compton emission is about two orders of magnitude below that from the CMB
for any reasonable EBL model (see Hardastle et al. 2009 and Abdo et al. 2010 for
details of models) for p = 2.0, and 1.5 orders of magnitude below for p = 2.8, if we
retain γe,min = 10. For γe,min = 100, the CMB inverse-Compton dominates over the
EBL by even larger fators. Both Hardastle et al. (2009) and Abdo et al. make
the statement that the photon energy density in the giant lobes due to host galaxy
signal in the 1.4 and 5GHz radio ontinuum data at the position of the dwarf irregular galaxy
ESO324-G024 (whih is in projetion on the northern giant lobe and at approximately the same
distane as Centaurus A's ore) also favours the northern giant lobe being in front (Johnson et al.
2015). In turn, the southern giant lobe is both larger in projetion and brighter (e.g. Alvarez et al.
2000; Abdo et al. 2010; Feain et al. 2011), whih would suggest the southern giant lobe being loser
if disregarding dierent physial onditions in the lobes.
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Appropriate values of the age to use range between 2Myr  the `turbulent age' of the vertex,
i.e. its physial age if it is assoiated with turbulent eddies approximating the driving sale in the
lobes (see W14), and at the higher end the value of 80Myr  taking into aount the synhrotron
age of ∼ 30Myr (Hardastle et al. 2009) and the upper limit on the radiative age of the lobes of
∼ 80Myr suggested by Yang et al. (2012). However, we veried that the inverse-Compton results
were independent of hoies in this range.
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starlight is muh less than that of the EBL.
The key unknown parameter of the eletron spetrum is the low-energy eletron
index p, orresponding to the injetion index αinj. MKinley et al. (2013) derived
a global spetral index around the loation of the vertex of α1.4GHz118MHz = 0.63 ± 0.01,
i.e. p ∼ 2.2, and in W14 we gave a best-tting spetral index of the vertex from the
GMRT data of α1.4GHz235MHz = 0.81 ± 0.10, i.e. p ∼ 2.6. In light of these results, we
adopt a range p = 2.0 to p = 2.8 for our modelling. Note that Abdo et al. (2010)
have estimated p = 1.1 to 1.6 for the southern giant lobe based on a joint t to the
Fermi-LAT gamma-ray data and the radio data of Hardastle et al. (2009). However,
these results are strongly dependent on the eletron spetral model used; Hardastle
et al. (2009) showed that the same radio data an be tted rather well with p = 2
and a Jae-Perola aged spetrum (Jae & Perola 1973) rather than the break and
exponential uto in the eletron energy assumed by Abdo et al. In addition, no error
bars are quoted on the partile index by Abdo et al., and so it is unlear whether
there genuinely is an inonsisteny with p = 2.0 here. Their break is suh that only
the 408MHz data point onstrains their `s1' index, and that has a omparatively
large error bar; this potential large unertainty on the value of p derived from their
tting may explain the disrepany between the low values of p they obtain for the
southern giant lobe and the muh larger low-energy values (p = 2.1) that they nd
for the northern giant lobe, whih is diult to understand in physial terms.
The estimated volume of the vertex segment that we onsider, adopting ylindrial
geometry with length l = 31 kp and radius r = 3.2 kp, is V ∼ 2.9 × 1067 m3, but
in order to estimate the eets of projetion on the inverse-Compton alulation we
also arry out the alulation on the assumption of a lament length (and so volume)
double the measured value. Other input parameters are given in Table 13.
The remaining parameter that aets the inverse-Compton emission is the mag-
neti eld strength. We may onsider three limiting ases of interest.
(i) We an take the B-eld strength to be that of the giant lobes, where the
gamma-ray inverse-Compton emission deteted by Fermi-LAT implies B = 0.9µG.
This would be appropriate if the laments were purely eletron (and possibly also
non-radiating partile) overdensities in a onstant (bakground) B-eld.
(ii) We an assume that the laments are in equipartition, i.e. the energy densities
in radiating partiles and B-eld are the same. This ondition approximately holds
globally in the giant lobes, and also in the lobes and hotspots of some other (mostly
FR II) radio galaxies, though the B-eld energy density is usually a fator of a few to
an order of magnitude below the eletron energy density in these systems. Clearly,
the higher volume emissivity of the laments would imply a higher B-eld strength
than that in the giant lobes if the laments were at or lose to equipartition, and so,
for a given synhrotron emissivity, would imply a lower inverse-Compton ux than
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for ase (i).
(iii) We an assume that the laments have the same eletron density and spetrum
as the giant lobes. In this irumstane, the laments would be purely magneti
enhanements, and onsequently the inverse-Compton emissivity would be no dierent
from that of the giant lobes. This implies an even lower inverse-Compton ux than
for ase (ii), and in fat, we annot even in priniple detet X-ray emission from the
laments in this ase, sine they would have no ontrast with the bakground provided
by the lobes, to whih we are not sensitive.
Our inverse-Compton alulations therefore initially onsider ases (i) and (ii) as
limits. For ase (ii), we alulate the equipartition B-eld strength for eah value of
the eletron index p and lament volume that we onsider: for ase (i) we x the B-
eld strength to 0.9µG. The results are tabulated in Table 13. (Note that under the
B = 0.9µG model, the values for inverse-Compton ux are equal for dierent lament
length assumptions, sine an inrease in volume leads to a drop in the synhrotron
emissivity, by the same fator, and to a derease by the same fator of the value of
ne,rel.)
Case (i), B = 0.9µG, is in onit with our measured upper limit on the lament
X-ray ux for essentially all values of p (even the p = 2.0 value, tehnially below the
3σ limit, is ruled out at better than 2σ ondene). We an thus onlusively rule
out, so long as p ≥ 2.0, a model in whih the laments are purely partile exesses.
On the other hand, equipartitition models (ase ii, with their lower eletron densities)
are all permitted by the X-ray limit.
The measured upper limit on inverse-Compton ux density sets a lower limit
on the B-eld strength, whih depends on p, and we alulate this by varying the
assumed xed B-eld to nd the lowest value that satises the onstraint F ≤ 9.6 nJy.
The limits derived are shown in Table 14, and are generally a fator 2 − 3 below
the equipartition value, interestingly lose to the typial ratio B ∼ 0.7Beq observed
globally in FR II radio lobes (Croston et al. 2005). Our results thus suggest a lament
B-eld strength lose to, or higher than, equipartition.
5.4.2 Filament pressure
As we noted in W14, the partile and B-eld ontent of the lament an have an eet
on its dynamis. The pressures in the eld and radiating partiles an be derived from
the energy densities in Table 13 by dividing by 3. The (dominant) thermal pressure in
the giant lobes was estimated by Wykes et al. (2013) to be pth ∼ 1.5×10−12 dyn m−2
and by Eilek (2014) to be pth ∼ 3.2× 10−13 dyn m−2; models for the lament where
its non-thermal pressure signiantly exeeds the thermal values (i.e.Utot & 9×10−12
erg m
−3
for the higher thermal pressure value) are diult to sustain as they would
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Table 14: Equipartition B-eld strengths and inverse-Compton eld strength limits
as a funtion of p. The eld strength is onstrained by the 3σ ux limit to lie above
Blimit.
p Beq (µG) Blimit (µG)
2.0 2.5 1.0
2.2 3.1 1.2
2.4 3.9 1.5
2.6 4.9 2.0
2.8 6.3 2.5
imply a strongly overpressured lament with a short lifetime (of order the sound-
rossing time). We see (Table 13) that the high-p models with B = 0.9µG are in
onit with this onstraint in addition to being ruled out by the inverse-Compton
limits, while all equipartition models are permitted. B-eld strengths lower than the
equipartition value (Setion 5.4.1) would tend to inrease the pressure but there is
substantial room to do so without violating dynamial onstraints at low-p values.
5.4.3 Other impliations of the X-ray non-detetion
The fat that we see no extended X-ray emission assoiated with the vertex plaes
further onstraints on the models of the origin of the large-sale laments that we
disussed in W14. In partiular, if the laments have been assoiated with thermal
X-ray emission as seen from the northern middle lobe by Kraft et al. (2009), then mod-
els in whih they were assoiated with the termination of a (possibly disonneted)
large-sale jet would be favoured. However, no suh emission is seen: nor is there
any X-ray synhrotron emission suh as is assoiated with the strong shoks urrently
being driven by the south-west inner lobe (Croston et al. 2009). This strengthens
the observational support for the favoured model of W14, namely that the laments
are weakly overpressured features driven by large-sale lobe turbulene. The radio
spetrum and large-sale morphology of the southern giant lobe laments has long
been known to be dierent from that of the northern middle lobe (Junkes et al. 1993;
Hardastle et al. 2009) and our X-ray non-detetion adds to the evidene that their
physial origin is quite dierent. We note that the idea of `middle lobes' presently
onneted to `large-sale jets' extending beyond the inner lobes in CentaurusA (Mor-
ganti et al. 1999; Santoro et al. 2015), always diult to reonile with the sharply
bounded appearane of the inner lobes themselves, is disfavoured in the ase of the
northern middle lobe by the new 330MHz observations of Ne et al. (2015a).
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5.5 Summary
We have presented results from ∼ 120 ks XMM-Newton observations of the vertex
lament in the southern giant lobe of CentaurusA, aimed at determining the nature
of the lament and the partition of internal energy within the lobes. The key results
are as follows.
(1) No exess X-ray emission is deteted from the lament. We nd an upper limit
(3σ) on the 1 keV X-ray ux density of the lament, assuming a power-law spetrum,
of 9.6 nJy.
(2) We are able to rule out diretly, for eletron index ≥ 2, for the rst time
in an individual lament in any radio galaxy, a model in whih the exess radio
emissivity of the lament is aused purely by an exess of relativisti eletrons in the
presene of a onstant bakground eld. This supports less diret arguments from the
overall appearane of lobes (Hardastle et al. 2005; Goodger et al. 2008). Magneti
eld variation is responsible for (at least some and possibly all of) the lamentary
strutures in radio galaxy lobes as a whole. This has important impliations for age
estimates, as spatially varying magneti eld would make spetral age estimates less
reliable in determining the true physial age of a soure.
(3) The X-ray onstraints on magneti eld strength together with our modelling
of our GMRT observations supports the model for the laments presented by W14:
they are likely to be at most mildly overpressured and to have their origin in transoni
or subsoni turbulene in the giant lobes.
The remaining unertainty in our modelling is the orret value of the partile
index to use to extrapolate from the GMRT measurements  high-resolution imaging
of the giant lobes at the lowest possible terrestrial frequenies, tens of MHz, would be
required to diretly image eletrons of the energies responsible for the X-ray inverse-
Compton emission. The referene design for Phase 1 of the Square Kilometre Array
gives it the apability to onstrain the low-energy spetral index in the laments down
to frequenies of 50MHz. Muh more sensitive X-ray observations would be required
to detet the laments if they are at equipartition or to show that their magneti eld
strength exeeds the equipartition value: suh observations should be possible using
ATHENA towards the end of the next deade.
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Abstrat
We report on irular polarisation observations of the parse-sale jet of
CentaurusA at 8, 15 and 22GHz using the Very Long Baseline Array.
Our data analysis results in a (3σ) upper limit on the irularly-polarised
fration of 0.92 and 0.16 perent at, respetively, 8 and 15GHz. The low
upper limits on the linearly-polarised fration at 8 and 15GHz, respetively,
0.46 and 0.16 perent, are explained in terms of a strong Faraday sreen.
More results, and their interpretation are underway.
6.1 Introdution
The matter ontent of extragalati jets is still poorly known (e.g. Reynolds et al.
1996; Wardle et al. 1998; Sikora & Madejski 2000; Homan 2005; Homan & Lister
2006). Inferring jet omposition is important to alulations of the power arried by
the jets and their impat on the surrounding intraluster/intragroup gas (e.g. Celotti
& Fabian 1993; Diehl et al. 2013). Moreover, knowledge of the jet omposition on
small sales is ruial to onstrain the jet-launhing mehanism (e.g. Begelman et al.
1984; Diehl et al. 2013): a sizable fration of baryons at the jet base may suggest jets
powered by an aretion dis (Blandford & Payne 1982), whereas a purely leptoni
ontent supports the idea of jet powering by the spin of the blak hole (Blandford
& Znajek 1977). Cirular polarisation (CP) measurements provide one of the very
few diagnostis of the relativisti partile ontent and the magneti eld ordering and
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strength in the inner few parses of the jets of ative galaxies (e.g.Wardle et al. 1998).
However, it has been hard to make detailed statements about the origin of the CP,
whih arises either intrinsially from the synhrotron emission (e.g. Legg & Westfold
1968) or through the mehanism of Faraday onversion of linear polarisation (LP) to
irular, whih is a propagation eet (e.g. Jones & O'Dell 1977; Jones 1988).
Intrinsi CP is generated diretly by the radiating partile speies and serves as
a probe of the magneti eld struture along the line of sight. It requires a signi-
ant harge imbalane in the radiating partiles (a pe
−
, or `heavy' jet) and a strong
unidiretional magneti eld in the jet, leading to vast amounts of internal Faraday
rotation, unless the uto in the relativisti partile energy spetrum is rather high,
γmin & 100 (Wardle 1977; Wardle et al. 1998). The predited frational CP level
95
in
optially thin, homogeneous models varies as mc ∝ ν−0.5 (Sν ∝ ν+α).
In ontrast, the Faraday onversion mehanism demands a large number of low-
energy relativisti partiles in the jet to assure the onversion, and hene a relatively
modest uto in the partile energy spetrum, γmin . 20 (Wardle et al. 1998) or
γmin ∼ 20 (i.e. not neessarily smaller than the former value; Bekert & Falke 2002).
This low uto in the partile energy spetrum implies harge balane (an e
+
e
−
, or
`light' jet), on kineti luminosity grounds (e.g. Celotti & Fabian 1993; Wardle et al.
1998; but see Ruszkowski & Begelman 2002). The CP spetrum is expeted to be
onsiderably steeper in this ase (e.g.Wardle & Homan 2003), where again transparent
models are onsidered. On theoretial grounds (e.g. Jones 1988),
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it might be easier
to produe signiant quantities of CP via Faraday onversion. Nevertheless, atual
soures may be inhomogeneous, having omponents with dierent optial depths,
potentially louding the interpretation.
CP has been deteted in a large number of extragalati objets (e.g.Wardle et al.
1998; Homan & Wardle 1999; Maquart et al. 2000; Rayner et al. 2000; Homan et al.
2001; Aller et al. 2003;Wardle & Homan 2003; Homan &Wardle 2004; Homan & Lister
2006; Vitrishhak et al. 2008; Gabuzda et al. 2008; O'Sullivan et al. 2013a; Wiersema
et al. 2014), despite the degree of radio CP being typially only about 1 perent or
less. Partiularly interesting is the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) study of the jet
plasma in the relatively nearby (∼ 75Mp) Fanaro-Riley lass I (FR I; Fanaro &
Riley 1974) radio galaxy 3C 84 (Homan & Wardle 2004), whih shows radio CP with
loal levels exeeding 3 perent. Lower-power ative galati nulei (AGN) tend to
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In ommon with standard works, CP is expressed through the Stokes parameter V , and the
polarised fration is given by mc = |V |/I, with I the total intensity.
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The Faraday depth in soures in whih the observed emission is dominated by regions in transition
from optially thin to optially thik, is likely to be omparable to the optial depth. If the plasma is
dominated by relativisti eletrons, the normal modes are almost linearly polarised, not irular, as
in old plasma. Then birefringene (i.e. refrative index of material depends on the polarisation and
propagation diretion of light) onverts between linear and irular polarisation, and any intrinsi
LP may emerge as CP.
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display more radio CP (e.g. Homan & Wardle 1999) than LP. Moreover, observations
indiate that the strongest frational radio CP is assoiated with the innermost regions
of AGN jets (Rayner et al. 2000; Maquart et al. 2000; Homan & Wardle 2004).
Simulations (Saxton et al. 2010) also show that CP preferably ours in the initial
stage of jet evolution, i.e. when the jet exhibits a oherent struture. The nding
that the radio CP sign is onsistent aross several epohs in AGN (Komesaro et al.
1984; Homan & Wardle 1999; Homan et al. 2001; Aller et al. 2003; Gabuzda et al.
2008) implies that CP observations measure a fundamental and long-lived property,
suh as the blak hole spin or a residual omponent of a vetor ordered poloidal eld
(Wardle 2013 and referenes therein). Nevertheless, diret observational evidene
preferring one CP generation mehanism over another remains sare, with only the
work of Wardle et al. (1998) on the quasar 3C 279 and Homan & Wardle (2004) on
the low-power radio galaxy 3C 84 strongly favouring the Faraday onversion proess.
Hosted by the massive Ep galaxy NGC5128 (Harris 2010), CentaurusA is the near-
est (3.8± 0.1Mp; Harris et al. 2010) radio galaxy; at that distane, 1milliarseond
orresponds to 0.0184 p. This proximity allows high-resolution imaging, and permits
us to test models of partile ontent, partile aeleration, the magneti eld struture
of jets, and jet formation. The nuleus of the FR I soure CentaurusA harbours a
supermassive blak hole
97
with a mass of MBH = (5.5± 3.0)× 107M⊙ (Cappellari et
al. 2009), equivalent to a gravitational radius Rgrav ∼ 8.1×1012 m (∼ 2.6×10−6 p).
The presene of an aretion dis is supported by the measurement of a narrow FeKα
line whih implies old material relatively lose to the blak hole (Evans et al. 2004;
Meyer et al. 2007), and large H I olumn densities that annot be explained by a
irumnulear dis (Morganti et al. 2008; Israel et al. 2014).
CentaurusA's jets at small radial distanes from the nuleus have been the subjet
of numerous high-resolution radio ampaigns (Jauney et al. 1995; Jones et al. 1996;
Tingay et al. 1998; Fujisawa 2000; Tingay &Murphy 2001; Tingay et al. 2001; Horiuhi
et al. 2006; Tingay & Len 2009; Müller et al. 2011, 2014), whih revealed bright
struture with rapid evolution, the main jet emission onsistent with zero free-free
absorption, jet omponent speeds from proper motion of 0.1−0.3c and a irumuent
behaviour at 0.46 p (projeted) interpreted by Müller et al. (2014) as passage of a
star through the jet. None of these studies has speially targeted CP and it is the
stringent amplitude alibration requirement (see also Setion 6.2) that makes arhival
data unsuitable for a CP detetion.
On larger sales, omprehensive multifrequeny studies of the approahing, north-
ern jet (e.g.Kraft et al. 2002; Hardastle et al. 2003, 2006, 2007a; Worrall et al.
97
The existene of a binary blak hole has been disfavoured based on stellar and gas kinematis,
whih show no sign of disturbane by a seond blak hole, and on the fat there there is only a single
radio- and K-band soure at the nuleus (N. Neumayer, private ommuniation).
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2008; Croston et al. 2009; Goodger et al. 2010; Wykes et al. 2013) have onstrained
the projeted omponent speed at ∼ 100 p to be ∼ 0.5c, derived spetral indies
of the diuse and knot emission, and established a jet power for the urrent jet of
Pj ∼ 1 × 1043 erg s−1. Wykes et al. (2013, 2015) have modelled CentaurusA's jets as
starting out predominantly leptoni, and beoming baryon-loaded through internal
and external entrainment farther downstream. Wykes et al. (2015) have elaborated
on the internal entrainment ontribution to the northern jet, using more realisti
stellar populations, and estimating the isotopi abundanes of the entrained mat-
ter. Their derived entrainment rate of ∼ 2.3 × 10−3M⊙ yr−1, onsistent with the
earlier work, suggests substantial jet deeleration on kp sales, and a low-density
(∼ 1× 10−8 m−3) partile ontent of the giant lobes of the radio galaxy.
Our objetive in the urrent paper is to obtain a radio CP spetrum and distribu-
tion in the inner parse of CentaurusA's jet so to test the model of an initially e
+
e
−
jet used by Wykes et al. (2013). As noted above, measuring the spetral index of
CP omponents may allow us to distinguish between CP intrinsi to the synhrotron
radiation and CP generated by the Faraday onversion proess. In eah ase, the
model preditions for the frational CP and its spetral index depend on optial
depth as well as magneti eld strength and onguration (e.g. Homan & Wardle
2004). We have opted to use the VLBA at a frequeny range of 8 − 22GHz rely-
ing on the neessity to resolve the region of CP generation, and based on results
for other soures (e.g. Vitrishhak et al. 2008), whih show higher radio CP signal
towards higher frequenies.
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CentaurusA has been suessfully observed with the
VLBA before (Tingay & Murphy 2001; Tingay et al. 2001). Beause of its proximity,
CentaurusA allows the highest linear resolution of the inner jet omponents of any
radio galaxy, potentially allowing the highest frational radio CP to be deteted be-
ause the observations will not be subjet to blending of multiple omponents due to
limited resolution.
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. Setion 6.2 desribes the VLBA
observations and data redution tehniques. In Setion 6.3, we present the imaging
results and disuss the impliations of our detetion (limits). The key ndings are
summarised in Setion 6.4.
Exept where otherwise stated, spetral indies α are the energy indies dened
in the sense Sν ∝ ν+α. All oordinates are J 2000.0.
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This behaviour seems to run ounter to the general trend of dereasing radio CP towards higher
frequenies in homogeneous soures. However, a presene of both positive and negative CP with
disparate frequeny dependenes within the innermost regions of the jet, or an assoiation with
an intrinsi inhomogeneity in the jet may be responsible for the inrease in mc towards shorter
wavelengths (e.g.Wardle & Homan 2003; Vitrishhak et al. 2008).
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6.2 Observations and data redution
VLBA observations were arried out in 2014 April 15 in a 6-h run with almost on-
tinuous reording at 2Gbps. This provided 4.5 h on our target soure, split as 1.0,
1.75 and 1.75 h between frequenies of 8, 15 and 22GHz respetively, and 1.5 h on our
alibration soures, observing with full bandwidth for maximum sensitivity. Due to
the southern delination of CentaurusA (DEC−43◦01′), we utilised only the southern
seven antennas of the VLBA, i.e. we exluded Brewster, Owens Valley and Hanok.
As the North Liberty antenna suered a broken axle at the time of our observations,
we were limited to the use of six antennas for this work. Dual polarisations were
reorded and ross polarisations were orrelated at the VLBA orrelator in Soorro,
NM.
As the goal of this projet was to measure irular polarisation, we required ex-
ellent amplitude alibration independently for the left and right irularly-polarised
feeds. Due to the low elevation at whih the observations were arried out, the gain
amplitudes were likely to vary on relatively short timesales. We therefore observed six
nearby alibrator soures (J13163338, J13233849, J12484559, J13093948, J1327
4214, J13214342) whih are both reasonably bright and ompat, and likely to have
little or no ensemble intrinsi CP (the hoie of multiple alibrators enables us to hek
for spurious CP). A alibrator soure from this list was observed every 15min during
our observation for a total of 1.5 h (inluding slew times). In addition, we inluded
three short sans (∼ 1.5min eah) on the linearly-unpolarised soure J1407+2827 in
order to alibrate the feed leakage (D-terms).
The data redution was onduted using NRAO's Astronomial Image Proessing
System (aips) pakage (version 31DEC14; Greisen 2003). The data were sorted by
frequeny, indexed and further handled using prinipally the standard proedure out-
lined in the aips ookbook. Initial agging of obviously bad data was performed with
the uvflg task. We utilised the task aor to orret for amplitude saling errors due
to non-ideal sampler statistis. The task apal was used to arry out a priori ampli-
tude alibration and opaity orretions. Parallati angle orretions were applied
using the task lor. We then ran the task por to orret for instrumental phase
and delay osets. Global fringe tting, to assure phase alibration, was exeuted
with the task fring under a point soure model. We next used the task rldly to
perform R-L delay alibration. The D-term alibration (see the preeding paragraph)
was onduted with pal. Finally, the task bpass was used for bandpass alibration
on J13093948. A areful hoie of temporal and spetral averaging provided good
fringe-tting results throughout the observation.
Stokes I, and LP (speied via Stokes (U2 + Q2)1/2 = P ) images, were reated
running imagr along with the onventional subsidiary tasks. Generating Stokes V
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images has to mitigate the problem of using irularly-polarised feeds on the VLBA.
99
We have applied the zero-V self-alibration tehnique (e.g. Homan & Wardle 1999)
for alibrating the R and L omplex antenna gains, whih we briey desribe below.
6.2.1 Zero-V Self-Calibration
The zero-V self-alibration method assumes that there is no intrinsi irularly-polari-
sed signal from the target soure. Rounds of self-alibration are performed on the
assumption RR = I˜model and LL = I˜model, with I˜model the Fourier transform of the
model total intensity distribution, to nd separate omplex gain orretions for the
R and L omponents at eah antenna. This attempts to suppress any CP (real or
spurious) by adjusting the omplex antenna gains. However, the gain orretions
annot remove the CP signal entirely (exept in the ase of point soures) given
that the antenna gains are multipliative while Stokes V is additive in the baseline
orrelations. Zero-V self-alibration is less suitable for truly extended, or ompliated
soures sine it will fail to ompletely remove genuine CP from the soure: if a ore
possesses real CP, the proedure will reloate the CP from the strong ore to the
weaker extended struture (while keeping the same level of mc). An advantage over
some other tehniques is that any beam squint (a small amplitude dierene between
the RCP and LCP signals at an antenna due to slightly displaed primary beams of
left- and right-hand feeds) is ompletely removed by zero-V self-al.
We regard this tehnique as useful for our purpose of deteting CP from Centau-
rusA's jet base. Other methods - the transfer of gains and phase-only mapping  are
valuable as a hek, espeially in a ase of an unertain jet struture; however, on
their own, they do not provide a better result (e.g. a non-detetion in zero-V self-al
will not beome a detetion in gain-transfer or phase-only mapping).
6.3 Initial results and expetations
Fig. 16 shows a Briggs-weighted total intensity image of the jet at 8GHz. This weight-
ing was used as a ompromise between maximum signal-to-noise and minimising side-
lobe levels to optimise image delity. The spatial resolution at 8GHz reahes 0.87mas
(0.016 p). Note the presene of distint subomponents, and partiularly the un-
usual feature `hanging' to the south of the jet at ∼ 7mas (0.13 p projeted) from
the ore, whih is not disernible in older images at GHz frequenies (e.g.Müller et
al. 2014). We are ondent in the reality of this struture as it is persistent under
dierent treatment of the data and also shows up at more than one frequeny. Suh a
99
For a irularly-polarised feed, one has to take the approah RR = I+V and LL = I−V , whih
is vitally sensitive to gain errors.
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Figure 16: VLBA Stokes I image at 8.4GHz of the subparse-sale jet. The base
ontour is 29.4mJybeam−1, inreasing in steps of 2, the peak surfae brightness is
0.65 Jy beam−1. The FWHM dimensions of the Briggs-weighted beam (2.4× 0.7mas)
are depited by an ellipse in the bottom left-hand orner.
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Figure 17: VLBA Stokes I image at 15.2GHz of the subparse-sale jet and ounterjet.
The ontours begin at 20mJybeam−1 here, inreasing in steps of 2. The peak surfae
brightness is 0.94 Jy beam−1. The FWHM dimensions of the Briggs-weighted beam
(1.5× 0.4mas) are depited by an ellipse in the bottom left-hand orner.
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feature ould possibly arise from an intruder  star with wind or a gas loud travelling
at orbital speed and dragging material in the south-west diretion,
100
or otherwise
originate from a ore outburst, or from internal ow irregularities.
We have investigated whether the unusual feature at 0.13 p projeted ould be
attributed to a tidal disruption event (TDE). For an asymptoti giant branh (AGB)
star with an initial mass of 1.44M⊙ (i.e. orresponding to a Z = 0.008model whih has
a total stellar lifetime of 3Gyr, see also Wykes et al. 2015), the tidal disruption radius
at the tip of the AGB (with a stellar mass M∗ = 0.65M⊙ and stellar radius R∗ =
2.5× 102R⊙ in this phase) is (Rees 1988) rTDE = R∗(MBH/M∗)1/3 ∼ 7.63× 1015 m
(∼ 0.003 p), i.e.muh smaller than the loation where the unusual feature appears.
Hene, for a relatively low-mass AGB star, as we might expet in NGC5128, a TDE
explanation is unlikely. Our imaging does not extend to 25.5 ± 2mas (∼ 0.46 p
projeted)
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to evaluate the putative star rossing region suggested by Müller et al.
(2014) based on their 8GHz VLBI (TANAMI monitoring) data.
At 8GHz, we obtain a Stokes I peak ux of 0.65 Jy beam−1, with rms noise level
of 4.9mJy beam−1, yielding a dynami range (DR) of 133. We do not detet signif-
iant LP or CP. We an plae a 3σ upper limit on P of 3mJybeam−1 and on CP
of 6mJybeam−1 at this frequeny; the upper limits orrespond to individual ompo-
nents. This leads to an upper limit on the linearly-polarised fration of ml . 0.46
perent and on irularly-polarised fration mc . 0.92 perent. Note that upper lim-
its are for the peak of total intensity  elsewhere in the soure the CP and LP ould
both be higher. In priniple, we ould detet CP levels as low as 0.15 perent with
the VLBA.
Fig. 17 displays a Briggs-weighted total intensity image at 15GHz. The Stokes I
peak ux of 0.94 Jy beam−1, with rms noise level of 3.3mJybeam−1, yielding a DR
of 285. The result at 15GHz does not give any signiant LP or CP, and plaes a
3σ upper limit on both P and CP of ∼ 1.5mJybeam−1 at this frequeny, implying
ml ∼ mc . 0.16 perent at 15GHz.
LP ould be low (i) beause the soure is intrinsially unpolarised, (ii) beause of
internal depolarisation, or (iii) beause of an external Faraday sreen. In our view,
the shortfall of signiant LP is most readily explained by external depolarisation
in a thermal Faraday sreen
102
(Homan & Wardle 2004 and referenes therein); the
100
3D trajetories of stars and louds around the entre in Centaurus A are not extremely well
onstrained; however, the studies by Neumayer et al. (2007), Cappellari et al. (2009) and Neumayer
(2010) indiate that the general sense of rotation for the stellar and the gas omponent is opposite,
with the bulk of the stellar omponent rotating North-East to South-West, i.e. antilokwise in the
plane of Figs 16 and 17 presented in this paper.
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We ould probably detet some of the larger-sale struture by using a dierent weighting sheme;
however, that would make us less sensitive to `ore' polarisation (due to beam dilution eets) whih
is the primary goal.
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However, this requires not just external material (whih needs to be ionised) but also a large
dispersion in the rotation measure on sales smaller than the beam. This is relatively hard to arrange
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subkp-sale jet in CentaurusA is only weakly polarised at 8GHz, whih would be
onsistent with rotation measure (RM)-indued depolarisation (Hardastle et al. 2003,
their g. 4). Moreover, onsidering the free-free absorption from the inner ∼ parse,
where it is relevant, taking the density estimate of ne,th ∼ 1×105 m−3 from Morganti
et al. (2008) and the B-eld strength in the sub-100 p region of ∼ 10µG from Sarma
et al. (2002), we obtain an RM of 0.812ne,thB l ∼ 8 × 105 radm−2. This value is
suiently large that a failure to detet LP is most likely attributed to external
Faraday depolarisation.
However, external depolarisation is not expeted to aet the CP levels signi-
antly (Jones & O'Dell 1977; Homan et al. 2001). Alternatively, it ould mean that
the jet B-eld is highly disordered on the observed sale (e.g. Jones 1988). The lak
of CP ould reet insuient synhrotron self-absorption in the jet, sine the Fara-
day onversion depth sales linearly with that absorption depth. Tingay & Murphy
(2001) retrieved from their VLBA total intensity observations that the optial depth
eet is limited to the unresolved CentaurusA nuleus (. 1mas). The jet is ertainly
optially thin to free-free absorption and synhrotron self-absorption from the dis-
tane & 3mas: the stationary omponent at this distane, `Jstat', has a spetral index
α ∼ −1.0 (Müller et al. 2011, 2014). The 3 − 1mas region from the ore still shows
α ∼ −0.7; Tingay & Murphy (2001) onlude that neither free-free nor synhrotron
self-absorption are important in the jet.
The free-free optial depth τff to the ore at 2.2GHz is approximately unity
(Tingay & Murphy 2001). Sine, for free-free absorption, τ sales inversely with
frequeny squared, it is negligible at higher frequenies in any part of the jet or ore;
it an ertainly be ignored at & 15GHz. Sine, on spetral index grounds, synhrotron
self-absorption is not important in the jet (see the foregoing paragraph), the LP to
CP onversion inside the optially thin regions of the jet itself is very unlikely. It
ould still be important just outside the ore sine that is where a transition from
optially thin to optially thik must take plae: this is our predition at seeing any
CP of & 0.1 perent.
The non-detetion of CP at 8 and 15GHz does not prelude a detetion at higher
frequenies; it ould indiate that the irularly-polarised fration is skewed towards
higher frequenies, as disussed in Setion 6.1. However, ambiguities due to optial
depth, the harater of the plasma, B-eld orientation and deviations from homo-
geneity in and alongside the jet
103
ould hallenge the interpretation in terms of the
partile ontent. In the absene of synhrotron self-absorption, a detetion of CP
beause the beam is so small and would therefore need a large amount of magneti eld struture
on subp sales.
103
For example, from a modelling point of view, running radiative transfer models for a variety
of inner AGN omponents and orientations, Marin et al. (2015) have shown that lumpiness is an
important phenomenon, needing onsideration.
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ould only imply an eletron-proton jet,
104
and so a non-detetion of CP is plaing
limits on the mass/harge imbalane, though we annot presently say what they are.
In any ase, even a lear signal suggesting a pe
−
omposition on the smallest sales
will not detrat from the total amount of baryon mass (derived by Wykes et al. 2013
and Wykes et al. 2015) inorporated into the jet.
6.4 Summary
We have onduted simultaneous VLBA observations at 8, 15 and 22GHz to obtain
a CP spetrum and CP distribution in the inner parse of CentaurusA's jet. Our
8GHz data analysis results in an upper limit on the linearly-polarised fration of
. 0.46 perent and the irularly-polarised fration of . 0.92 perent. At 15GHz,
both the linearly- and irularly-polarised fration is . 0.16 perent. The low levels of
LP imply either that there is a strong Faraday sreen in front of the jet (for whih there
is a strong support from high RM values towards the nuleus) or that the jet magneti
eld is highly disordered on the observed sale. If the LP at & 22GHz is muh less
than 1 perent, it annot readily be explained by external Faraday depolarisation;
then internal depolarisation from magneti eld struture in the jet starts to beome
more likely and provides an important insight into the nature of the jet. Given the
lak of CP detetion at 8 and 15GHz, we annot establish a CP spetrum with the
urrent data.
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Reall that a lak of optial depth eliminates Faraday onversion as a viable soure of CP, thus
requiring any observed CP to represent intrinsi CP. If it is intrinsi, then it annot imply an e
+
e
−
plasma. Moreover, it would require a relatively stronger and organised magneti eld, sine one
would need to be looking at synhrotron emission from relatively lower energy eletrons in a B-eld
whose line of sight omponent is predominantly of one sign.
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Conluding remarks and future diretions
The main thrust of this Ph.D. thesis has been to understand the physis of the FR I
radio galaxy CentaurusA with a view to using inferred parameters suh as jet energy
ux, and the density, pressure, turbulent state and physial age of the giant lobes, in
wider models of the radio soure and its apability (or lak thereof) to produe the
highest-energy osmi rays observed. The thesis ontents entre around FR I radio
galaxies, with a strong fous on CentaurusA. They an be divided into four broad
themes.
(1) Mass loading of FR I jets
It has now beome aepted that, on kp sales, FR I jets deelerate to transoni
or subsoni speeds as a result of mass entrainment (Chapters 1, 2 and 4, and ref-
erenes therein). To reall, mass loading an our from galaxy ISM gas if the jet
boundary beomes Kelvin-Helmholtz-unstable (external entrainment), and as a result
of mass-loss from stars within the jet volume (internal entrainment). The external
entrainment proess involves bulk entrainment, i.e. the isotopi omposition entering
the jet resembles the galaxy ISM omposition; the internal entrainment proess de-
pends on the omposition of material expelled through stellar winds, i.e. on the initial
masses and evolutionary stages of stars within the jet boundary. In Chapter 2, my ol-
laborators and I have used simple saling relations with position along CentaurusA's
jet and onsidered the results of Laing & Bridle (2002) for the FR I soure 3C 31 to
normalise the external entrainment rate prole; the derived external entrainment rate
of ∼ 4.7 × 10−5M⊙ yr−1 is lose to the one omputed for 3C 31. I have attaked
the internal entrainment issue from a number of angles, inluding the use of stellar
evolution and wind odes by Hurley et al. (2000), Cranmer & Saar (2011) and Vink et
al. (1999, 2000, 2001) and odes alulating nuleosyntheti yields (e.g.Karakas 2010),
and available observational onstraints on the existing stellar populations (in the bulge
of the parent galaxy, and in the entral starburst). Injetion of mass lost by old stars
within the jet volume, in entrainment rate terms ∼ 2.3× 10−3M⊙ yr−1, is here rmly
established as the main baryon-loading mehanism in CentaurusA (Chapters 2 and
4), leading to a thermal partile ontent of the giant lobes of ∼ 1 × 10−8 m−3. We
were the rst to obtain predited abundanes of the entrained material in an extra-
galati jet on kp sale (Chapter 4). I maintain that intermediate-mass nulei, with
16
O,
12
C,
14
N and
20
Ne the key isotopes, are the lue and that the arriving ultra-high
energy osmi-ray omposition may be, to quote from Drury (2012b), `disappointingly
normal'. An inferene of intermediate-mass-like omposition at the highest energies
now also omes from the Pierre Auger Observatory (Aab et al. 2014b; Chapter 1).
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One of the very few means of assessing the partile omposition of the jet at sub-
parse sales is observation of irular polarisation. My o-authors and I are urrently
interpreting multifrequeny VLBA irular polarisation data aiming to distinguish
between eletron-positron versus eletron-proton omposition at the base of Centau-
rusA's jet. These results may signiantly improve our understanding of physial
proesses ouring near the blak hole, and jet energetis, in this key soure. Estab-
lishing that the jets start o heavy will not signiantly add to the derived mass-loss
rates from the internal and external entrainment. The total partile ontent is a key
parameter in determining the Alfvén speed and hene the feasibility of stohasti a-
eleration, and the isotopi omposition serves a learer piture of the omposition of
osmi rays leaving an astrophysial soure (see above and item 4).
We have urrently no real way of improving on the external entrainment models
for CentaurusA. Moreover, to zeroth order, we know the elemental abundanes in the
hot phase in CentaurusA without needing to do alulations of yields for plausible
stellar populations outside the jet, sine they are diretly observable from the X-ray
(Kraft et al. 2008). In the ontext of nal amounts of material available for ultra-
high energy osmi-ray aeleration, this is of a lesser importane, given its negligible
fration ompared to the internal entrainment rate (Chapters 2 and 4).
A way forward to rene the internal entrainment modelling is for example to
ompute the star density prole along the jet; in our model in Chapter 4, this is ex-
peted to trak the X-ray surfae brightness prole aurately. Still narrower age and
metalliity onstraints on the stellar populations in the parent elliptial would be also
beneial. Other eorts may be put into assessing a realisti fration of gas louds
potentially traversing the jet on p and kp sales. This also entails alulations of
the disruption and evaporation timesales of these louds one in ontat with the
jet, and of the amount and omposition of the material then delivered to the jet. We
are urrently making progress in these areas.
(2) Jet energetis and partile aeleration
Apart from arming the onsisteny of various estimates of the power of the present-
day jet in CentaurusA of ∼ 1× 1043 erg s−1, I have derived the time-averaged power
of the pre-existing jet of ∼ 1 − 5 × 1043 erg s−1 based on, independently, the energy
required to expand the giant lobes and on the turbulent dissipation rate in them
(Chapter 2). Observationally, an important diagnosti of partile aeleration in jets
is X-ray synhrotron radiation, sine X-ray emitting eletrons must be aelerated
in situ. I have investigated whether jet-stellar wind interations ould quantitatively
be responsible for the observed (diuse and knotty) X-ray emission in CentaurusA's
jet: suh a model, relying on Fermi I-type aeleration at strong shoks of eletrons
from the jet plasma, proved energetially apable of produing the observed X-ray
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emission, even if only aounting for old stellar populations in the jet. We have also
reprodued the radio through X-ray spetrum of the present-day kp jet, and reov-
ered its mean X-ray spetral index (Chapter 4). The entrained baryoni material also
enters the shoked regions in our model (albeit preferentially in the jet-wind enoun-
ters downstream the jet), and ould likewise gain energy at an ensemble of shoks
and via magneti reonnetion on small jet sales (giving harder partile spetra than
the standard DSA proess at single, quasi-parallel shoks), and shear and stohasti
aeleration on larger sales. Therefore, most baryons may arrive pre-aelerated to
some extent in the giant lobes, after having propagated down the jet.
A useful extension to the above might be onsidering proton energetis. Without
knowing the predited proton energy distribution in the jet, it is not possible to make
detailed statements about proesses like photomeson prodution. That said, if the
maximum proton energies in the jet are of the order of 1PeV, whih is feasible, then
most of the ambient photons stop being relevant for photomeson prodution.
To probe signatures of shoks, it may prove worthwhile to extend the study of
the unobsured jet knots into the optial where Faraday rotation is negligible, as
to onstrain the linear polarisation fration and diretion hanges. However, optial
radiation from the parent elliptial galaxy, whih has a bluer olour than most other
parent elliptials to FR I soures, ould frustrate suh undertakings.
Ataama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) observations ould reveal signs of ther-
mal material released through the stellar winds in the jet.
(3) Physial onditions and turbulent state of radio galaxy lobes, and par-
tile aeleration within them
Among the key parameters of the plasma in radio galaxy lobes that I wish to put
tighter onstraints on are the amount and distribution of thermal and non-thermal
matter, the internal lobe pressure, the strength and ordering of the magneti eld,
and the turbulent input, maintainane and dissipation. The quantity of thermal ma-
terial has onsequenes for the energetis of the lobes and partile aeleration to the
highest energies within them. Another unsettled question was for a long time the
one of physial ages of FR I soures. Previous estimates for CentaurusA (Hardas-
tle et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2012; MKinley et al. 2013) relied on a not well-founded
presumption that the radiative age represents the physial age in all ative galaxies.
We estimate the thermal pressure of the giant lobes of CentaurusA of ∼ 1 ×
10−12 dyn m−2, from whih we dedue a lower limit to the lobe temperature of
∼ 1.6 × 108K (Chapter 2). My omputations of the sound-rossing timesale and
the buoyany age of the giant lobes giving, respetively, ∼ 440 − 645 and 560Myr
(Chapter 2) show that the dynamial and radiative ages lie far apart in the nearest
FR I.
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Based on the entrainment studies (Chapter 4 in partiular), I am able to onstrain
the amount of the material that would be arried into the giant lobes in CentaurusA
(see also item 1). However, it is important to extend this work to other soures,
partiularly in view of the suggestion in the literature that low-power and high-power
radio galaxies have dierent thermal ontent (e.g. Croston et al. 2008; Hardastle &
Croston 2010).
Our GMRT total intensity observations and modelling of the lamentary struture
in the giant lobes of CentaurusA (Chapter 3) most likely imply non-uniform magneti
eld. They demonstrate that the laments are at most mildly overpressured with re-
spet to the global lobe plasma (soni Mah number of 1.0 to 1.7, depending on
whether minimum-energy or stronger magneti eld in the laments is antiipated),
showing no evidene of large-sale eient Fermi I-type partile aeleration. I inter-
pret the origin of the laments in terms of weak shoks from transoni MHD turbu-
lene or from the last vestiges of the ativity of the pre-existing jet, or an interplay
of both. The results from follow-up XMM-Newton observations (Chapter 5), whih
show for the rst time in an individual lobe lament that an exess in synhrotron
emissivity annot be produed purely by exess eletrons and that laments are not
greatly overpressured with respet to the surrounding lobe with a pressure provided
by relativisti eletrons, onrm the piture that emerges from the GMRT work. For
the rst time in an individual lament, we show that the lament magneti eld
strength must be higher than in the giant lobes as a whole, and lose to or above the
equipartition value for the lament  an eet impating on age estimates, as spatially
varying magneti eld makes spetral age estimates less reliable in determining the
true physial age of a soure.
Looking to the future, a projet that my ollaborators and I urrently have under
onsideration is to determine the thermal matter densities in the lobes by establishing
the eets of MHD turbulene on plasma diagnostis suh as broad-band radio linear
polarisation. A model inorporating simulations of idealised turbulene and simu-
lations of radio galaxy lobes with realisti physial parameters an be developed to
reprodue the polarisation properties of the lobes. Radio data from the Jansky Very
Large Array (JVLA) and LOw Frequeny ARray (LOFAR) of various soures might
be used to onstrut detailed depolarisation maps. Additionally, X-ray data from
Chandra and XMM-Newton ould be utilised to further onstrain the distribution of
non-thermal partiles and magneti eld within the lobes, broadening the piture of
radio galaxy physis and evolution.
To progress to a deeper level of physis than presented in Chapter 2, we will
additionally attempt to treat partile aeleration at intermediate energies in the
giant lobes of CentaurusA. Sine Alfvén modes that we have onsidered tend in their
turbulent asade to beome inreasingly anisotropi, whih makes them ineient
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in sattering partiles, it remains debatable whether the partiles will reah energies
assoiated with the driving sale for the ≥ 55EeV aeleration. Hene, it is desirable
to investigate partile aeleration on intermediate turbulene sales, where turbulent
strutures in the Alfvén mode may be elongated, or to resort to magnetosoni waves,
in partiular the fast modes, that are expeted to be isotropi along the asade
(however, magnetosoni waves should be subjet to dissipation, see Chapters 1 and
2). Intimately onneted with this is the aspiration to estimate the hardness of the
partile spetral index expeted from stohasti aeleration in this objet, sine as
outlined in Chapter 1, there is no fundamental slope from this proess.
There is also sope for studies of the impat of the large-sale lobes on their envi-
ronment. This is presently rather hallenging in the ase of CentaurusA (as noted in
passing in Chapter 2) beause of its loseness, but likely to ontinue to be suessfully
aomplished for a seletion of other objets. There is strong X-ray evidene that
radio lobes impinge on their hot-gas surroundings (e.g.MNamara & Nulsen 2012)
and evidene from other wavelengths that old gas is aeted too. Suh studies will
feed into a broader ontext of radio galaxies impating on the intragroup/intraluster
medium that they inhabit, and ould assist us in putting tighter onstraints on the
harateristis of CentaurusA's intragroup gas before wider-eld, more sensitive X-
ray instruments beome available. Inferring the turbulent properties of the intragroup
plasma is another exiting objetive, and likely explorable through X-ray emission
lines with Astro-H in the near future and with ATHENA towards 2028. This ould
put onstraints on the osmi-ray trajetories after esape from the soure.
(4) CentaurusA & prodution, propagation and detetability of ultra-high
energy osmi rays
Early (e.g. Lyberis et al. 2009; Abreu et al. 2010b) and also more reent (e.g. Aab
et al. 2015) results from the Pierre Auger Observatory indiated that a number of
the deteted ultra-high energy osmi rays ould originate from CentaurusA. My o-
authors and I have investigated the feasibility of partile aeleration via stohasti
proesses (in partiular, via resonant Alfvén waves, see also item 3) in the giant lobes of
CentaurusA (Chapter 2). Combining together the dierent onstraints  the driving
sale of the turbulene (with whih the partiles might resonate), the aeleration
time, the physial age of the lobes and the time for the partiles to diuse out of the
lobes  leaves us with
9
Be and heavier nulei that an be aelerated beyond 55EeV
in this objet. We regard CentaurusA as a oneivable soure of ultra-high energy
osmi rays in the southern sky.
Strong shoks at giant-lobe sales in CentaurusA at the urrent epoh are very
implausible (Chapters 3 and 5). Suh a onlusion was also reahed for a number of
other FR I soures by, e.g., Laing et al. (2011). Furthermore, the one-shot aeleration
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mehanism in the giant lobes of CentaurusA is unlikely, if the ensemble ultra-high
energy osmi-ray ux might ome from a single (or dominant) soure, sine it would
make it diult to explain the power-law synhrotron and partile spetra (see also
de Gouveia et al. 2005). In weak turbulent shoks, the baryon aeleration eieny
is of order 1 perent by energy. Using this eieny overall, whih translates to
0.001 perent by mass with regard to the amount of mass in individual isotopes
residing in the lobes (as derived in Chapter 4), we are urrently omputing outgoing
uxes and propagation spetra, to asertain whether the soure omposition and
uxes an math the ultra-high energy osmi-ray data as obtained with the Auger
Observatory. In terms of spetral shapes, the results (so far) are promising. At any
rate, the advantage of nearby soures is that the nulei are not expeted to suer
photodisintegration when propagating from the soure.
(Ultra-) high-energy osmi-ray spetrum and omposition studies in general may
prot from enhanements on the ground of the Pierre Auger Observatory and the
Telesope Array. In spae, the uoresene detetor JEM-EUSO, sheduled for launh
in 2018, will be exploited to permit extension of the osmi-ray energy spetrum to
higher energies and to plae tighter onstraints on the anisotropy fration; however,
its rewards for the osmi-ray omposition will be limited. A daring solution may
involve a onstrution of a hybrid ground array of ∼ 30 000 km2, partiularly pratial
in onert with the JEM-EUSO (Watson 2014), to make appreiable advanes on both
the spetrum and the omposition fronts.
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Nederlandstalige samenvatting
Elke minuut arriveren gemiddeld tien deeltjes met extreem hoge energie bij de aardse
atmosfeer. Hun bronnen moeten relatief dihtbij zijn (binnen ∼ 300 miljoen liht-
jaar) zodat de deeltjes niet teveel energie verliezen tijdens hun voorplanting door de
ruimte, maar ze moeten wel afkomstig zijn van buiten de Melkweg, omdat de Melk-
weg deze deeltjes vanwege haar beperkte grootte en magnetishe veldsterkte niet kan
binden. Zulke deeltjes, met energieën rond 1020 (honderd triljoen) elektronvolt, ook
wel hoogst-energetishe kosmishe straling genoemd, worden via deeltjeslawines (van
seundaire deeltjes) die ze in de atmosfeer veroorzaken, gemeten door grote detetoren
op het aardoppervlak, zoals het Pierre Auger Observatorium in Argentinië.
Radiostelsels zoals CentaurusA, het dihtstbijzijnde radiostelsel en het entrale
objet van dit proefshrift, is een klasse van atieve sterrenstelsels die veel energie
uitstralen op radiofrequenties en waarvan de nauwe uitstromingen van snel-bewegend
ijl gas (jets) grootshalige lobben opblazen, met fysishe omstandigheden aannemelijk
geshikt voor het reëren van de kosmishe straling. Om te doorgronden hoe radios-
telsels de kosmishe straling genereren en van extreme energieën voorzien, moeten we
onder andere entrainment begrijpen  het proes waardoor protonen en atoomkernen
in de grootshalige jets en lobben tereht komen.
Radiostelsels worden vrijwel uitsluitend gevonden in entra van grote elliptishe
sterrenstelsels. Van de jets van intrinsiek minder heldere radiostelsels (klasse FR I ra-
diostelsels) wordt nu onderkend dat ze worden verzwaard door extra materiaal, waar-
door de jets vertragen. Dit materiaal, elektronen, protonen en de kernen van allerlei
zwaardere elementen, wordt in de jet geïntrodueerd via sterren van het moederstelsel
die zih in het pad van de jet bevinden (`internal entrainment'), en door materiaal
buiten de jets dat door de jetwand kan passeren indien de druk aan weerszijden min
of meer gelijk is (`external entrainment'). Omdat radiostelsels in elliptishe stelsels
zitten, is het merendeel van de aanwezige sterren oud  enkele 109 jaar. Het materiaal
dat zulke sterren verliezen via een sterrewind is vergelijkbaar met de samenstelling
van het materiaal dat nabij de Zon voorkomt.
In de jets vindt deeltjesversnelling plaats: de deeltjes krijgen een hogere energie.
Er wordt verondersteld dat het verhogen van de energie veelal gebeurt door middel
van sterke shokgolven in het plasma van de jet. De deeltjes worden door lokale
magneetvelden over de shokgolf (shok in het kort) heen en weer gekaatst. Bij
elke terugkaatsing wint het deeltje aan energie, totdat het deeltje zih te ver van
de shok verwijdert en ontsnapt, waarna de versnelling ophoudt. Er zijn voldoende
aanwijzingen dat dit proes plaatsheeft, voornamelijk door het bestuderen van su-
pernovaresten (overblijfselen van explosies van zware sterren) in de Melkweg: op de
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randen van deze objeten worden shokken gevormd, en de hoog-energetishe straling
(in het röntgen golengtegebied) die van de rand wordt waargenomen wordt in ver-
band gebraht met elektronen versneld in een magneetveld  de synhrotronstraling.
Omdat hoog-energetishe elektronen snel aan energie verliezen, kunnen ze niet ver
van het oorspronkelijke brongebied zijn gemigreerd en nog waarneembaar zijn via de
uitgezonden straling met röntgentelesopen. Het is aannemelijk dat waar elektronen
worden versneld, baryonen eveneens een hogere energie krijgen, al zijn de meest gun-
stige ondities van het shokgebied (voornamelijk de oriëntatie van het magneetveld
ten opzihte van de shoknormaal) voor elektronen en baryonen vershillend.
Verder stroomafwaarts, in de grootshalige lobben van heet geïoniseerd gas, kan
deeltjesversnelling plaatsvinden in turbulente stromingen. Dit wordt aangeduid met
`stohastishe' deeltjesversnelling. De tijdshaal om deeltjes door middel van stohasti-
she versnelling van hogere energie te voorzien is aanzienlijk langer dan die in shokken.
Bovendien is de limiet aan de hoeveelheid materiaal nauw: er moeten baryonen aan-
wezig zijn om `bouwmateriaal' te hebben, aan de andere kant zal teveel van het materi-
aal tot een zeer ineetieve versnelling zorgen omdat de stohastishe versnellingstijd
omgekeerd evenredig shaalt met deeltjesdihtheid.
Synhrotronstraling kan in prinipe over alle golengtes geprodueerd worden, van
radio- tot röntgenfrequenties, en de radio-emissie die we van de jets en lobben waarne-
men is dan ook meestal synhrotron straling. De röntgenstraling van de jets wordt
veelal geïnterpreteerd als synhrotronstraling, maar die van de lobben als inverse-
Compton straling die ontstaat als hoog-energetishe elektronen met fotonen van de
kosmishe ahtergrondstraling botsen waarbij de fotonen aan energie winnen. Diverse
hedendaagse instrumenten deteteren deze vormen van straling, waaronder de instru-
menten waarvan data zijn gebruikt in dit proefshrift: de Very Long Baseline Array
(VLBA) en de Giant Metrewave Radio Telesope (GMRT) op radio frequenties, en
de XMM-Newton telesoop op röntgenfrequenties.
Dit proefshrift riht zih op de FR I stelsels, met een sterke nadruk op Centau-
rusA. De voornaamste doelstelling is om de fysia van het CentaurusA radiostelsel
beter te begrijpen, met name de mate waarin het stelsel (al dan niet) in staat is om
de hoogst-energetishe kosmishe straling te produeren. Dit doen we door modellen
op te stellen van de radiobron, aan de hand van parameters zoals de energieux van
de jets, en de dihtheid, druk, turbulentietoestand en leeftijd van de lobben.
In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we shalingsverhoudingen met positie langs CentaurusA's
jet gebruikt, en de resultaten van Laing & Bridle (2002) beshouwd voor het FR I
radiostelsel 3C 31 om de snelheid van external entrainment te normaliseren. De vast-
gestelde external entrainmentsnelheid van ∼ 4.7 × 10−5 zonsmassa's per jaar ligt
dihtbij die uitgerekend voor 3C 31. Het internal entrainment vraagstuk heb ik be-
naderd vanuit vershillende invalshoeken, inlusief het gebruik van stellaire evolutie-
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en wind-odes en odes die nuleosynthetishe opbrengsten berekenen, en de beshik-
bare observationele limieten op de bestaande populaties van sterren in het moeder-
stelsel. Injetie van massa verloren door oude sterren binnen het jetvolume, in ter-
men van entrainmentsnelheid ∼ 2.3× 10−3 zonsmassa's per jaar, is hier overtuigend
vastgesteld als het voornaamste mehanisme voor de baryon injetie in CentaurusA
(hoofdstukken 2 en 4), leidend tot een thermish deeltjesinhoud van de grote lobben
van CentaurusA van ∼ 1 × 10−8 m−3. In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we als eersten een
voorspelling kunnen maken van de samenstelling van het entrained materiaal in een
extragalatishe grootshalige jet, met als belangrijkste isotopen
16
O,
12
C,
14
N en
20
Ne.
Eén van de weinige methoden om de samenstelling van de jets vast te stellen
op een shaal kleiner dan een parse, is met behulp van observaties van irulaire
polarisatie van radiostraling. We zijn op dit moment irulaire polarisatiedata aan
het interpreteren, gemeten door de VLBA op meerdere frequenties. Deze analyse is er
op geriht om ondersheid te maken tussen een elektron-positron- en elektron-proton-
samenstelling nabij de jet inlet. Deze resultaten zouden in belangrijke mate kunnen
bijdragen aan het begrip van fysishe proessen die zih voordoen in de nabijheid van
het entrale zwarte gat, evenals de energetia van de jet in deze sleutelbron. Een
vaststelling dat de jets zwaar beginnen zal niet leiden tot substantiële massa's die de
opbrengst van entrainment op kiloparse-shalen zou overstijgen.
De totale deeltjesinhoud is een sleutelparameter in het vaststellen van de golf-
snelheid en dus de haalbaarheid van stohastishe deeltjesversnelling. De isotopen-
samenstelling dient ertoe een duidelijker beeld te verkrijgen van de samenstelling van
kosmishe straling die uiteindelijk aan de astrofysishe bron ontsnapt.
Naast het veriëren van het vermogen van de huidige jet in CentaurusA van
∼ 1 × 1043 erg s−1 (∼ 1 × 1036W), hebben we van de eerder bestaande jet in het
radiostelsel
105
het gemiddeld vermogen over de tijd afgeleid, ∼ 1 − 5 × 1043 erg s−1,
gebaseerd op de energie die nodig is om de grote lobben te doen expanderen, en on-
afhankelijk daarvan, op dissipatie van turbulentie in de lobben. Röntgenstraling is een
belangrijke observationele diagnostiek van deeltjesversnelling in jets, omdat röntgen-
emitterende elektronen lokaal moeten zijn versneld. Ik heb onderzoht of interaties
tussen jet en sterrewind verantwoordelijk zouden kunnen zijn voor de waargenomen
(diuse en meer ompate) röntgenstraling in de jet van CentaurusA. Een model op
basis van `Fermi I-type' versnelling van elektronen in shokken in het jet-plasma blijkt
in staat om het waargenomen spetrum van röntgenstraling te reprodueren. De in
de jet geïntrodueerde baryonen komen in ons model ook de shokgebieden binnen
(maar bij voorkeur in de jet-wind interatiegebieden verder stroomafwaarts), en kun-
105
Veel radiostelsels vertonen tekenen van variërende ativiteit, gerelateerd aan het opkomen en
uitdoven van de jet. Centaurus A wordt gekenmerkt door twee of meer perioden van zo'n ativiteit.
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nen eveneens energie winnen via andere versnellingsmehanismen in diverse delen van
de jet. Hieruit volgt dat meeste baryonen vermoedelijk voorversneld arriveren in de
grote lobben, na hun propagatie stroomafwaarts in de jet.
Onder de sleutelparameters van het plasma in radiostelsel lobben dat men van
nauwere limiten zou willen voorzien is de hoeveelheid en verdeling van het thermish
en niet-thermish materiaal, de interne druk, de sterkte en verdeling van het mag-
neetveld, en de turbulente input, onderhoud en dissipatie. De hoeveelheid thermish
materiaal heeft onsequenties voor de energetia van de lobben en voor deeltjes-
versnelling tot de hoogste energieën daarin. Een belangrijke vraag was lange tijd
wat de ouderdom van FR I bronnen is. Eerdere leeftijdshattingen voor CentaurusA
waren gebaseerd op de zwak onderbouwde aannamen dat de stralingsleeftijd de fysieke
leeftijd in alle atieve stelsels vertegenwoordigt. In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we shattingen
kunnen maken van de thermishe druk en de temperatuur in de lobben van Centau-
rusA (een druk van∼ 1×10−12 dyn m−2, waaruit we kunnen aeiden dat de minimale
temperatuur ∼ 1.6× 108K is). Mijn berekening van de leeftijd (∼ 560miljoen jaar),
gebaseerd op het drijfvermogen van de grote lobben, laat zien dat de stralingsleeftijd
en de fysieke leeftijd ver uit elkaar liggen in deze dihtstbijzijnde FR I-bron.
Onze GMRT waarnemingen en modellen van de lamentaire strutuur van de
grote lobben in CentaurusA (hoofdstuk 3) implieren een niet-uniforme verdeling
van het magneetveld in de lobben. De waarnemingen tonen aan dat de lamenten
op zijn best een iets grotere druk hebben dan het globale lobplasma, zonder aanwij-
zingen voor grote-shaal eiënte Fermi I-type deeltjesversnelling. Ik interpreteer de
oorsprong van de lamenten in termen van zwakke shokken in transone magnetohy-
drodynamishe turbulentie of van de laatste stuiptrekkingen van de eerder bestaande
jet. De resultaten van aanvullende XMM-Newton-waarnemingen (hoofdstuk 5) beves-
tigen het beeld dat was ontstaan op basis van de GMRT-waarnemingen. Voor het
eerst in een individueel lament van een lob zien we dat een overmaat aan syhrotron-
emissiviteit niet puur geprodueerd kan worden door een overmaat aan elektronen, en
dat lamenten niet sterk in overdruk zijn ten aanzien van het omringende lobplasma.
Resultaten van het Pierre Auger Observatorium wijzen erop dat een aantal van
de hoogst-energetishe kosmishe stralingsdeeltjes afkomstig zouden kunnen zijn van
CentaurusA. We hebben vershillende randwoorwaarden geombineerd: de maro-
shaal van de turbulentie (waarmee de deeltjes zouden resoneren), de versnellingstijd,
de fysieke leeftijd van de lobben en de tijd die de deeltjes nodig hebben om uit de
lobben te diunderen. Hieruit volgt dat alleen
9
Be en zwaardere kernen kunnen
worden versneld tot boven 55 × 1018 elektronVolt in dit objet. We beshouwen
CentaurusA als een plausibele bron van hoogst-energetishe kosmishe straling in de
zuidelijke hemel, met een samenstelling van de belangrijkste isotopen, indien veelal
afkomstig van het internal entrainment in dit objet, zijnde
16
O,
12
C,
14
N en
20
Ne.
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